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February 1, 2013

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Attn: Document Control Desk

Subject: Submission of Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Revision 3,
for the NAC MAGNASTOR®' Cask System

Docket No. 72-1031

References: 1. Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for the NAC MAGNASTOR Cask System,
Revision 2, NAC International, April 2012

2. ED20120058, Submission of Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), Revision 2, for
NAC MAGNASTOR Cask System, May 23, 2012

In accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 72.248, NAC International (NAC) is providing the
changed pages to Reference 1 necessary to complete the update to the MAGNASTOR FSAR Revision 3.
The necessary change pages are located in Enclosure 4 of this submittal package.

Revision 3 of the MAGNASTOR FSAR is based on Reference 1. Revision 3 incorporates the changes
that have been reviewed and incorporated by NAC under the 10 CFR 72.48 regulation from April 2012
through January 2013. A certificate of the accuracy of the Revision 3 changes, signed by a duly
authorized officer of NAC, is provided as Enclosure 3.

Changes made between February 2011 and March 2012 were submitted to the NRC via Reference 2.
Reference 2 included the required change pages to update FSAR Revision 1 to 2 along with a dedicated
72.48 Determination Summary Report and certification of accuracy for those changes made under the 10
CFR 72.48 regulation and the incorporation of Amendment 2. Reference 2 and this submittal package
satisfy the regulatory requirements for 10 CFR 72.248 and 72.48 with regards to the MAGNASTOR
biennial update.

Consistent with NAC administrative practice, the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 3, changed pages are
uniquely identified by the revision number located in the header of each revised page. Revision bars
mark the FSAR text changes. Due to text flow, some Revision 3 pages do not contain any revision bars.

A detailed description of all of the changes incorporated in Revision 3 of the MAGNASTOR FSAR is
provided as Enclosure 2. Enclosure I is the 10 CFR 72.48 Determination Summary Report for Revision 3
of the MAGNASTOR FSAR.

NAC is providing one proprietary and non-proprietary hard copy version of this submittal package.
Enclosure 4 of the proprietary version includes changed pages for the proprietary MAGNASTOR FSAR
while the non-proprietary version includes changed pages for the non-proprietary MAGNASTOR FSAR.
The proprietary version of this submittal package is contained in a separate sealed envelope marked as
"NAC Proprietary Information." An Affidavit pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390 is provided following this letter.
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If you have any comments or questions regarding this submittal, please contact me on my direct line at
678-328-1274.

Sincerely,

Anthony L. Patko
Director, Licensing
Engineering

Enclosures:
1. 10 CFR 72.48 Determination Summary Report for the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 3
2. List of Changes for the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 3
3. Certification of Accuracy of the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 3
4. Changed Pages for the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 3
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NAC INTERNATIONAL
AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390

George Carver (Affiant), Vice President, Engineering, of NAC International, hereinafter referred to as
NAC, at 3930 East Jones Bridge Road, Norcross, Georgia 30092, being duly sworn, deposes and says
that:

1. Affiant has reviewed the information described in Item 2 and is personally familiar with the trade
secrets and privileged information contained therein, and is authorized to request its withholding.

2. The information to be withheld includes the following NAC Proprietary Information that is being
provided as part of the MAGNASTOR FSAR biennial update.

* 10 CFR 72.48 Determination Summary Report for the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 3,
Pages 5, 13, and 16 thru 19 of 20

* MAGNASTOR FSAR Rev. 3, Proprietary Version

NAC is the owner of the information contained in the aforementioned pages/document, so they are
considered NAC Proprietary Information.

3. NAC makes this application for withholding of proprietary information based upon the exemption
from disclosure set forth in: the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"); 5 USC Sec. 552(b)(4) and the
Trade Secrets Act; 18 USC Sec. 1905; and NRC Regulations 10 CFR Part 9.17(a)(4), 2.390(a)(4), and
2.390(b)(1) for "trade secrets and commercial financial information obtained from a person, and
privileged or confidential" (Exemption 4). The information for which exemption from disclosure is
herein sought is all "confidential commercial information," and some portions may also qualify under
the narrower definition of "trade secret," within the meanings assigned to those terms for purposes of
FOIA Exemption 4.

4. Examples of categories of information that fit into the definition of proprietary information are:

a. Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including supporting data and
analyses, where prevention of its use by competitors of NAC, without license from NAC,
constitutes a competitive economic advantage over other companies.

b. Information that, if used by a competitor, would reduce their expenditure of resources or improve
their competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of quality
or licensing of a similar product.

c. Information that reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels or
commercial strategies of NAC, its customers, or its suppliers.

d. Information that reveals aspects of past, present or future NAC customer-funded development
plans and programs of potential commercial value to NAC.
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NAC INTERNATIONAL

AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 (continued)

e. Information that discloses patentable subject matter for which it may be desirable to obtain patent
protection.

The information that is sought to be withheld is considered to be proprietary for the reasons set forth
in Items 4.a, 4.b, and 4.d.

5. The information to be withheld is being transmitted to the NRC in confidence.

6. The information sought to be withheld, including that compiled from many sources, is of a sort
customarily held in confidence by NAC, and is, in fact, so held. This information has, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, consistently been held in confidence by NAC. No public disclosure has
been made, and it is not available in public sources. All disclosures to third parties, including any
required transmittals to the NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to regulatory provisions
or proprietary agreements, which provide for maintenance of the information in confidence. Its initial
designation as proprietary information and the subsequent steps taken to prevent its unauthorized
disclosure are as set forth in Items 7 and 8 following.

7. Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document/information is made by the Vice President,
Engineering, the Project Manager, the Licensing Engineer, or the Director, Licensing - the persons
most likely to know the value and sensitivity of the information in relation to industry knowledge.
Access to proprietary documents within NAC is limited via "controlled distribution" to individuals on
a "need to know" basis. The procedure for external release of NAC proprietary documents typically
requires the approval of the Project Manager based on a review of the documents for technical
content, competitive effect and accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures of proprietary
documents outside of NAC are limited to regulatory agencies, customers and potential customers and
their agents, suppliers, licensees and contractors with a legitimate need for the information, and then
only in accordance with appropriate regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements.

8. NAC has invested a significant amount of time and money in the research, development, engineering
and analytical costs to develop the information that is sought to be withheld as proprietary. This
information is considered to be proprietary because it contains detailed descriptions of analytical
approaches, methodologies, technical data and/or evaluation results not available elsewhere. The
precise value of the expertise required to develop the proprietary information is difficult to quantify,
but it is clearly substantial.

Public disclosure of the information to be withheld is likely to cause substantial harm to the
competitive position of NAC, as the owner of the information, and reduce or eliminate the availability
of profit-making opportunities. The proprietary information is part of NAC's comprehensive spent
fuel storage and transport technology base, and its commercial value extends beyond the original
development cost to include the development of the expertise to determine and apply the appropriate
evaluation process. The value of this proprietary information and the competitive advantage that it
provides to NAC would be lost if the information were disclosed to the public. Making such
information available to other parties, including competitors, without their having to make similar
investments of time, labor and money would provide competitors with an unfair advantage and
deprive NAC of the opportunity to seek an adequate return on its large investment.
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NAC INTERNATIONAL
AFFIDAVIT PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 2.390 (continued)

STATE OF GEORGIA, COUNTY OF GWINNETT

Mr. George Carver, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he has read the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated herein are true and correct to the best of his
knowledge, information and belief.

Executed at Norc)Sss, Georgia, this 1 st day of February 2013.

Ge'orge Carver
Vice President, Engineering
NAC International

Subscribed and sworn before me this / "

Notary Public

4Lday of Jell 2013.
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Enclosure 1

NONPROPRIETARY VERSION

10 CFR 72.48 Determination Summary Report

for the

MAGNASTOR® FSAR, Revision 3
(Docket No 72-1031)

Period Covered: March 2012 - January 2013

NAC International

January 2013
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-031

Change Description

An editorial enhancement was made to the general description of components, Chapter 1,
Section 1.3.1.3, Concrete Cask, by incorporating terminology from the ACI Code that highlights
the concrete cask as a structural plain concrete shield wall. This terminology, "Structural Plain
Concrete," used in ACI 318 Chapter 22, identifies shield walls as a special structure in paragraph
22.2.2. ACI 349, Paragraph 1.4, titled "Approval of special systems of design and construction"
provides the path for approval of special structures. Incorporating the ACI 318 terminology,
structural plain concrete shield wall, provides an ACI Code specific description of the concrete
cask component.

Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1.3, page 1.3-4

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-031

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2B

This DCR(L) incorporated an editorial change to Section 1.3.1.3, second paragraph, to capture
terminology used in ACI 318 Code, Chapter 22, which identifies shield walls as a special
structure in ACI 349, Paragraph 1.4. The terminology "concrete structure" and "concrete wall"
was replaced with "structural plain concrete shield wall."
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-053

Change Description

Revised the text in Chapter 8, Section 8.8 and Table 8.8-1 in order to clarify an inconsistency
between the FSAR and the Amendment 2 Technical Specifications. The approved Amendment 2
CoC gave additional areal densities for neutron absorber materials. The revised text updates the
minimum "effective" areal density for the PWR basket and for the BWR basket.

Chapter 8, page 8.8-2, and page 8.8-4, Table 8.8-1

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-053

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2D

This DCR(L) revised the text in Chapter 8 to clarify an inconsistency between the FSAR and the
Amendment 2 Technical Specifications. Specific changes made are as follows:

1. Page 8.8-2: Revised the first bullet at the bottom of page 8.8-2 to change the areal
density for the PWR basket to "0.027 g/cm 2 10B" (was "0.036 g/cm2 

'°B") and to
change the areal density for the BWR basket to "0.020 g/cm 2 10B (was "0.027 g/cm 2

10BB").

2. Page 8.8-4: Revised Table 8.8-1 to match the table on page A4-1, Section 4.1.1, in the
MAGNASTOR Technical Specifications. Two new rows of data were added for
Borated Aluminum Alloy, Borated MMC, and Boral.
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-061

Change Description

Added a bullet to Chapter 1, Table 1.3-3 "Concrete Cask Construction Specification Summary,"
"Materials" section, after the fourth bullet from the top, in order to permit aggregates that
conform to the particle size requirements prepared by a state's DOT to be acceptable for use in a
MAGNASTOR VCC.

Chapter 1, page 1.3-15, Table 1.3-3

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination 1I) #NAC-12-MAG-061

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2F

This DCR(L) added the following bullet after the fourth bullet from the top of the "Materials"
section of Table 1.3-3 "Concrete Cask Construction Specification Summary":

"Aggregates that conform to the particle size requirements of a U.S. state's transportation
agency, which is in general use in the area, should be considered as having a satisfactory
service record with regard to those concrete properties affected by the respective grading
requirement."
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-062

Change Description

Chapter 4, Section 4.4, pages 4.4-20 through 4.4-65; Section 4.5.2, page 4.5-3; Section 4.9.1,
page 4.9.1-1; Section 4.9.2, pages 4.9.2-1 through 4.9.2-2; Section 4.9.3, pages 4.9.3-1 through
4.9.3-3; Chapter 9, Section 9.1.1, pages 9.1-2 through 9.1-9, page 9.1-11, and pages 9.1-13
through 9.1-18

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-062

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2G
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-068

Change Description

Revised Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.1, lift lug bolt analysis to include the bolt preload and to
explicitly calculate a factor of safety for thread shear. Revised Chapter 9, Table 9.1-2, to reduce
the torque value for the concrete cask lift lug attachment bolts. Revised Chapter 10, Table 10.2-
1, to update the maintenance schedule to require inspection of the concrete cask lift lug bolts
prior to each installation.

Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.1, pages 3.4-5 through 3.4-23; Chapter 9, Table 9.1-2, page 9.1-19; and
Chapter 10, Table 10.2-1, page 10.2-3.

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-068

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2H

This DCR(L) revised the following:

1. Table 9.1-2, reduced the torque value specified for the concrete cask lift lug attachment
bolts to " 115 ± 10 ft-lb" (was "600 (+60, -60) ft-lb").

2. Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.1 "Concrete Cask Lift", subsection "Lift Lug Bolt," revised the
lift lug bolt analysis to include the bolt preload and to explicitly calculate a factor of
safety for thread shear. Additionally, the length of engagement for the bolt evaluation
was reduced to 1.7 inches (was 2.0 inches). The previous evaluation provided a factor
of safety for bolt tension and compared length of engagement provided versus that
needed for the bolt to have a higher capacity in thread shear than in bolt tension.

3. Table 10.2-1, the maintenance program schedule was updated to require inspection of
the concrete cask lift lug bolts prior to each installation.
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-073

Change Description

A transfer cask configuration was added to incorporate optional retaining blocks, which engage
retaining pins welded to the top ring of the transfer cask. The added configuration can also be
used with an alternate retaining ring modified to increase the number of bolts used and clearance
holes for the retaining pins. The Chapter 3 structural evaluation was updated to provide a
description of the revised transfer cask configuration. Additionally, Chapters 1 and 9 were
revised to address the retaining block configuration for MTC2. The retaining ring bolt torque
specified in Chapter 9 was increased to 30 (+0, -10) ft-lb, while the retaining ring evaluation in
Chapter 3 was revised to consider a bounding maximum bolt torque of 80 lb-ft.

In Chapter 3, the stress allowables used for the inadvertent lift evaluation of the MTC1 transfer
cask were changed to be consistent with those from the ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF.

Additional editorial changes were made in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1.4 and in License Drawing
71160-556.

Chapter 1, pages 1.3-6, 1.3-12, and 1.3-13; Chapter 3, pages 3.4-24 through 3.4-42; Chapter 9,
page 9.1-2, 9.1-10, 9.1-12, 9.1-19, 9.2-1, and 9.3-1 through 9.3-3; License Drawing 71160-556.

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-073

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-21

This DCR(L) revised the following:

1. Revised Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1.4 "Transfer Cask" to make mention to both the
retaining block and retaining ring options for the transfer cask.

2. Chapter 1, Table 1.3-1, added the retaining block component for the MTC2 transfer
cask.

3. Revised Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.3.1 "Transfer Cask Lift: MTCI" to update the stress
allowables for the inadvertent lift to be consistent with ASME Code Section Ii,
Subsection NF for Level C conditions. Prior stress allowables were for ASME Code
Section III, Subsection NB, which is not applicable to the design of the transfer cask.

4. Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3.3.2 "Transfer Cask Lift: MTC2," added a subsection for
inadvertent lift for the retaining block configuration. Clarified that the MTC2 transfer
cask can be used with either a retaining ring or with retaining blocks and that the
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existing inadvertent lift analysis corresponds to the retaining ring configuration.
Updated the description of the retaining ring evaluation to consider a bounding bolt
preload.

5. Revised Chapter 9, Sections 9.1.1, 9.1.2, 9.2, and 9.3 to clarify that in addition to a
retaining ring, retaining blocks may be used with the MTC2 transfer cask design.

6. Chapter 9, Table 9.1-2 "Threaded Component Torque Values," revised the torque value
for the retaining ring bolts to 30 (+0, -10) ft-lb.

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-556-2A

This DCR(L) revised the following:

1. Revised sheets number in the title block on all sheets, total sheets is 6 (was 4).

Sheet 1:
2. B.O.M., added assembly columns 96 and 95. Assy 96 has the same quantities as Assy 99

except for Item 23 (Retaining Ring). Assy 96 has quantity "18" for Items 34 & 35 and the
additional items listed below.

3. B.O.M., added Item 24 as follows: "RETAINING BLOCK", Qty "1" for Assy 95,
Material "17-4PH ST. STL.", SPEC "ASTM A693/A564" and Description
"PLATE/BAR".

4. B.O.M., added Item 25 as follows: "SPRING PLUNGER", Qty "1" for Assy 95, Material
"ST. STL.", SPEC "COML".

5. B.O.M., added Item 26 as follows: "HANDLE", Qty "1" for Assy 95, Material "ST.
STL.", SPEC "ASTM A240" and Description "PLATE/BAR".

6. B.O.M., added Item 27 as follows: "HANDLE BOLT", Qty "2" for Assy 95, Material
"ST. STL.", SPEC "COML".

7. B.O.M., added Item 28 as follows: "RETAINING PIN", Qty "3" for Assy 96, Material
"304 ST. STL.", SPEC "ASTM A276" and Description "BAR".

8. B.O.M., added Item 29 as follows: "RETAINER ASSEMBLY", Qty "A/R" for Assy 96,
Drawing number "71160-556-95".

9. B.O.M., added Item 37 as follows: "RETAINING RING", Qty "A/R" for Assy 96,
Material "304 ST. STL.", SPEC "ASTM A240" and Description "1" PLATE".

10. Added Delta note 15 as follows: "THREE ASSEMBLIES 95, RETAINER ASSEMBLY,
OR ONE ITEM 37, RETAINING RING, REQUIRED".

11. B.O.M., added delta symbol 15 to Items 29 & 37.
12. Zones D4, added "(ALL ASSEMBLIES)" SUBTITLE TO Detail C-C.
13. B.O.M., Items 15, drawing number is 71160-556-98; was 71165-556-98 & Item 16,

drawing number is 71160-556-97; was 71165-556-97.

Sheet 2:
14. Zone El, Detail F-F, Zone D4, Section D-D, Zone A5, Detail E-E, added "(ALL

ASSEMBLIES)" subtitle.
15. Zone A3, added "(ASSEMBLY 99)" subtitle to Detail B-B.
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Sheet 5 (Added):
16. Added Sheet 5 and show the new added assembly 96 with the option of using the

Retaining Ring or the Retainer Block Assemblies.

Sheet 6 (Added):
17. Added Sheet 6 and show the new Item 37, Retaining Ring with 18 x 1.1 thru holes and

clearance holes provided for the Retaining Pins.
18. Added Assembly 95 graphic and callout and Detail J-J to show Retaining Pin details

engaging the Retainer Assembly option.
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72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-083

Change Description

Revise Section 1.8, License Drawings, to incorporate the following license drawings into
Revision 3 of the MAGNASTOR FSAR (Proprietary and Nonproprietary versions):

71160-556, Rev. 3
71160-562, Rev. 7
71160-571, Rev. 8
71160-572, Rev. 8P and 8NP
71160-574, Rev. 6
71160-581, Rev. 4
71160-584, Rev. 8
71160-585, Rev. 9
71160-591, Rev. 7P and 7NP
71160-598, Rev. 6P and 6NP
71160-599, Rev. 7P and 7NP

Chapter 1, Section 1.8, page 1.8-1

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-12-MAG-083

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2N

This DCR(L) revised FSAR Chapter 1, Section 1.8, License Drawings, to incorporate the license
drawings listed below:

Drawing 71160-556, Assembly, MAGNASTOR Transfer Cask (MTC). Stainless Steel.
Revision 3

1. Revised sheets number in the title block on all sheets, total sheets is 6 (was 4).

Sheet 1:
2. B.O.M., added assembly columns 96 and 95. Assy 96 has the same quantities as Assy 99

except for Item 23 (Retaining Ring). Assy 96 has quantity "18" for Items 34 & 35 and the
additional items listed below.

3. B.O.M., added Item 24 as follows: "RETAINING BLOCK", Qty "1" for Assy 95,
Material "17-4PH ST. STL.", SPEC "ASTM A693/A564" and Description
"PLATE/BAR".
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Drawing 71160-556, Assembly. MAGNASTOR Transfer Cask (MTC). Stainless Steel,
Revision 3 (cont'd)

4. B.O.M., added Item 25 as follows: "SPRING PLUNGER", Qty "1" for Assy 95, Material
"ST. STL.", SPEC "COML".

5. B.O.M., added Item 26 as follows: "HANDLE", Qty "1" for Assy 95, Material "ST.
STL.", SPEC "ASTM A240" and Description "PLATE/BAR".

6. B.O.M., added Item 27 as follows: "HANDLE BOLT", Qty "2" for Assy 95, Material
"ST. STL.", SPEC "COML".

7. B.O.M., added Item 28 as follows: "RETAINING PIN", Qty "3" for Assy 96, Material
"304 ST. STL.", SPEC "ASTM A276" and Description "BAR".

8. B.O.M., added Item 29 as follows: "RETAINER ASSEMBLY", Qty "A/R" for Assy 96,
Drawing number "71160-556-95".

9. B.O.M., added Item 37 as follows: "RETAINING RING", Qty "A/R" for Assy 96,
Material "304 ST. STL.", SPEC "ASTM A240" and Description "1" PLATE".

10. Added Delta note 15 as follows: "THREE ASSEMBLIES 95, RETAINER ASSEMBLY,
OR ONE ITEM 37, RETAINING RING, REQUIRED".

11. B.O.M., added delta symbol 15 to Items 29 & 37.
12. Zones D4, added "(ALL ASSEMBLIES)" SUBTITLE TO Detail C-C.
13. B.O.M., Items 15, drawing number is 71160-556-98; was 71165-556-98 & Item 16,

drawing number is 71160-556-97; was 71165-556-97.

Sheet 2:
14. Zone El, Detail F-F, Zone D4, Section D-D, Zone A5, Detail E-E, added "(ALL

ASSEMBLIES)" subtitle.
15. Zone A3, added "(ASSEMBLY 99)" subtitle to Detail B-B.

Sheet 5 (Added):
16. Added Sheet 5 and show the new added assembly 96 with the option of using the

Retaining Ring or the Retainer Block Assemblies.

Sheet 6 (Added):
17. Added Sheet 6 and show the new Item 37, Retaining Ring with 18 x 1.1 thru holes and

clearance holes provided for the Retaining Pins.
18. Added Assembly 95 graphic and callout and Detail J-J to show Retaining Pin details

engaging the Retainer Assembly option.
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. Drawing 71160-562, MAGNASTOR, Revision 7

Sheet 1:
1. Zone C8, revised delta note 8 to read as follows: "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

MAY BE ADDED TO THE NAMEPLATE AT THE USER/NAC DIRECTION" was
"(DELETED)".

Sheet 2:
2. Zone A4, added delta symbol 8 to Item 22.

Drawing 71160-571, Details, Neutron Absorber, Retainer, MAGNASTOR - 37 PWR,
Revision 8

1. Zones F6 & F3, changed dimension to "(10.0) -3 / (6.5) -1"; was (10.0 TYP) -1 / (6.5) -
3". Zones D6/D7 & D3/D4, changed dimension to "(10.0) -4, -6 / (6.5) -2, -5"; was
"(10.0 TYP) -2, -5 / (6.5) -4, -6". Please note that "TYP" was removed following the
(10.0) dimension.

2. Zones E3, E4, Items 1 & 3, and Zones C4, C5, Items 2, 4, 5 & 6, changed graphic to add
an extra set of holes and "(10.0) TYP" referenced dimensions.

3. Zone D8, revised dimension to ".125 + .016/-.006"; was ".125 + .016/-.006 -2, -4 / (.125)
-5, -6".

4. Revised Delta note 2 to remove "...TYP 4 SIDES AT BOTH ENDS" from the end of the
note.

0
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Drawing 71160-572, Details, Neutron Absorber. Retainer. MAGNASTOR - 87 PWR.
Revisions 8P and 8NP

This DCR documents the transfer of applicable information from MAGNASTOR License
Drawing 71160-572 (Revision 7) to create a 71160-572 Rev.8P Proprietary and 71160-572 Rev.
8NP Nonproprietary description of the drawing transfer and changes is provided as follows:

Proprietary License drawing version changed as follows:

Non-Proprietary License drawing version changed as follows:

Sheet 1:
7. Title Block, all sheets, revised revision box to 8NP and remove proprietary information

note.
8. B.O.M., Items 7, 8, 9 & 10, clouded out because they contain proprietary information.

Sheet 2:
9. All graphics were clouded out because they contain proprietary information.

Drawing 71160-574. Basket Support Weldments, MAGNASTOR- 37 PWR, Revision 6

Sheet 1:
1. Added Delta note 6 as follows: "FOR THE DF BASKET ONLY, MAGNETIC

PARTICLE (MT) INSPECT PER ASME SECTION V, ARTICLES I AND 7, AND
ACCEPTANCE PER ASME SECTION III, ARTICLE NG-5340."

2. Zones D5/D6, revised dimension to "(19.8) -99 / (16.3) -98 TYP"; was "(19.8) TYP".

Sheet 2:
3. Zone E2, added symbol for delta note 6 to the bevel weld callout for the welds between

the center plate (Items 10 & 11) and the side mounting plates (Items 8 & 9).
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Drawing 71160-581, Shell Weldment. TSC, MAGNASTOR, Revision 4

Sheet 1:
1. B.O.M., revised Item 5 to "(DELETED)"; was Qty "4" for Assy 96 & Qty "4" for Assy

97, Name: "LIFTING LUG - BWR, Material: "304/304L ST. STL.", Spec: "ATM
A240/A276", Description: "PLATE/BAR".

2. Zone E6, rotated 90' CW the alignment mark which is currently in line with the Drain
Sump.

3. Relocated delta symbol 2 from Zone F6 to Zone C7.

Sheet 2:
4. Zone E6, rotated 900 CW the alignment mark which is currently in line with the Drain

Sump.
5. Relocated delta symbol 2 from Zone F6 to Zone C7.
6. Field of drawing, Zones C5/C6 & E5/E6, updated side view graphics to remove Item 5

"LIFTING LUG - BWR".
7. Field of drawing, Zones D7/D8 & E7/E8, updated top view graphics to remove Item 5

"LIFTING LUG - BWR."
8. Deleted Item 5 identification balloon in Zone D6.

Drawing 71160-584, Details, TSC. MAGNASTOR, Revision 8

Sheet 1:
1. Zones D4, D6 & E6, graphically added three equally spaced threaded holes for lifting,

zone D4, added dimension for holes "(3X 1-8 UNC-2B depth 2.00)" and added Delta 11
symbol.

2. Added Delta note 11 as follows: "LID HANDLING THREADED HOLES MAY BE 1"
to 1 2"5".

3. Zone F5, Assy 99, rotated 90' CW to Zone D4, the alignment mark which is currently in
line with the Drain Port.

4. Relocated delta symbol 2 from Zone F5/F6 to Zone D4.
5. Zone E3, changed inside diameter to (069 I.D.); was (069.1 I.D.). Zone E2, changed

outside diameter to (070 O.D.); was (070.5 O.D.).
6. Revised Delta note 3 as follows: "TSC IDENTIFICATION INFO: LOCATED APPROX.

AS SHOWN. "TSC-XXX-YYY" WHERE THE "TSC" IS A STRING THAT MAY
VARY IN LENGTH AND CONTENT TO PROVIDE CLARIFICATION OF THE
SPECIFIC TSC CONFIGURATION, THE "XXX" IS INDICATED ON THE
PURCHASE ORDER FOR A PARTICULAR PROJECT, AND THE "YYY" IS A
SEQUENTIAL SERIES OF NUMBERS STARTING WITH 001. DIRECTLY BELOW
THIS NUMBER IS AN OPEN AREA FOR EACH CUSTOMER TO ADD ANY
REQUIRED INFORMATION THEY CHOOSE."; was "TSC IDENTIFICATION INFO:
LOCATED APPROX. AS SHOWN. "TSC-XXX-YYY" WHERE XXX IS INDICATED
ON THE PURCHASE ORDER FOR A PARTICULAR PROJECT CODE AND THE
YYY IS A SEQUENTIAL SERIES OF NUMBERS STARTING WITH 001.
DIRECTLY BELOW THIS NUMBER IS AN OPEN AREA FOR EACH CUSTOMER
TO ADD ANY REQUIRED INFORMATION THEY CHOOSE."
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Drawing 71160-584, Details. TSC, MAGNASTOR, Revision 8 (cont'd)

Sheet 2:
7. Zones D4, D6 & E6, graphically added three equally spaced threaded holes for lifting,

zone D3/D4, added dimension for holes "(3X 1-8 UNC-2B depth 2.00)" and added Delta
11 symbol.

8. Zone F5, Assy 98, rotated 900 CW to Zone D4, the alignment mark which is currently in
line with the Drain Port.

9. Relocated delta symbol 2 from Zone F5 to Zone D3.
10. Zone El, changed inside diameter to (068 I.D.); was (067.8 I.D.). Zone E2, changed

outside diameter to (070 O.D.); was (070.5 O.D.).

Drawing 71160-585, TCS Assembly, MAGNASTOR, Revision 9

1. All sheets, revised Title Block to update sheet number to reflect the addition of Sheet 3.

Sheet 1:
2. Title Block, changed "Next Assembly" to "590/500"; was "590/501".
3. Revised Bill of Material to add Item 19, Fuel Spacer, Quantity A/R (all TSC

Assemblies).
4. B.O.M., added Item 20, Qty "4" for each of Assy 97, 96, 95 & 94, Name: "Restraining

Block", Material: "304 ST. STL.", SPEC: "ASTM A240/A479", Description:
"Plate/Bar".

5. Added delta 8 symbol to item 19 in. the Bill of Material.
6. Added delta note 8 as follows: "FUEL SPACERS OPTIONAL BASED ON FUEL

SPECIFIC LOADING CONDITIONS".
7. Added Delta Note 9 to read as follows: "THESE WELDS ARE TO BE PERFORMED

AFTER LOADING THE BASKET ASSEMBLY INTO SHELL WELDMENT."
8. Zone F4, added identification balloon 19.
9. Zone F5, for "See Detail A-A", changed zone box indicator to "SH2/A7"; was

"SH2/B7".
10. Zones E5/F5, for "See Detail B-B", changed zone box indicator to "SH2/A5"; was

"SH2/B5".
11. Added Delta note 10 as follows: "THE CLOSURE RING MAY BE FIELD DRESS IN

LOCALIZED AREAS TO ACCOMMODATE FIT-UP TO THE SHELL WELDMENT.
EXTENT OF LOCALIZED CLOSURE RING FIELD DRESSING SHALL MAINTAIN
MINIMUM WELD CONFIGURATION. CLOSURE RING MAY BE CUT INTO
SEGMENTS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION TO ASSIST IN FIT-UP." Zone C3, added
Delta symbol 10 to Bill of Material pointing to Item 18 (Closure Ring).

12. Zones D6, E8 &F7, graphically added three I" equally spaced threaded holes.

Sheet 2:
13. Zone A/B-5, revised port cover size from (0 5.8) to (05.6 - 05.8).
14. Zones D6, E7 & F6, graphically added three 1" equally spaced threaded holes.
15. Zone F3, added identification balloon 19.
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Drawing 71160-585, TCS Assembly, MAGNASTOR, Revision 9 (cont'd)

16. Zone E6, rotated 900 CW the alignment marks which are currently shown in line with the
Drain Port.

17. Zones A3/B3, removed Assembly callouts 94 thru 97.
18. Revised TSC overall dimension, to only callout the PWR TSC Assemblies 99 & 98 as

follows: "(191.8) ASSY-99 / (184.8) ASSY-98"; was "(191.8) ASSY-99, 97 & 95 /
(184.8) ASSY-98, 96 &94".

19. Zone F4, removed identification balloon for items 11, 12, 14 & 15 BWR Baskets.
20. Zone F2, removed identification balloon for items 9 & 13, BWR Shell Weldment.
21. Zone F5, close to "See Detail A-A" callout, added Sheet/Zone Box "SH2/A7". Zone

E5/F5, close to "See Detail B-B" callout, added Sheet/Zone Box "SH2/A5". Zone A7,
close to "Detail A-A", added Zone Boxes as follows: "SHI/F5" and "SH2/F5". Zone A5,
close to "Detail B-B", added Zone Boxes as follows: "SH1/F5" and "SH2/E5"

Sheet 3 (ADDED):
22. Added graphics for Assemblies 94, 95, 96 & 97. Showed a cut-off view thru the Closure

Lid in the top view to show the Restraining Block locations. Added Section D-D, and
Detail C-C, for clarification of welds applied to the Restraining Block, with delta symbol
9 indicators. Added identification balloon 20 for the Restraining Block. Revised TSC
overall dimension to only callout the BWR TSC Assemblies 94 thru 97 as follows:
"(191.8) ASSY-97 & 95 /(184.8) ASSY-96 & 94". Added zone boxes identification for
"See Detail A-A", "SH2/A7" and for "See Detail B-B", "SH2/A5". Zone F4, removed
identification balloon for items I & 2 PWR Baskets and Items 3 & 4, PWR Shell
Weldments.

Drawing 71160-591, Fuel Tube Assembly, MAGNASTOR - 87 BWR, Revisions 7P and
7NP

Proprietary drawing was revised as follows:
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Drawing 71160-591, Fuel Tube Assembly, MAGNASTOR- 87 BWR. Revisions 7P and
7NP (cont'd)
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Drawing 71160-591, Fuel Tube Assembly, MAGNASTOR - 87 BWR, Revisions 7P and
7NP (cont'd)

The Non-Proprietary version of 71160-591 Rev. 6NP drawing was revised in accordance with
71160-591 Rev. 7P drawing in conjunction with DCR(L) 71160-591-6PA, removing all
proprietary information. Accordingly, the proprietary information related to the following
proprietary components are clouded out:

All clouds shown in the previous revision of the drawing (71160-591-5NP) related to these
items, e.g., covering notes, graphics and balloon callouts, were duplicated herein.

Sheet 1:
1. Delta notes, note and symbols 12, 13, 14 & 15 clouded out because they contain

proprietary information.

2. Assemblies 99 & 98 Fuel Tube Assembly / (Extended Tube Configuration) clouded out
because they contain proprietary information.

Sheet 2:
3. Section B-B, C-C & D-D, clouded out items 3, 4, 12 & 15 because they contained

proprietary information.

Sheet 3:
4. All update to detail H-H and Section A-A was clouded out because they contained

proprietary information.

Drawing 71160-598. Basket Support Weldments, MAGNASTOR- 87 BWR, Revisions 6P
and 6NP

Proprietary drawing was revised as follows:

I2.
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Drawing 71160-598, Basket Support Weldments, MAGNASTOR - 87 BWR, Revisions 6P
and 6NP (cont'd)

The Non-Proprietary version of 71160-598 Rev. 5NP drawing was revised in accordance with
71160-598 Rev. 5P drawing in conjunction with DCR(L) 71160-598-5PA, removing all
proprietary information. Accordingly, the proprietary information related to the following
proprietary components were clouded:

Sheet 1:
1. Delta note 9 clouded out because it contains proprietary information.

Sheet 2:
2. Upper section clouded out because it contains proprietary information.

Sheet 3:
3. The addition of Section A-A and Detail B-B was clouded out because they contain

proprietary information.

Drawing 71160-599, Basket Assembly, MAGNASTOR - 87 BWR, Revisions 7P and 7NP

Proprietary drawing was revised as follows:

The Non-Proprietary version of 71160-599 Rev. 6NP drawing was revised in accordance with
71160-599 Rev. 6P drawing in conjunction with DCR(L) 71160-599-6PA, removing all
proprietary information. Accordingly, the proprietary information related to the following
proprietary components is clouded out:

Sheet 4:
1. All graphics and Section was clouded out because they contain proprietary information.
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S 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-13-MAG-003

Change Description

Updated the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 2, to incorporate changes made via the DCR(L) /
10 CFR 72.48 Determination process for the period of March 2012 through January 2013,
including the incorporation of all revised license drawings. This process resulted in Revision 3 of
the MAGNASTOR FSAR.

Source of Change: 72.48 Determination ID #NAC-13-MAG-003

Originating Document: DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2P

Updated the MAGNASTOR FSAR, Revision 2, to incorporate changes made via the DCR(L) /
10 CFR 72.48 Determination process for the period of March 2012 through January 2013,
including the incorporation of all revised license drawings. This process resulted in Revision 3 of
the MAGNASTOR FSAR.
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List of Changes for the MAGNASTOR® FSAR, Revision 3

Incorporates 10 CFR 72.48 changes for the period
March 2012 through January 2013

-ChapterfLige/ , Seurcc of CdtanOe: hag
Figu-72.,49 ~ P escription of Change,

Note: The List of Effective Pages and the Chapter Table of Contents, List of Figures and List of
Tables have been revised accordingly to reflect the list of changes detailed below.

Chapter 1

Page 1.3-4 71160-FSAR-2B Section 1.3.1.3, Concrete Cask, 2 "d paragraph, 1st sentence
- changed "concrete structure" to "structural plain concreteNAC- 12-MAG-031 shield wall"; 2nd sentence - changed "concrete structure"

to "structural plain concrete shield wall"; 3 rd sentence -
deleted "Inner and outer" before "reinforcing steel
(rebar)"; and 4 th sentence - changed "concrete structure" to
"structural plain concrete shield wall"

Page 1.3-5 71160-FSAR-2B Text flow

NAC- 12-MAG-031

Page 1.3-6 71160-FSAR-2I Section 1.3.1.4 "Transfer Cask," 3C d paragraph - made

NAC-12-MAG-073 editorial changes to make mention to both the retaining
block and retaining ring options for the transfer cask

Page 1.3-12 71160-FSAR-2r Table 1.3-1 "Design Characteristics" - added a retaining

block component for the MTC2 transfer cask

Page 1.3-13 71160-FSAR-2R Text flow

NAC- 12-MAG-073

Page 1.3-15 71160-FSAR-2F Table 1.3-3 "Concrete Cask Construction Specification
NAC-12-MAG-061 Summary," "Materials" section, after the 4 1h bullet from

the top - added the following sentence: "Aggregates that
conform to the particle size requirements of a U.S. state's
transportation agency, which is in general use in the area,

should be considered as having a satisfactory service
record with regard to those concrete properties affected by
the respective grading requirement."

Page 1.8-1 71160-FSAR-2N Revised the list of license drawings to reflect all approved

NAC- 12-MAG-083 drawing revisions

Chapter 2 - no changes

Chapter 3

Page 3.-5 tru 1160FSA-2HSection 3.4.3.1 "Concrete Cask Lift", subsection "Lift Lug

3.4-7Bolt" - revised the lift lug bolt analysis throughout to
NAC-I12-MAG-068 include the bolt preload and to explicitly calculate a factor

of safety for thread shear

Pages 3.4-8 thru 71160-FSAR-2H Text flow
3.4-23 NAC- 12-MAG-0680
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SSoilrce o 1,C 11 (V

D(UR(L)/72.48 D. Decition of Change '

71160-FSAR-21 Section 4.4.3.3.1 "Transfer Cask Lift: MTC 1" - updated
the stress allowables for the inadvertent lift to be consistentwith ASME Code Section II1, Subsection NF for Level C

conditions

71160-FSAR-21 Subsection "Retainer Block Evaluation" - updated the

NAC-12-MAG-073 factor of safety

71160-FSAR-21 Text flow

NAC-12-MAG-073

Page 3.4-33 71160-FSAR-21

NAC- 12-MAG-073

Subsection "Inadvertent Lift of Transfer Cask by TSC" -
added the last two sentences in the paragraph

Added subsection "Inadvertent Lift - Retaining Ring",
addition of the first two sentences in the subsection and the
addition of the last sentence of the I " paragraph of the
subsection; 3rd paragraph, last sentence - membrane stress
was changed from "9.1 ksi" to "9.4 ksi", the membrane
plus bending stress was changed from "36.45 ksi" to "37.2
ksi", and the factors of safety were changed from "3.3 and
1.23" to "3.19 and 1.21"

Page 3.4-34 71160-FSAR-21 Subsection "Bearing Stress" - single bolt tensile load was
NAC- 12-MAG-073 changed from "13,390 pounds" to "14,400 pounds"; the

retaining ring bearing stress and factor of safety were
updated

Subsection "Bolt Tensile Stress" - the tensile stress and
safety factor for bolt failure in tension were updated

Pages 3.4-35 thru 71160-FSAR-21 Subsection "Bolt Thread Shear Stress" - updated the shear
3.4-39 NAC-12-MAG-073 stress in the bolt thread and factor of safety

Added new subsection, "Inadvertent Lift - Retaining
Blocks"

Pages 3.4-40 thru 71160-FSAR-2I Text flow
3.4-41 NAC-12-MAG-073

Page 3.4-42 71160-FSAR-21 Table 3.4.3-5 - updated the Stress Intensity and Factor of

NAC-12-MAG-073 Safety columns

Chapter 4

Page 4.4-20 71160-FSAR-2G 4th full sentence - added "reverse ACWS, or any other..."

NAC-12-MAG-062 before "equivalent site-approved annulus cooling system"

Page 4.4-21 71160-FSAR-2G Text flow

NAC- 12-MAG-062

Page 4.4-22 71160-FSAR-2G Added the first full paragraph after the bulleted list

NAC-1 2-MAG-062
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Clhaptetf~age/, 'Source :of Changii

Pages 4.4-23 thru
4.4-24

71160-FSAR-2G

NAC- 12-MAG-062

Text flow

Page 4.4-25 71160-FSAR-2G Inserted a new subsection, "Evaluation of the Helium
Phase With Reverse Annulus Circulating Water CoolingNAC- 12-MA G-062Sytm System"

Pages 4.4-26 thru 71160-FSAR-2G Text flow
4.4-28 NAC- 12-MAG-062

Page 4.4-29 71160-FSAR-2G Subsection "Transfer Condition for 24-Hour Cooling and
Multiple Vacuum Drying Cycles," 3 rd sentence - addedNAC-12-MAG-062 "reverse ACWS" and added the 8th and 9 th sentences to the

paragraph

Page 4.4-30 71160-FSAR-2G 3rd full paragraph - added the 4th sentence

NAC- 12-MAG-062

Page 4.4-31 71160-FSAR-2G Ist paragraph - added the first full sentence

NAC- 12-MAG-062

Pages 4.4-32 thru 71160-FSAR-2G Text flow
4.4-65 NAC-12-MAG-062

Page 4.5-3 71160-FSAR-2G Section 4.5.2, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence - changed "25
NAC- 12-MAG-062 kW" to "30 kW"; 3rd paragraph, 1" sentence - changed "25kW" to "30 kW"

Page 4.9.1-1 71160-FSAR-2G Section 4.9.1, subsection "Failure of Annulus Circulating

NAC- I 2-MAG-062 Water System," Ist paragraph - added the last sentence

Page 4.9.2-1 71160-FSAR-2G Section 4.9.2, "Draining and Vacuum Drying Phase
NAC-12-MAG-062 Contingency Events for PWR Fuel" - revised throughoutfor clarity and to add reverse ACWS inlet temperature and

flow rate

Subsection "Failed Vacuum Drying," Ist sentence - added
"or its equivalent" after "ACWS"

Subsection "Failure of Annulus Circulating Water System
during Draining" - added 2nd sentence

Page 4.9.2-2 71160-FSAR-2G Subsection "Failure of Annulus Circulating Water System
NAC-1 2-MAG-062 during Vacuum Drying" and subsection "Failure ofAnnulus Circulating Water System during Minimum

Helium Backfill Time" - added the 2nd sentence in both
subsections

Page 4.9.3-1 71160-FSAR-2G Subsection "Crane Failure during Transfer Cask
NAC- 12-MAG-062 Movements," I"s paragraph - changed "25 kW" to "30kW"

Pages 4.9.3-2 thru 71160-FSAR-2G Added new subsection, "MTC Annulus Blockage During
4.9.3-3 NAC- 2MAG062 Transfer Cask Movements"
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Chapter 5 - no changes

Chapter 6 - no changes

Chapter 7 - no changes

Chapter 8

Page 8.8-2 DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2D Ist bullet - revised to change the areal density for the PWR

NAC-12-MAG-053 basket to "0.027 g/cm 2 '0B" (was "0.036 g/cm 2 '°B") and
to change the areal density for the BWR basket to "0.020
g/cm 2 10B (was "0.027 g/cm 2 '0B")

Page 8.8-4 DCR(L) 71160-FSAR-2D Table 8.8-1 - added two new rows of data for Borated

I_ NAC-12-MAG-053 Aluminum Alloy, Borated MMC, and Boral

Chapter 9

Page 9.1-2 71160-FSAR-2G Section 9.1.1, Step 3 - inserted two new notes after the I`

NAC- 12-MAG-062 note

71160-FSAR-21 Section 9.1.1, Step 4 - changed "(MTC 1)" to

NAC- 12-MAG-073 "(MTC I/MTC2)"

Page 9.1-3 71160-FSAR-2G Step 10 - added the note; Step 17 - added "three closure

_NAC-12-MAG-062 lid lifting holes" and made some editorial changes

Page 9.1-4 71160-FSAR-2G Step 20, 2nd sentence - added "(± Y2 inch)" to the end of

NAC-12MAG062 the sentence; Step 27 - inserted a new note; Step 28 -
inserted a new note

Page 9.1-5 71160-FSAR-2G Step 28 - new note added after Step 28 carries over to the
NAC-12-MAG-062 top of page 9.1-5; Step 29 - inserted a new note directly

after Step 29; 1st sentence of second note to Step 29 -

added "or site-approved alternative ACWS"

Page 9.1-6 71160-FSAR-2G Step 42 - inserted a new note below the I`t note to Step 42

NAC-12-MAG-062

Page 9.1-7 71160-FSAR-2G Text flow

NAC- I2-MAG-062

Page 9.1-8 71160-FSAR-2G Step 59, 1St note, 2nd sentence - added "reverse flow
ACWS or other site-approved alternative cooling system";

NAC-12-MAG-062 2 nd note, part b. - changed " <10" to "< 10"; 3 rd note, Is"

sentence - added "reverse flow ACWS" and "or by a site-
approved alternative cooling method"
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Page 9.1-9 71160-FSAR-2G

NAC- 12-MAG-062

Step 61, note, 2 d sentence - made editorial change

Step 69 - added "reverse flow ACWS or site-approved
cooling system"; 3 d sentence - changed "ACWS" to
-'MTC/TSC annulus cooling"; note, 1 " sentence - changed
"annulus circulating water cooling system" to "MTC/TSC
annulus cooling"; note, 2nd sentence - after "ACWS"
added "reverse flow ACWS or site-approved alternative
cooling system"

Page 9.1-10 71160-FSAR-21 Step 70, 1S" sentence - after "MTCI" added "or MTC2";
2nd sentence - changed "MTC2" to "MTC2 with retainingNAC-12-MAG-073rig ring"

Page 9.1-11 71160-FSAR-2G Text flow

NAC-12-MAG-062

Page 9.1-12 71160-FSAR-21 Step 14, note - changed "(MTC 1)" to "(MTCI/MTC2)"

NAC- 12-MAG-073

Pages 9.1-13 thru 71160-FSAR-2G Text flow
9.1-18 NAC-12-MAG-062

Page 9.1-19 71160-FSAR-2H Table 9.1-2, 7th row - changed the Torque Value for
Concrete Cask Lift Lug Bolts from "600 (+60, -60) ft-lb"
to "115 + 10 ft-lb"

71160-FSAR-21 Table 9.1-2, 9 th row - changed the Torque Value for
NAC-12-MAG-073 Retaining Ring Bolts (MTC2 only) from "Snug + 1 wrench

flat" to "30 (+0, -10) ft-lb"

Page 9.2-1 71160-FSAR-21 Section 9.2, Step 11 - changed "(MTC 1)" to

NAC-12-MAG-073 "(MTC I/MTC2)"

Page 9.3-1 71160-FSAR-21 Section 9.3, Step 1, 1' sentence - added "or the MTC2
with retaining blocks" 2 nd sentence - changed "MTC2" to
"MTC2 with retaining ring"

Pages 9.3-2 thru 71160-FSAR-21 Text flow
9.3-3 NAC-12-MAG-073

Chapter 10

Page 10.2-3 71160-FSAR-2H Table 10.2-1, "MAGNASTOR Maintenance Program

_NAC-12-MAG-068 Schedule" - inserted the last row

Chapter 11 - no changes

Chapter 12 - no changes

Chapter 13 - no changes

Chapter 14 - no changes

Chapter 15 - no changes
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NAC I[NTERNATIONAL

CERTIFICATION OF ACCURACY
PURSUANT TO 10 CFR 72. 248(c)(4)(i)

George Carver (Affiant), Vice President, Engineering, of NAC International, hereinafter referred
to as NAC, at 3930 East Jones Bridge Road, Norcross, Georgia 30092, being duly sworn,
deposes and certifies that:

1. Affiant has reviewed the information described in Item 2, is personally familiar with the
preparation, checking and verification of that information and is authorized to certify its
accuracy.

2. The information being certified as accurate includes all of the changes incorporated into the
MAGNASTOR Final Safety Analysis Report, Revision 3.

STATE OF GEORGIA, COUNTY OF GWINNETT

Mr. George Carver, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

That he has read the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated therein are true and correct to the
best of his knowledge, information and belief.

Executed at Norcross, Georgia, this 1 . day of 6rý• t1 r 2013.,J

GeorgeCarver
Vice President, Engineering
NAC International

Subscribed and sworn before me this /"7" day of ................. ,-2013.

Notary Public
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Page 1.1-4 .................................... R evision I
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Page 1.3-16 .................................. R evision 1
Page 1.4-1 .................................... Revision 0
Page 1.5-1 .................................... Revision 0
Page 1.6-1 .................................... Revision 2
Page 1.6-2 .................................... Revision 0
Page 1.7-1 .................................... Revision 0
Page 1.7-2 .................................... Revision 2
Page 1.8-1 .................................... Revision 3

17 drawings (see Section 1.8)

Chapter 2
Page 2-i thru 2-ii .......................... Revision 0
Page 2-1 ....................................... R evision 0
Page 2.1-1 thru 2.1-2 .................... Revision 0
Page 2.1-3 thru 2.1-4 .................... Revision 2
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Page 2.4-7 .................................... Revision I
Page 2.5-1 .................................... Revision 0
Page 2.6-1 thru 2.6-2 .................... Revision 0

Chapter 3
Page 3-i ........................................ R evision 2
Page 3-ii ....................................... R evision 1
Page 3-iii ...................................... R evision 3
Page 3-iv thru 3-vi ....................... Revision 2
Page 3-vii ..................................... Revision 3
Page 3-viii thru 3-ix ..................... Revision 2
Page 3-1 ....................................... R evision 0
Page 3.1-1 .................................... Revision 1
Page 3.1-2 .................................... Revision 0
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The TSC confinement boundary is designed, fabricated and inspected to the requirements of the

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code), Section III, Division 1, Subsection NB

[8], except as noted in the Alternatives to the ASME Code as provided in Table 2.1-2.

Refer to Table 1.3-2 for a summary of the TSC fabrication requirements.

1.3.1.2 Fuel Baskets

Each TSC contains either a PWR or BWR fuel basket, which positions and supports the stored

fuel. As described in the following sections, the design of the basket is similar for the PWR and

BWR configurations. The fuel basket for each fuel type is designed, fabricated, and inspected to

the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, Division 1, Subsection NG [9], except as noted

in Table 2.1-2.

The structural components of both the PWR and BWR baskets are fabricated from ASME

SA537, Class 1, carbon steel. To minimize corrosion and preclude significant generation of

combustible gases during fuel loading, the assembled basket is coated with electroless nickel

plating using an immersion process. Following coating, the neutron absorber panels and the

stainless steel retainers are installed on the basket structure as shown on the License Drawings.

The principal dimensions and materials of fabrication of the fuel basket are provided in Table

1.3-1.

Both fuel basket designs minimize horizontal surfaces that could entrain water and provide an

open path for water flow to the drain tube and sump in the bottom of the TSC. The fuel baskets

are supported from the baseplate by 3-in high spacers at the corner of the fuel tubes enabling the

TSC to fill and drain evenly.

Spacers may be used to limit the movement of the spent fuel assemblies during storage or in

subsequent transport operations.

PWR Fuel Basket

The PWR fuel basket design is an arrangement of square fuel tubes held in a right-circular

cylinder configuration using support weldments that are bolted to the outer fuel tubes. The

design parameters for the two lengths of PWR fuel baskets are provided in Table 1.3-1.

Fuel tubes support an enclosed neutron absorber sheet on up to four interior sides of the fuel

tube. The neutron absorber panels, in conjunction with minimum TSC cavity water boron levels,

provide criticality control in the basket. Each neutron absorber panel is covered by a sheet of

stainless steel to protect the material during fuel loading and to keep it in position. The neutron

absorber and stainless steel cover are secured to the fuel tube using weld posts located across the

width and along the length of the fuel tube.
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Each PWR fuel basket has a capacity of 37 fuel assemblies in an aligned configuration. Square

tubes are assembled in an array where the tubes function as independent fuel positions and as

sidewalls for the adjacent fuel positions in what is called a developed cell array. Consequently,

the 37 fuel positions are developed using only 21 tubes. The array is surrounded by weldments

that serve both as sidewalls for some perimeter fuel positions and as the structural load path from

the array to the TSC shell wall. Each PWR basket fuel tube has a nominal 8.86-in square

opening. Each developed cell fuel position has a nominal 8.76-in square opening.

BWR Fuel Basket

The BWR fuel basket design is an arrangement of square fuel tubes held in a right-circular

cylinder configuration using support weldments that are bolted to the outer fuel tubes. The

design parameters for the two lengths of BWR fuel baskets are provided in Table 1.3-1.

Each fuel tube supports an enclosed neutron absorber sheet on up to four interior sides of the fuel

tube, which provides criticality control in the basket. The neutron absorber is covered by a sheet

of stainless steel to protect the material during fuel loading and to keep it in position. The

neutron absorber and stainless steel cover are secured to the fuel tube using weld posts located

across the width and along the length of the fuel tube.

Each BWR fuel basket has a capacity of 87 fuel assemblies in an aligned configuration. Square

tubes are assembled in an array where the tubes function as independent fuel positions and as

sidewalls for the adjacent fuel positions in what is called a developed cell array. Consequently,

the 87 fuel positions are developed using only 45 tubes. The array is surrounded by weldments

that serve both as sidewalls for some perimeter fuel positions and as the structural load path from

the array to the TSC shell wall. Each BWR basket fuel tube has a nominal 5.86-in square

opening. Each developed cell fuel position has a nominal 5.77-in square opening.

1.3.1.3 Concrete Cask

The concrete cask is the storage overpack for the TSC and it is designed to hold both lengths of

TSCs. The concrete cask provides structural support, shielding, protection from environmental

conditions, and natural convection cooling of the TSC during long-term storage. The principal

dimensions and materials of fabrication of the concrete cask are shown in Table 1.3-1.

The concrete cask is a reinforced structural plain concrete shield wall with a structural steel inner

liner and base. The reinforced structural plain concrete shield wall and steel liner provide the

neutron and gamma radiation shielding for the stored spent fuel. Reinforcing steel (rebar) is

encased within the concrete. The reinforced structural plain concrete shield wall provides the

structural strength to protect the TSC and its contents in natural phenomena events such as

tornado wind loading and wind-driven missiles and during nonmechanistic tip-over events (refer

to Figure 1.3-3). The concrete surfaces remain accessible for inspection and maintenance over
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the life of the cask, so that any necessary restoration actions may be taken to maintain shielding

and structural conditions.

The concrete cask may be supplied in three different configurations designated CC 1 through

CC3. CCl is the standard 225.27-in high cylinder. CC2 is also 225.27-in high, but is a

segmented design. CC1 and CC2 are equipped with a 1.75-in thick carbon steel liner. CC3 is a
218.3-in high standard design cylinder equipped with a 3-in thick carbon steel liner and

additional shielding at the air inlets.

The concrete cask provides an annular air passage to allow the natural circulation of air around

the TSC to remove the decay heat from the contents. The lower air inlets and upper air outlets

are steel-lined penetrations in the concrete cask body. Each air inlet/outlet is covered with a

screen. The weldment baffle directs the air upward and around the pedestal that supports the

TSC. Decay heat is transferred from the fuel assemblies to the TSC wall by conduction,

convection, and radiation. Heat is removed by convection and radiation from the TSC shell to

the air flowing upward through the annular air passage and to the concrete cask inner liner,

respectively. Heat radiated to the liner can be transferred to the air annulus and by conduction

through the concrete cask wall. The heated air in the annulus exhausts through the air outlets.

The passive cooling system is designed to maintain the peak fuel cladding temperature below

acceptable limits during long-term storage [10]. The concrete cask thermal design also maintains

the bulk concrete temperature and surface temperatures below the American Concrete Institute

(ACI) limits under normal operating conditions. The inner liner of the concrete cask
incorporates standoffs that provide lateral support to the TSC in side impact accident events.

A carbon steel and concrete lid is bolted to the top of the concrete cask. (See Table 1.3-4 for the

Concrete Cask Lid - Concrete Specification Summary.) The lid reduces skyshine radiation and

provides a cover to protect the TSC from the environment and postulated tornado missiles.

Fabrication of the concrete cask requires no unique or unusual forming, concrete placement, or
reinforcement operations. The concrete portion of the cask is constructed by placing concrete

between a reusable, exterior form and the steel liner. Reinforcing bars are used near the inner

and outer concrete surfaces to provide structural integrity. Note: inner rebar cage is optional.

The structural steel liner and base are shop fabricated. Refer to Table 1.3-3 for the fabrication

specifications for the concrete cask.

Daily visual inspection of the air inlet and outlet screens for blockage assures that airflow

through the cask meets licensed requirements. A description of the visual inspection is included

in the Technical Specifications, Chapter 13. As an alternative to daily visual inspections, the

loaded concrete cask in storage may include the capability to measure air temperature at the four

outlets. Each air outlet may be equipped with a remote temperature detector mounted in the

outlet air plenum. The air temperature-monitoring system, designed to provide verification of

heat dissipation capabilities, can be designed for remote or local read-out capabilities at the
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option of the licensee. The temperature-monitoring system can be installed on all or some of the

concrete casks at the Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) facility.

1.3.1.4 Transfer Cask

The transfer cask is designed, fabricated, and tested to meet the requirements of ANSI N14.6

[11] as a special lifting device. The transfer cask provides biological shielding and structural

protection for a loaded TSC, and is used to lift and move the TSC between workstations. The
transfer cask is also used to shield the vertical transfer of a TSC into a concrete cask or a

transport cask.

The transfer cask is available in two configurations-MTCI and MTC2. MTCI consists of

carbon steel shells. MTC2 is a shorter version consisting of stainless steel shells. The principal
dimensions and materials of fabrication of the transfer cask are provided in Table 1.3-1.

The transfer cask designs incorporate a retaining ring or three retaining blocks, pin-locked in
place, to prevent a loaded TSC from being inadvertently lifted through its top opening. The

transfer cask has retractable bottom shield doors. During TSC loading and handling operations,

the shield doors are closed and secured. After placement of the transfer cask on the concrete

cask, the doors are retracted using hydraulic cylinders and a hydraulic supply. The TSC is then
lowered into a concrete cask for storage. Refer to Figure 1.3-1 for the general arrangement of

the transfer cask, TSC, and concrete cask during loading.

Sixteen penetrations, eight at the top and eight at the bottom, are available to provide a water

supply to the transfer cask annulus. Penetrations not used for water supply or draining are
capped. The transfer cask annulus is isolated using inflatable seals located between the transfer

cask inner shell and the TSC near the upper and lower ends of the transfer cask

During TSC closure, clean or demineralized spent fuel pool water may be circulated through
these penetrations into the annulus region to minimize component temperatures and improve

canister preparation time limits. The auxiliary annulus circulating water cooling system can be

utilized through completion of TSC activities. The annulus circulating water cooling system is
turned off prior to movement of the transfer cask for TSC transfer operations into the concrete

cask.

A similar process of clean or demineralized spent fuel pool water flow into the annulus is used

during in-pool fuel loading to minimize the potential for contamination of the TSC exterior

surfaces.

The transfer cask penetrations can also be used for the introduction of auxiliary forced air or gas

to cool the exterior of the TSC. Alternately, if auxiliary cooling is required to lower fuel
cladding or TSC component temperatures, the loaded TSC may be returned to the spent fuel pool

or shelf for cooling.
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Figure 1.3-3 Concrete Cask

Lift Lug Concrete
Cask Lid

- Air Outlet

- Steel Liner

Inlet Plenum

Concrete

-Air Inlet

Note: Inner rebar optional.
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Table 1.3-1 Design Characteristics

Design Characteristic Nominal Value (in)a Material

TSC Shell 0.5 x 72 dia. Stainless Steel
Bottom 2.75 Stainless Steel
Closure Lid Assembly

TSC1 & TSC2 9.0-in. thick Stainless Steel
TSC3 & TSC4 4.0-in thick/5.0-in thick Stainless Steel/Carbon Steel

Closure Ring
TSC1 & TSC2 0.75 square Stainless Steel
TSC3 & TSC4 0.75 square or 1.5 x 0.75 Stainless Steel

Length
TSC1 & TSC3 191.8
TSC2 & TSC4 184.8

Capacity (# of fuel assemblies) 37 PWR/87 BWR
Fuel Basket PWR Fuel Tube Wall 0.31 Carbon Steel

BWR Fuel Tube Wall 0.25 Carbon Steel
Neutron Absorber 0.125 (PWR), 0.1 (BWR) Metallic Composite/Matrix
Neutron Absorber Retainer 0.015 Stainless Steel
Support Plates & Gussets 0.5 to 0.75 Carbon Steel
Support Bars (PWR) 0.875 Carbon Steel
Support Plate (BWR) 0.75 Carbon Steel
Length 172.5 or 179.5
Assembly dia. 70.76
# of Fuel Tubes/Fuel Loading
Positions

PWR 21/37
BWR 45/87

Transfer Cask MTC1
Outer Shell 1.25 x 88 dia. Low Alloy Steel
Inner Shell 0.75 x 74.5 dia. Low Alloy Steel
Retaining Block 8 x 8.75 x 1.50 Stainless Steel
Trunnions 9 dia. Low Alloy Steel
Bottom Forging 12 x 88 dia. Low Alloy Steel
Top Forging 14 x 88 dia. Low Alloy Steel
Shield Doors 5.0 Low Alloy Steel
Door Rails 5.25 x 7.5 x 52.0 Low Alloy Steel
Gamma Shield 3.25 Lead
Neutron Shield 2.25 NS-4-FR, Solid Synthetic Polymer
Length 202.0

MTC2
Outer Shell 1.25 x 88 dia. Stainless Steel
Inner Shell 0.75 x 74.5 dia. Stainless Steel
Retaining Ring 1 x 84 dia. Stainless Steel
Retaining Block 8 x 8.75 x 1.50 Stainless Steel
Trunnions 9 dia. Stainless Steel
Bottom Forging 12 x 88 dia. Stainless Steel
Top Forging 14 x 88 dia. Stainless Steel
Shield Doors 5.0 Stainless Steel
Door Rails 5.25 x 7.5 x 52.0 Stainless Steel
Gamma Shield 3.25 Lead
Neutron Shield 2.25 NS4-FR, Solid Synthetic Polymer
Length 192.2

a Thickness unless otherwise indicated.
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Table 1.3-1 Design Characteristics (cont'd)

Design Characteristic Nominal Value (in)a Material
Transfer Adapter Base Plate 2.0 Carbon Steel

Guide Ring 2.5 x 79 dia. Carbon Steel
Concrete Cask CC1 & CC2

Weldment Structures
Liner
Top Flange
Standoffs (Channels)
Pedestal Plate
Base Plate
Inlet Top
Concrete Cask
Concrete Shell
Lid

Rebar
Length

CC3
Weldment Structures
Liner
Top Flange
Standoffs (Channels)
Pedestal Plate
Base Plate
Inlet Top
Concrete Cask
Concrete Shell
Lid

1.75 x 83 dia
1 x 91.0 dia.
3 x 7.5 (s-beam)
2 x 72 dia.
1 x 128 dia.
2 x 136 dia.

26.5 x 136 dia.
6.8 x 88 dia.

various lengths
225.3

3 x 83 dia
1 x 93.5 dia.
3 x 7.5 (s-beam)
2 x 72 dia.
1 x 128 dia.
2 x 136 dia.

25.3 x 136 dia.
12.8 x 91.5 dia.

various lengths
218.3

Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Type II Portland Cement
Carbon Steel
Type II Portland Cement
Carbon Steel

Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel
Type II Portland Cement
Carbon Steel
Type II Portland Cement
Carbon SteelRebar

Length

a Thickness unless otherwise indicated.
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Table 1.3-2 TSC Fabrication Specification Summary

Materials
* All materials shall be governed by the referenced drawings and meet the applicable

ASME Code sections.

Weldinq
* Welds shall be in accordance with the referenced drawings.

" Filler metals shall be appropriate ASME Code materials.

" Welders and welding operators shall be qualified in accordance with ASME Code
Section IX [12].

* Welding procedures shall be written and qualified in accordance with ASME Code
Section IX.

* Personnel performing weld examinations shall be qualified in accordance with the NAC
International Quality Assurance Program and SNT-TC-1A [13].

* Weld inspection and examination requirements and acceptance criteria are specified in
Chapter 10.

Fabrication
* Cutting, welding, and forming shall be in accordance with ASME Code, Section III, NB-

4000 [8] unless otherwise specified. Code stamping is not required.

* Surfaces shall be cleaned to a surface cleanness classification C, or better, as defined in
ANSI N45.2.1 [14], Section 2.

* Fabrication tolerances shall meet the requirements of the referenced drawings after
fabrication.

Packaging
* Packaging and shipping shall be in accordance with ANSI N45.2.2 [15].

Quality Assurance
* The TSC shall be fabricated under a quality assurance program that meets 10 CFR 72,

Subpart G, and 10 CFR 71, Subpart H.
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Table 1.3-3 Concrete Cask Construction Specification Summary

Materials
* Concrete mix shall be in accordance with the requirements of ACI 318 and ASTM C94 [16].
* Type II Portland Cement, ASTM C150 [17].
" Fine aggregate ASTM C33 [18] or C6.37 [19].
* Coarse aggregate ASTM C33.
* Aggregates that conform to the particle size requirements of a U.S. state's transportation agency,

which is in general use in the area, should be considered as having a satisfactory service record
with regard to those concrete properties affected by the respective grading requirement.

* Admixtures
- Water Reducing and Superplasticizing ASTM C494 [20].
- Pozzolanic Admixture (loss on ignition 6% or less) ASTM C618 [21].

* Compressive strength 4000 psi minimum at 28 days.
* Specified air entrainment per ACI 318.
* All steel components shall be of the material as specified in the referenced drawings.

Construction
* A minimum of two samples for each concrete cask shall be taken in accordance with ASTM

C172 [22] and ASTM C31 [23] for the purpose of obtaining concrete slump, density, air
entrainment, and 28-day compressive strength values. The two samples shall not be taken from
the same batch or truck load.

* Test specimens shall be tested in accordance with ASTM C39 [24].
* Formwork shall be in accordance with ACI 318.

* All sidewall formwork shall remain in place in accordance with the requirements of ACI 318.
" Grade, type, and details of all reinforcing steel shall be in accordance with the referenced

drawings.
* Embedded items shall conform to ACI 318 and the referenced drawings.
" The placement of concrete shall be in accordance with ACI 318.

* Surface finish shall be in accordance with ACI 318.

* Welding and inspection requirements and acceptance criteria are specified in Chapter 10.

Quality Assurance

* The concrete cask shall be constructed under a quality assurance program that meets 10 CFR 72,
Subpart G.
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Table 1.3-4 Concrete Cask Lid - Concrete Specification Summary

Concrete mix shall be in accordance with the following ACI 318 requirements:

" Standard weight concrete density shall be 140 pcf (minimum)

" No strength requirements - commercial grade concrete from a commercial grade supplier
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1.8 License Drawings

This section presents the list of License Drawings for MAGNASTOR.

Drawing Revision
Number Title No.

71160-551 Fuel Tube Assembly, MAGNASTOR - 37 PWR 9NP*

71160-556 Assembly, MAGNASTOR Transfer Cask (MTC), Stainless Steel 3

71160-560 Assembly, Standard Transfer Cask, MAGNASTOR 1

71160-561 Structure, Weldment, Concrete Cask, MAGNASTOR 6

71160-562 Reinforcing Bar and Concrete Placement, Concrete Cask, MAGNASTOR 7

71160-571 Details, Neutron Absorber, Retainer, MAGNASTOR -37 PWR 8

71160-572 Details, Neutron Absorber, Retainer, MAGNASTOR- 87 BWR 8NP*

71160-574 Basket Support Weldments, MAGNASTOR- 37 PWR 6

71160-575 Basket Assembly, MAGNASTOR- 37 PWR 1ONP*

71160-581 Shell Weldment, TSC, MAGNASTOR 4

71160-584 Details, TSC, MAGNASTOR 8

71160-585 TSC Assembly, MAGNASTOR 9

71160-590 Loaded Concrete Cask, MAGNASTOR 5

71160-591 Fuel Tube Assembly, MAGNASTOR- 87 BWR 7NP*

71160-598 Basket Support Weldments, IvMAGNASTOR - 87 BWR 6NP*

71160-599 Basket Assembly, MAGNASTOR- 87 BWR 7NP*

71160-600 Basket Assembly, MAGNASTOR- 82 BWR 4NP*

* Proprietary drawing replaced by nonproprietary version.
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Lift Pin

The lift pin allowable ultimate shear load (Pusp) for the symmetrical joint is the double shear

strength of the pin.

P = 1.571D1FSup = 678.6 kip [10]

where:
P

Dp = 4.0 inch ---------------------- Pin diameter
Fsup = 0.6Sm = 0.6 x 45.0 ksi = 27 ksi

Sm = 45.0 ksi ---------------------- 17-4PH stainless steel, at
200°F

The load on the pin is twice the lift lug load (P); therefore, the factor of safety

(FS) for the pin is as follows.

Pusp 678.6
FS- 2xP 2x93.5

P/2 P/2

Lift Lug Bolt

For the segmented concrete cask (CC2), the eight bolts that attach each set of the lift lugs to the

embedded anchor are in tension. The tensile load is the combination of axial loads and the

prying action of the lug fitting.

The preload per bolt is

T 125x12

Skd (0.158x1.25)7
where:

T = 125 ft-lbs --------------------- Maximum lug bolt torque
d = 1.25 in ----------------------- Lug bolt diameter
k = 0.158 ------------------------ Torque Coefficient or Nut factor

The load per bolt due to dead weight (with 10% DLF) is

Pd = W1 = 187 = 23.4 kip
n 8

where:
W,=2x93.50 = 187.0 kip --------------- Lug lifting load based on a conservative 340

kip cask weight and a 1.1 DLF
n= 8 ----------------------------- Number of bolts per lift lug

The tensile load (Q) on the bolt due to prying is calculated to be 2.5 kip [11].
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The total load on the bolt (P) is as follows.

P = Pd+PpI+Q=23.4 +7.6+2.5 =33.5 kip

The total stress in the bolt shank is

P 33.5
St - =35.2 ksi

A, 0.9524

where:

At = (,i 0.16238= 0.9524 inch2 .Tensile area of 1-1/4-7 UNC 2A

The bolts are designed to meet a factor of safety of three on yield strength and five on ultimate

strength consistent with the ANSI N14.6 specifications for a non-critical lift.

The factor of safety against bolt failure
Sy 144.0

FS= -y = 1 4.09 > 3
S, 35.2

where:
Sy =144.0 ksi ..................................... Yield Strength, SB-637 Grade N07718, 200'F

FS ,, _ 177.6 =5.05 > 5
S, 35.2

where:
Su= 177.6 ksi .................................... Ultimate strength, SB-637 Grade N07718,

200°F

The bolts are threaded into the top plate of the lift anchor. The plate material is SA-537 Class 2

carbon steel, which has lower yield and ultimate strength compared to the bolt material is SB-

637 Grade N07718. As a result, the internal threads of the SA-537 Class 2 plate provide the

limiting stress condition of the bolted joint.

The shear stress in the internal threads is

r 35 - 6.69 ksi
A,, 5.005

where:
P = 33.5 kip ......................... The maximum bolt load

An= 3.1416nLeDsi.[2--+0.57735(Dsmin-En .. )]

= 5.005 inch2 .......... . . . . .. . . . . Shear area of 1-1/4-7 UNC 2A internal thread
Le = 1.7 in ............................. Thread length of engagement
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Converting the thread shear stress to a von Mises stress (Sv) provides

S,, = r3-r = F3(6.69)= 11.59

The bolts are designed to meet a factor of safety of three on yield strength and five on ultimate
strength consistent with the ANSI N 14.6 specifications for a non-critical lift.

The factor of safety against thread shear is

S53*0
FS= Sy= =54.57>3

S, 11.59

where:
Sy= 53.0 ksi ....................................... Yield Strength, SA-537 Class 2, 200'F

FS S =- 80.0 = 6.90 > 5
S, 11.59

where:

S= 80.0 ksi Ultimate strength, SA-537 Class 2, 200'F

Concrete Cask Lid Assembly Lift

The lid assembly of the concrete cask is lifted using three 7/8-9 UNC 2A threaded bolts with a

¾-inch thread engagement in the A36 carbon steel lid. A weight of 6,000 lb is conservatively

used for the evaluation of the cask lid assembly lift, which bounds the maximum weight of the

lid assembly. The load per bolt (P), including dynamic load factor of 10%, is as follows.

P = 6 ,000 x 1.12200b

3

The required length of engagement is calculated to be as shown in the following.

Le 2A, = 0.645 inch [12]
3.1416(K.. axf2 + 0.57735(nXEsmin - Knma)

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

0.75
FS= = 1.16

0.645
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Pedestal Structural Evaluation

This section presents the structural evaluation of the pedestal during a concrete cask top-end lift.
The ANSYS finite element model, presented in Section 3.10.4, is used to evaluate the concrete

cask pedestal. The critical loading is during the concrete cask lift operations using the concrete

cask lift anchors mounted on top of the concrete cask body.

Component Stresses

From the finite element model, the maximum stresses in the pedestal stand occur in the support

rails. The critical section is the unsupported region between the pedestal stand and the inlet top.

The maximum membrane stress is 16.7 ksi. The maximum membrane plus bending stress is 25.3

ksi. The factors of safety (FS) are shown as follows.

Membrane

5m 19.3
FS -S1.16

am 16.7

Membrane plus bending

FS = 1.5Sm _ 28.95_ 1.14

Gm+b 25.3

where:

Sm = 19.3 ksi ---------------------- Design stress intensity, A-36 carbon steel, at
300°F

Pedestal Welds

The pedestal is a welded assembly. The structural welds in the pedestal are evaluated using an

allowable stress of 0 .6Sn. The weld forces (Fx, Fy, and F,) are obtained from the pedestal finite
element analysis results. The total weld load (Fw) is obtained by using the square root of the sum

of the squares method of the weld forces.

Support Rail to Inlet Top Weld

The support rails are welded to the inlet top with a ¾-inch fillet weld. The stress in the weld (aY)

is as follows.

Fw
a = - 9.1 ksi

A
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where:

Fw = 36,077 lb --------------------- Total weld load
Fx = 3,248 lb ---------------------- Weld force, X-direction
Fy = 32,351 lb --------------------- Weld force, Y-direction
Fz = -15,633 lb -------------------- Weld force, Z-direction
A = 3.95 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Area
1w = 8.95 inches -------------------- Weld length
t, = %-inch ----------------------- Weld size

The factor of Safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = - 1.27
a

where:

Sm = 19.3 ksi ---------------------- Design stress intensity, A-36 carbon steel, 300'F

Inlet Top to Inlet Side Weld

The inlet top is welded to the inlet side with a 1/s-inch fillet weld plus a ¼4-inch groove weld. The

stress in the weld is as follows.

w F = 34,099 _ 4.2 ksi

A 8.03

where:

Fw = 34,099 lb --------------------- Total weld load
Fx = 10,437 lb --------------------- Weld force, X-direction
Fy = -32,351 lb -------------------- Weld force, Y-direction
F, = -2,685 lb --------------------- Weld force, Z-direction
A = Iw xtw= 8.03 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Area

lw = 30.9 inches -------------------- Weld length
tw = ((0.125 + 0.25)x.707)= 0.26 inch ---- Weld size

The factor of Safety (FS) is as follows.

FS 0.6S _ 0.6 x 19.3 2.76

a 4.2

where:

Sm = 19.3 ksi ---------------------- Design stress intensity, A-36 carbon steel, at
300°F
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Inlet Side to Base Plate Weld

The critical section of the inlet side to base plate weld is the 8.25-inch segment at the inner end

of the inlet. The weld is a 1/4-inch groove weld. The stress in the weld is as follows.

Fw
a = -F =9.9 ksi

A

where:

= VF2 +F 2 +F+ 2 = 20,484 lb

Fx = 270 lb ---------------
Fy = 20,459 lb -------------
Fz = -971 lb ---------------
A = 1 xtw =2.06inch2

1, = 8.25 inches -----------
tw = 0.25 inch -------------

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = 0"6S. _ 0.6 x 19.3 = 1.17
G 9.9

------------
------------
------------

------------

Weld force, X-direction
Weld force, Y-direction
Weld force, Z-direction

Weld length
Weld size

where:

Sm = 19.3 ksi ---------------------- Design stress intensity, A-36 carbon steel, at
300OF

Support Rail Gusset to Support Rail Weld

The rail gusset weld is a %-inch fillet weld. The stress in the weld is as follows.

Fw
a = -L =2.5 ksi

A

where:

F, = VF2+Fy2+F2 =4,915lb

F, = 2,224 lb ---------------------- Weld force, X-direction

Fy = -1,636 lb --------------------- Weld force, Y-direction
Fz = -4,066 lb --------------------- Weld force, Z-direction

A = 1, x(tw x0.707)= 1.97 inch 2

1, = 4.45 inches -------------------- Weld length

tw = %-inch ----------------------- Weld size
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The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = 0'6Sm - 4.63

where:

Sm = 19.3 ksi ---------------------- Design stress intensity, A-36 carbon steel, at

300°F

Nelson Studs

During a top-end concrete cask lift, the Nelson studs transmit the weight of a loaded TSC to the

concrete cask. The liner is not directly attached to the pedestal. The ability of the Nelson studs

to transfer load to the concrete cask is based upon the compressive strength of the concrete.

Using ACI 349-85 [5], the maximum pullout strength of the concrete is defined by the equation

Pd = 4x bx C-xAcd

where:

= 0.85 ------------------------- Strength reduction factor
f, = 3,800 psi --------------------- Concrete compression strength, 300'F

Acd = Projected cone area of Nelson stud less head area

The projected area of a single Nelson stud is calculated by creating a cone that projects 450 from

the head of the Nelson stud and omits the projected area of the Nelson stud head.

For a 0.75-inch diameter, 6.0-inch long Nelson stud, the projected area is as follows.

Acd= nle(1e +dh))= 116.6 inch2

where:

le = 5.5 inches -------------------- Bolt length
dh = 1.25 inches -------------------- Head diameter

For a single Nelson stud, the allowable concrete pullout strength is as follows.

Pd = 4x0.85x 3-800x 116.6=24,438lb

The maximum load on a Nelson stud is 17,145 lb; therefore, the factor of safety (FS) is as

follows.

FS = Pd_ 24,438 =1.43
F 17,145

0
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The geometry of the four Nelson studs on the inlet top plate is such that the projected cones
intersect each other. The combined projected area (Acd) is 332 inches 2. The total load on the

four Nelson studs is 18,817 pounds. The allowable concrete pullout strength (Pcd) is as follows.

Pcd = 4 x 0.85 x 3800 x 332.0 = 69,584 lb

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = cPd 69,584_3.70

F 18,817

The maximum stress in a Nelson stud is as follows.

F
- - =39.0 ksiAs

where:

A, = -D 2=0.44 inch2

4

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = Su = 58.0_ 1.49
Cy 39.0

where:

S, = 58.0 ksi -------------------- Ultimate strength, A-36 carbon steel, at
300°F

3.4.3.2 TSC Lift

The adequacy of the TSC lifting components is demonstrated by evaluating the hoist rings, the
TSC closure lid, and the weld that joins the closure lid to the TSC shell against the criteria in
NUREG-0612 [3] and ANSI N14.6 [2]. The lifting configuration for the TSC consists of six
hoist rings threaded into the closure lid assembly at equally spaced angular intervals. The hoist

rings are analyzed as a redundant system with two three-legged lifting slings. For redundant
lifting systems, ANSI N14.6 requires that load-bearing members be capable of lifting three times
the load without exceeding the yield strength of the material and five times the load without
exceeding the ultimate strength of the material. The closure lid is evaluated for lift conditions as
a redundant system that demonstrates a factor of safety greater than three based on yield strength
and a factor of safety greater than five based on ultimate strength. The TSC lift analysis is based
on a load of 120,000 ib, which bounds the weight of the heaviest loaded TSC configuration. A
dynamic load factor of 10% is considered in the analysis.
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Hoist Ring and Sling Evaluation FR

The TSC lift configuration is shown in the

accompanying sketch. /
R

The vertical component force on the hoist ring,

assuming a 10% dynamic load factor, is as follows. [
=120,OO0lbx 1.1 -400l

Fy - 120,003 lift points 44,000 lb Y

As shown in the sketch, x is the distance from the TSC
centerline to the hoist ring centerline (20.5 inch); F, is
the horizontal component of force on the hoist ring; R is F
the sling length; FR is the maximum allowable force on

the hoist ring; and the angle 0 is the angle from vertical

to the sling.

The hoist rings are rated at 50,000 lb with a safety factor x

of five on ultimate strength. Calculating the maximum angle (0) that will limit FR to 50,000
pounds is as follows.

0 = Coso,') y cosor 44,000) 28.40

K.FR) 50,000)

The minimum sling length, R, is as follows.

x 20.5
R = =43.1 inches

sin0 sin 28.4

A 50-inch sling places the lift hook about 44 inches above the top of the TSC (y = R cos 0 50
cos 28.4' = 44 inches).

Bolt Shear

From the Machinery's Handbook [12], the shear stress (r) in the hoist ring hole threads (2½2-4-
UNC) in the closure lid is calculated as follows.

Fy 44,000 lb_FY - -- 4400l 3,622 psi
An 12.148 in 2

where:

An = 12.148 inch2 ------------------ Shear area of the closure lid assembly
threads based on a length of engagement of
2.0 inches.

×
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The limiting case for the TSC closure lid allowable stress values corresponds to the TSCI/TSC2
closure lid fabricated from the optional SA336, Type 304 stainless steel material. Using shear

allowables of 0.6 Sy and 0.5 Su at a temperature of 300'F, the shear stress factors of safety are as

follows.

Yield:

0.6 x 22,400 psi -
3,622 psi

Ultimate:

FSu= 0.5x61,800psi-8.5>5
3,622 psi

The criteria of NUREG-0612 and ANSI N 14.6 for redundant systems are met and the minimum

thread engagement length of 2.0 inches is adequate.
The weight of the heaviest loaded transfer cask is less than 230,000 pounds. Three times the
bounding weight of the loaded TSC is (3 x 120,000) 360,000 lb, which is greater than the weight
of the heaviest transfer cask plus the weight of the loaded TSC (108,500 + 102,500 lb).
Consequently, the preceding analysis bounds the inadvertent lift of the transfer cask during the
handling of the TSC.

TSC Lift Evaluation

The structural adequacy of the TSC closure lid assembly and closure weld are evaluated using the
finite element models described in Section 3.10.3. Bounding analyses are performed for the TSC

configurations with a single-piece closure lid assembly (i.e., TSC1 and TSC2) and a composite
closure lid assembly (i.e., TSC3 and TSC4). During a TSC lift, the acceleration due to gravity,
with a dynamic load factor of 10%, is applied to the fully loaded TSC in the vertical direction.
The maximum stress intensities in the TSC lid and closure weld resulting from a three-point lift,
which all occur in the TSC3 and TSC4 configurations, are as follows:

Component Description Stress Intensity (psi)
TSC Shell (below Closure Lid Weld) 3,919

Closure Lid Weld 1,501

The TSC3/TSC4 shell and closure lid have a yield strength of 18,000 psi and an ultimate strength
of 63,400 psi. These are conservatively evaluated at a temperature of 650'F. The strength of the
weld joint is taken as the same as the strength of the base material. Thus, when compared to the
yield and ultimate strengths, the maximum nodal stress intensity of 3,919 psi produces the
following factors of safety for a three-point lift.
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Yield:

yield strength 18,000 psi 4.59 > 3
maximum stress intensity 3,919 psi

Ultimate:

ultimate strength 63,400 psi
F`Suz maximum stress intensity - 3,919 psi

The criteria of NUREG-0612 and ANSI N14.6 for redundant systems are met. Thus, the TSC
shell and closure lid are adequate.

3.4.3.3 Transfer Cask Lift

The MAGNASTOR transfer casks are analyzed for loads associated with the heavy lift
requirements specified in ANSI N14.6 [2] and NUREG-0612 [3]. All load path components of
the casks are evaluated for structural adequacy. The transfer casks are analyzed for loads
associated with the vertical lift of the transfer casks. The transfer cask is not designed for
redundant lifting; therefore, factors of safety of six on material yield strength and ten on material
ultimate strength are required for the lifting trunnions.

The analysis of the fully loaded transfer cask consists of a finite element analysis using the
ANSYS program to calculate the stress in the transfer cask forgings, shells, and the trunnion
region for the operational vertical lift condition. Additionally, the ANSYS program was used to
evaluate stress in the retaining ring of the MTC2 cask for the inadvertent lift condition. Details
of the ANSYS finite element models are presented in Section 3.10.5. The structural evaluations
of the rail, the shield door, and the rail welds are performed using standard engineering
equations. The analysis of the carbon steel transfer cask, MTC1, is presented in Section
3.4.3.3.1, while the stainless steel transfer cask, MTC2, analysis is presented in Section 3.4.3.3.2.

3.4.3.3.1 Transfer Cask Lift: MTC1

The MTCI transfer cask is analyzed in the following section. The design weight of the transfer
cask is 230,000 pounds. A bounding weight of the transfer cask of 240,000 lb is considered in
the evaluation. A conservative load of 264,000 lb (240,000 x 1.1 dynamic load factor) is used in
the finite element analysis.
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Transfer Cask Body

Table 3.4.3-1 provides the summaries of the stress intensities for the seven cross-sectional
locations of the trunnion and top ring. Table 3.4.3-2 provides the stress summaries for the inner
and outer shells and bottom ring. The maximum primary membrane stress intensity, Po, and the
maximum primary membrane plus bending stress intensity, Pm + Pb, is compared with the
allowable stress criteria.

The cross-section of the trunnion is circular. Two cross-sectional areas are examined as shown
in Figure 3.4.3-1. The maximum bending stress occurs at the cross-section (x = 43.9 inches) at
the intersection of the trunnions with the outer diameter of the top forging ring. The maximum
stress occurs at the trunnion surface. The maximum stress in the trunnion is 3.8 ksi. Comparing
the stress to the material (A350 Grade LF 2) allowable yield and ultimate strength, the factors of
safety are 8.1 (>6) for material yield strength and 18.5 (>10) for material ultimate strength.

For the top ring, the five cross-sectional areas selected for stress examination are shown in
Figure 3.4.3-1. The maximum bending plus membrane stress occurs at the radial cross-section
(topring-A I) above the trunnion. The bending stress through this cross-sectional area is 4.9 ksi.
Comparing the stress to the material (A516 Gr 70) allowable yield and ultimate strength, the
factors of safety are 6.6 (>6) and 14.2 (>10) for yield and ultimate material strengths, respectively.

For the inner shell, the maximum stress intensity occurs at the location of"0 = 10', z = -7.0
inches", which is outside the intersection just below the trunnion. The maximum bending plus
membrane stress through the shell is 2.3 ksi. Comparing the stress to the material (A588)
allowable yield and ultimate strengths, the factors of safety are 18.6 (>6) and 30.2 (>10),
respectively.

For the outer shell, the maximum stress intensity occurs at the location of"0 = 10', z = -7.0
inches", which is outside the intersection just below the trunnion. The maximum bending plus
membrane stress in the shell thickness is 3.5 ksi. Comparing the stress to the material (A588)
allowable yield and ultimate strengths, the factors of safety are l2.3 (>6) and 20 (>10), respectively.

For the bottom ring the maximum stress intensity occurs at the nodal location of"0 = 90',
z = -173.5 inches", which is just below the inner and outer shells. The maximum membrane plus
bending stress in the ring thickness is 0.7 ksi. Comparing this stress to the material (A588)
allowable yield and ultimate strengths, the factors of safety are 58 (>6) and 94 (>I0) for yield
and ultimate strength, respectively.
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Transfer Cask Shield Door Rails and Welds

This section demonstrates the adequacy of the transfer cask shield doors, door rails, and welds in

accordance with NUREG-0612 and ANSI N14.6, which require safety factors of six and ten on

material yield strength and ultimate strength, respectively, for nonredundant lift systems. The

transfer cask shield doors and door rails are designed to retain and support the maximum loaded

TSC weight of 118,000 lb, which includes the weight of basket, fuel, and water. The shield

doors are 5-inch thick plates that slide on the door rails. The rails are 7.50-inches wide x 52-

inches long and are welded to the bottom ring of the transfer cask. The doors and the rails are

constructed of A-588 and SA-350 Grade LF 2 low alloy steel, respectively.

A weight of 143,000 lb (>118,000 x 1.1) is conservatively used for the evaluation of the rails.

This weight bounds the weight of the heaviest loaded TSC, the weight of the water in the TSC,

and the weight of the shield doors and rails. The 10% dynamic load factor is included to ensure

that the evaluation bounds all normal operating conditions. Allowable stress for the component

materials are taken at 400'F, which bounds the maximum temperature at the bottom of the

transfer cask under normal conditions.

Stress Evaluation for Door Rail

Each rail is assumed to carry one-half of the load.
W
2 1.69 3/4inch Weld

F "(Typical)

I' 3.12F !M (ý _, ý
ayabal 5.25

52.00750

All Dimensions in Inches

The shear stress (T) in each door rail bottom plate (section b-d) due to the applied load is as

follows.

S143.%
" =P - 1 0.65 ksi

A 110.8

where:
A - (5.25 - 3.12) x 52 = 110.8 inch2 ....... Shear area

The bending stress (Cyb) in each rail bottom section b-d due to the applied load, P, is as follows.

6M
CTb -- -3.1 ksiLta,_2
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where:

M = P x Lab = 120.8 inch-kip
La-b = 1.69 inches ------------------ Applied load moment arm

L = 52 inches ------------------- Length of the rail
ta-c = 2.13 inches ------------------ Thickness of the rail

The maximum stress (T) intensity in the bottom section of the rail is as follows.

(5 = (b Y+ 4T2 =3.4ksi

The factor of safety (FS) based on the material yield strength is as follows.

a 3.4 ksi

where:
Sy= 3 0. 8 ksi ---------------------- Yield strength for A350 Grade LF 2, at

400°F
The factor of safety (FS) based on the material ultimate strength is as follows.

FS Su = 70ksi =20.6>10
a 3.4 ksi

where:
Su = 70.0 ksi -------------------- Ultimate strength A-350 Grade LF 2, at

400°F

Stress Evaluation for the Shield Doors

The shield doors are 5-inches thick at the center and step down to 2.94-inches thick at the edges,
where they rest on the rails. The stepped edges of the two door leaves are designed to interlock
at the center. Therefore, the doors are analyzed as single simply supported plates. The

engagement length of the door with the rail is 52 inches. The shear stress (T) at the edge of the
shield door where the door contacts the rail is as follows.

P
= - =0.47 ksiAs

where:
As = td x L = 152.9 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - - Total shear area

td = 5.0 - 2.06 = 2.94 inches --------- Thickness of the door at edge
L = 52 inches ------------------- Length of door and rail engagement
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The maximum bending stress (9b) at the center of the doors is as follows.

Mc
b -- - 4.0 ksiI

where:

M WL 1.36 x 106 inch-lb
8

W 143,000 lb ------------------ Total weight
h

c - -2.5 inches ---------------- Distance to surface
2

I -bh3 = 855 inch4 ......................... Cross-sectional moment of inertia
12

L = 76 inches ------------------- Span length

The maximum stress intensity (a) in the door is as follows.

a (F) 2 +4u2 =4.1 ksi

The factor of safety (FS) based on the yield strength is as follows.

FS- = y = 43=ksi10.5>6
G 4.1ksi

where:

Sy = 43 ksi ---------------------- Yield strength for A-588, at 400'F

The factor of safety (FS) based on the ultimate strength is as follows.

FS- = _ 70ksi=17.1>10
aY 4.1ksi

where:

Su = 70.0 ksi -------------------- Ultimate strength for A-588, at 400'F
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Door Rail Weld Evaluation

The door rails are attached to the bottom forging of the transfer cask by 0.75-inch partial

penetration bevel groove welds that extend the full length of the inside and outside of each rail.
The loaded TSC weight is conservatively assumed to act at a point on the inside edge of the rail.
Since the base metal is the limiting strength of the welded section, the ultimate strength on the
inner weld is evaluated. Summing moments about the edge of outer weld are as follows.

-M = 0 =PxLe-FwXx Lde 2L ) Fw= 91 kip

where:
WP = - 71.5 kip ---------------- Load on a single rail
2

Lw = 0.75 inch ------------------- Weld length
Ld-e = 7.5 - 1.69 = 5.81 -------------- Distance from edge of inner weld to edge of

outer weld
Lce = 7.5 inches ------------------- Width of the rail

The maximum stress (a) in the base metal attached by the inner weld is as follows.

-Y -=2.3 ksi
Aw

where:

Aw = 0.75 x 52 = 39 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - - Area on the base metal supporting inner
weld

The factor of safety (FS) based on the yield strength is as follows.

FS = 43ksi - 18.7 > 6
2.3 ksi

The factor of safety (FS) based on the ultimate strength is as follows.

FS = 70ksi - 30.4> 10
2.3 ksi
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Trunnion Bearing Stress Evaluation
During a vertical lifting load case, the transfer cask is being lifted by the trunnions.

The load on each trunnion is 132 kips (240 x 1.1/2). The minimum trunnion bearing engagement

depth is 7.5-inches, but only 50% of this is used in the evaluation. The diameter of the trunnion

is 9 inches. The bearing stress on the trunnion (9b) is as follows.

Cybrg WVL- 132 = 3.92 ksi
A brg 33.75

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = Sy = 30,8 =7.85
cy 3.92

where:

Sy = 30.8 ksi -------------------- Yield strength, SA-350 LF2, at 400OF

Inadvertent Lift of Transfer Cask by TSC

The inadvertent lift of the transfer cask by the TSC is considered an off-normal event. The

stresses associated with this condition are required to satisfy allowable stress limits for ASME

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Service Level C condition. The temperature of the cask at the
top is assumed to be 3000F.

In the event the transfer cask is lifted by the TSC during handling operations, instead of by the

transfer cask trunnions, the weight of the transfer cask is supported by the three retaining blocks

mounted on top of the transfer cask top ring. In this case, the retaining blocks must have

sufficient strength to support the weight of the transfer cask. The three retaining blocks on the

top-forging ring are spaced 1200 apart.
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Retainer Rod Evaluation

During an inadvertent lift of the transfer cask, the retainer rod is subjected to a tensile load, Fp,
due to the prying action of the retaining block. The top view and the side view of the retaining
block are shown in the following sketches.

2.00

4.25-/-

Retainer I

Neck-down section -

Top ring -

Retainer rod-

'Edge of off-centered canister
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A conservative weight of 110,000 lb is used for this evaluation. This weight bounds the

maximum weight of the transfer cask. The dynamic load factor, DLF, is 1.1. The maximum

uplifting force applied by the TSC to the retainer block, Fc, is 110 kip (1.1)/3 = 40.3 kip. When

the TSC is off-center, the maximum distance between the TSC outer edge and the inner edge of

the transfer cask is one inch. The prying force applied to the retainer rod (Fp) is as follows.

Fp = 40.3 x (1+3+4.25) = 78.2 kip
4.25

Effective Stress Areas of Retainer Rod

Referring to the previous sketch, the cross-sectional areas for the retainer rod evaluation are as

follows.

At = 1 D_2 = 3.14 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tensile area (neck down area)
4

Aw = iT D1 Hw = 7.07 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - Weld shear area
Ash = tr D 2 HI = 6.28 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - - Head shear area (through head thickness)

The bearing area in the retainer rod just above the neck-down area is the hatched area as shown

in the following sketch.

I Li=0.875 Head of retainer rod

Ri

Opening Hole

The total bearing area (Abrg) is as follows.

Abrg = 2(A 1 + A 2) = 2(0.982 + 0.342) = 2.648 inch2

Retainer Rod Load Capacity:

The load capabilities of the retainer rod are calculated in the following.
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Ftensile =

FS =

Fbrg =

Fsh =

(At)(SM)= (3.14)(33.6) = 105.5 kip -------- Load capability at D2
(Aws)(Ss) = (7.07)(19.08) = 134.9 kip -------- Shear capability of weld
(Abrg)(Sbrg) = (2.648)(33.6) = 88.9 kip -------- Bearing capability of rod head
(Ash)(Ss) = (6.28)(20.16) = 126.6 kip -------- Shear capability under rod head

where:

SM
Ss

SSw
Sbrg

Sy
Sm

= 1.5 Sm = 1.5 (22.4) = 33.6 ksi
= 1.5(0.6) Sm = 0.9 (22.4) = 20.16 ksi
= 1.5(0.6) Sm350 = 0.9 (21.2) = 19.08 ksi
= Sy=33.6ksi
= 33.6 ksi --------------------
= 22.4 ksi --------------------

Sm350 = 21.2 ksi

Yield strength, A-516 Grade 70 at 300'F
Design stress intensity, A-516 Grade 70 at
300OF
Design stress intensity, A350 Grade LF 2 at
300°F

-----------------------------------

The minimum factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = Fbrg 88.9 1.14
Fp 78.2
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Retainer Block Evaluation

The retainer block and the force-loading diagram are shown in the following sketch.

2.0 dia.

1.5 I

Far edge of retainer block Edge of off-centered canister

Point P is where the headed retainer rod is loaded under prying force Fp. The maximum bending

stress (Cyb) in the retainer block is as follows.

Mc
Cyb = -- 71.6 ksi

I

where:

M = Fc(4) = 161.2 kip-inch
Fc = 40.3 kip

I = bh- = 1.688 inch 4

12
C = 0.75 inch

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = 2.25S,,, 1.41

where:

Sm = 45.0 ksi -------------------- Yield strength, 17-4 PH at 300'F0
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Figure 3.4.3-1 Top Ring Section Cuts

0 - 900
scction name

0 = 00. z> 0
section name = topril

0 °0 z < 0
section name = topril

topring-A45

Tn- io LI

Top Ring Section without Trunnion

Trunnion (enlarged)
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Table 3.4.3-1 Stress Intensity for MTC1 Trunnions and Top Ring

Location a Position a Prb Pbb P,+ Pb b Material Syield S ultimate FSyield FSUitimateksi ksi ksi ksi ksi Fu__mat

Trunnion-L1 x =43.9 inch 0.04 3.75 3.79 SA350 30.8 70.0 8.1 Large
Trunnion-L2 x =45 inch 0.00 2.05 2.05 SA350 30.8 70.0 Large Large
TopRing-Al 0 = 0', z > 0 2.37 2.57 4.93 SA516 32.5 70.0 6.6 Large
TopRing-A2 0 = 0', z < 0 0.33 1.29 1.63 SA516 32.5 70.0 Large Large
TopRing-A10 0= 100 0.07 1.02 1.09 SA516 32.5 70.0 Large Large
TopRing-A45 0 = 450 0.11 0.84 0.95 SA516 32.5 70.0 Large Large
TopRing-A90 0 = 900 0.11 0.75 0.86 SA516 32.5 70.0 Large Large

Table 3.4.3-2 Stress Intensity for MTC1 Shells and Bottom Ring

Location c Positionc Pm+ Pb d Material S yield S ultimate FSyield FSUimate
ksi ksi ksi F_ yied __ ultimate

Inner Shell 0 = 100, z=-7 inch 2.32 A588 43.0 70.0 Large Large
Outer Shell 0 = 10', z=-7 inch 3.50 A588 43.0 70.0 Large Large

Bottom
Ring

0 = 90', z=-173.5 0.74 A588 43.0 70.0 Large Large

a

b

C

d

The locations and positions are defined in Figure 3.4.3-1.
Pm = primary membrane stress intensity; Pb = primary bending stress intensity; Pm + Pb
primary membrane + bending stress intensity.
The locations and positions correspond to the axis shown in Figure 3.10.5-1, Section 3.10.5.
Pm + Pb = primary membrane + bending stress intensity.
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3.4.3.3.2 Transfer Cask Lift: MTC2

The MTC2 transfer cask is analyzed in the following section. A bounding weight of the transfer
cask of 228,000 lb is considered in the evaluation. A conservative load of 250,800 lb (228,000 x
1.1 dynamic load factor) is used in the finite element analysis.

Transfer Cask Body

Table 3.4.3-3 provides the summaries of the stress intensities for the seven cross-sectional
locations of the trunnion and top ring. Table 3.4.3-4 provides the stress summaries for the inner
and outer shells and bottom ring. The maximum primary membrane stress intensity, Pm, and the
maximum primary membrane plus bending stress intensity, Pm + Pb, are compared with the
allowable stress criteria.

The cross-section of the trunnion is circular. Two cross-sectional areas are examined as shown
in Figure 3.4.3-1. The MTC2 and MTC1 transfer cask models are similar. As such, the
locations depicted in Figure 3.4.3-1 correspond to the same locations used for the MTC2

analysis. The maximum bending stress occurs at the cross-section (x = 43.9 inches) at the

intersection of the trunnions with the outer diameter of the top forging ring. The maximum
stress occurs at the trunnion surface. The maximum stress in the trunnion is 3.62 ksi.
Comparing the stress to the material (SA 182 F304) allowable yield and ultimate strength, the
factors of safety are 6.9 (>6) for material yield strength and 18.3 (>10) for material ultimate
strength.

For the top ring, the five cross-sectional areas selected for stress examination are shown for the
MTCI transfer cask in Figure 3.4.3-1. The MTC2 and MTC 1 transfer cask models are similar.
As such, the locations depicted in Figure 3.4.3-1 correspond to same locations used for the

MTC2 analysis. The maximum bending plus membrane stress occurs at the radial cross-section

(topring-A I) above the trunnion. The bending stress through this cross-sectional area is 4.14 ksi.
Comparing the stress to the material (SA 182 F304 or SA336 F304) allowable yield and ultimate

strength, the factors of safety are 6.04 (>6) and 16.01 (>10) for yield and ultimate material
strengths, respectively.

For the inner shell, the maximum stress intensity occurs at the location of "0 = 0',
z = -5.625 inches," which is outside the intersection just below the trunnion. The maximum
bending plus membrane stress through the shell is 1.37 ksi. Comparing the stress to the material

(SA240 304) allowable yield and ultimate strengths, the factors of safety are 18.2 (>6) and 51.8

(>10), respectively.
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For the outer shell, the maximum stress intensity occurs at the location of"0 = 8.30,

z = -5.625 inches," which is outside the intersection just below the trunnion. The maximum

bending plus membrane stress through the shell thickness is 3.27 ksi. Comparing the stress to

the material (SA240 304) allowable yield and ultimate strengths, the factors of safety are 7.6

(>6) and 21.7 (>10), respectively.

For the bottom ring, the maximum stress intensity occurs at the nodal location of "0 = 900,

z = -165.125 inches," which is just below the inner and outer shells. The maximum membrane

plus bending stress through the ring thickness is 0.34 ksi. Comparing this stress to the material

(SA182 F304 or SA336 F304) allowable yield and ultimate strengths, the factors of safety are

73.5 (>6) and 195 (>10) for yield and ultimate strength, respectively.

Stress Evaluation for Door Rail and Shield Doors

The shield doors and door rails of the MTC2 transfer cask are similar in geometry, but differ in

material from those of the MTC 1 transfer cask, which are evaluated in Section 3.4.3.3.1. The

loading conditions analyzed in the Section 3.4.3.3.1 analysis are bounding for the MTC2 transfer

cask. Therefore, the stresses provided in Section 3.4.3.3.1 are bounding for the shield doors and

door rails of the MTC2 transfer cask. Factors of safety are calculated for the MTC2 transfer cask

shield doors and door rails using the Section 3.4.3.3.1 stresses and the appropriate stress

allowables.

Door Rail

The factor of safety (FS) for the door rail, based on the material yield strength, is as follows.

FS = L _ 25.0ksi =7.4>6

a 3.4 ksi

where:

Sy = 25.0 ksi -------------------- Yield strength for SA182 F304, at 200'F

a = 3.4 ksi --------------------- The maximum stress (a) intensity in the
bottom section of the rail (Section 3.4.3.3.1)

The factor of safety (FS) for the door rail, based on the material ultimate strength, is as follows.

FS- = - 66.3=ksi 19.5>10
ay 3.4 ksi

where:

S, = 66.3 ksi -------------------- Ultimate strength for SA182 F304, at 200'F

a = 3.4 ksi --------------------- The maximum stress (a) intensity in the
bottom section of the rail (Section 3.4.3.3.1)
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Shield Doors

The factor of safety (FS) for the shield door, based on the material yield strength, is as follows.

S 25.0 ksi
FS= - - =6.1>6

G 4.1 ksi

where:

Sy = 25.0 ksi ---------------------- Yield strength for SA182 F304, at 200'F

a = 4.1 ksi ----------------------- The maximum stress (a) intensity in the
door (Section 3.4.3.3.1)

The factor of safety (FS) for the shield door, based on the material ultimate strength, is as

follows.

FS = 66.3=ksi 16.2>10
Cy 4.1 ksi

where:

Su = 66.3 ksi ---------------------- Ultimate strength for SA182 F304, at 200'F

ay = 4.1 ksi ----------------------- The maximum stress (a) intensity in the
door (Section 3.4.3.3.1)

Door Rail Weld0

The door rails are attached to the bottom forging of the transfer cask by 3/4-inch partial

penetration bevel groove welds along the rail inner surface and at the outer surface of the cask, as

shown in the figure below. As a minimum the weld is to extend within 3.5 inches from the

intersection of the inner surface of the rail and outer surface of the cask.

. .(36-5)
kao.z)
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Key Parameters:

P = 71.5 kip ----------- Load in a single rail

D = 88.0 in ------------ Bottom ring outer diameter
t = 0.75 in ------------ Weld thickness

w = 7.5 - 1.69 = 5.81 in--- Door rail top section width

where,

wrc= 1.69 in --------- width of rail cutout

Wr = 7.5 in ---------- width of rail

An ANSYS model of the weld area is generated to accurately calculate the cross sectional

properties of the weld. The weld area used for the ANSYS model extends to a distance 4.0

inches of the intersection point, defined as the intersection of the inner surface of the rail (at the
top) and the outer surface of the cask. This is a conservative approach since the weld will extend

further than this. The weld area is also shown below:

Y

L.x

The cross sectional properties of the weld areas are:

A = 54.84 in2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Weld area

Ic = 232.85 in4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Moment of inertia about y axis from the centroid

x, = 40.48 in -------------------- Location of the centroid

Ci = xc - (D/2 - w) = 2.29 in --------- Distance from centroid to surface of rail weld

Using these properties the inner weld section modulus and moment due to the vertical load at the

inner surface of the rail are:

Z, = I, / Ci = 101.68 in2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Inner weld section modulus
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The vertical load, P, exerts tensile load on both the inner weld and the outer weld. The moment,
M, exerts tensile load on the inner weld and compressive load on the outer fiber of the outer
weld. Therefore, the inner weld stress is bounding since the exerted stresses are both tensile and

additive.

amn = P / A = 71.5 / 54.84 = 1.30 ksi ---------- Weld membrane stress
"b = M / Zc = 284.6 / 101.68 = 2.79 ksi ------- Weld bending stress

Gmb = cp + am = 4.1 ksi ------------------- Weld membrane plus bending stress

The factor of safety (FS) for the inner weld, based on the material yield strength, is as follows.

FS = Sy _ 25.0ksi -6.1 >6

-,b 4.1 ksi

where:

Sy = 25.0 ksi -------------------- Yield strength for SA182 F304, at 2007F

The factor of safety (FS) for the inner weld, based on the material ultimate strength, is as
follows.

FS S_ _ 66.3ksi -16.2>10
-,b 4.1 ksi

where:

S, = 66.3 ksi -------------------- Ultimate strength for SA182 F304, at 200'F

Trunnion Bearing Stress Evaluation

During a vertical lifting load case, the transfer cask is being lifted by the trunnions.

The load on each trunnion is 125.4 kips (228 x 1.1/2). The minimum trunnion bearing
engagement depth is 7.5-inches, but only 50% of this is used in the evaluation. The diameter of

the trunnion is 9 inches. The bearing stress on the trunnion (ab) is as follows.
=WvL _125.4

abrg - -- 125.4 = 3.72 ksi
A brg 33.75

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

S = 25.0
F a 3.72

where:

Sy = 25.0 ksi -------------------- Yield strength, SA182 F304, at 2007F
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Inadvertent Lift of Transfer Cask by TSC

The inadvertent lift of the transfer cask by the TSC is considered an off-normal event. The

stresses associated with this condition are required to satisfy allowable stress limits for ASME

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Service Level C condition. In the event the transfer cask is

lifted by the TSC during handling operations instead of by the transfer cask trunnions, the weight

of the transfer cask is supported by a retaining ring or retaining blocks mounted to the top of the

MTC2 transfer cask top ring. Evaluation of the retaining ring and retaining block configurations

is provided in the following sections.

Inadvertent Lift - Retaining Ring

For the evaluation of the retaining ring configuration, the temperature of the cask at the top is

conservatively assumed to be 200'F. The retaining ring is mounted to the transfer cask top ring

using a minimum of sixteen 1"- 8 UNC bolts spaced 22.50 apart. In this case, the retaining ring

and mounting bolts must have sufficient strength to support the weight of the transfer cask. A

bounding weight of the empty transfer cask of 108,500 lb is considered in the evaluation. A

conservative load of 119,350 lb (108,500 x 1.1 dynamic load factor) is used in the finite element

analysis. Additionally, the retaining ring evaluation considers a bounding maximum bolt preload

of 80 ft-lb.

A summary of the stress intensities for the retaining ring is shown in Table 3.4.3-5. The

maximum primary membrane stress intensity, Pm, and the maximum primary membrane plus

bending stress intensity, Pm + Pb, are compared with the allowable stress criteria. The allowable

membrane stress for the retaining ring is

Sallow = 1.5Sm = 1.5(20) = 30 ksi

and the allowable membrane plus bending stress for the retaining ring is

Sallow = 1.5(1.5)Sm = 2.25(20) = 45 ksi

where:

Sy = 20.0 ksi ----------------- design stress intensity for SA182 F304, at 200'F

For the retaining ring, the maximum stress intensity occurs at the inner radius of the bolt hole, as

shown as the critical section location in Figure 3.4.3-2. The maximum retaining ring membrane

stress is 9.4 ksi and membrane plus bending stress is 37.2 ksi, which give factors of safety of

3.19 and 1.21, respectively.
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Bearing Stress

The single bolt tensile load, F, is 14,400 pounds. The resulting retaining ring bearing stress is

F 14,400
S - =17.7 ksi

A 0.8146
where:

A= 0.8146 conservative bolt head bearing area

The factor of safety (FS) for the bearing stress of the retaining ring is

Sy 25
FS - - = 1.4117.7 17.7

where:

Sy =25 ksi yield strength of SA240 Type 304, at 200'F

Bolt Tensile Stress

The tensile area of the bolt is given as

where:

At = 0.7854 D- 0.9743)2 = 0.7854 1- 0.97413) 2 = 0.6057 in 2

D 1 in --------------------------- Nominal bolt diameter
n = 8 ----------------------------- Threads per inch

The tensile stress is as follows:

F 14,400 = 23.8 ksi

A, 0.6057

where:

F = 14,400 lbs ----------------------- single bolt tensile load

The safety factor for bolt failure in tension is:

FS - 1.25S,,/3.33 _ 1.25(71.0)/3.33

FS ___________ 1.12
cr 23.8

where:

S,= 71.0 ksi ------------------- ultimate strength of SA193 Grade B8, at 2007F
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Bolt Thread Shear Stress

The SA 193 Grade B8 bolts have lower strength than the top-forging ring. Therefore, the shear

stress in the threads of the bolts is evaluated.

The shear area for the external threads for the 1" - 8 UNC bolts, As, is calculated as:

A = 3.1416nLe K nmax[ -I +0.57735(Esmin-K max)] = 2.4844 in2

where:

n = 8 Threads per inch
Esmin= 0.91 in ------------------------- Minimum pitch diameter of bolt threads

Knmax= 0.89 in ------------------------- Maximum minor diameter of lid threads
Le= 1.5 in -------------------------- Minimum thread engagement

The shear stress (-rs) in the bolt threads is:

F 14,400 lb
SA 2.4844in 2

* where:

F = 14,400 lbs ----------------------- single bolt tensile load

The shear allowable is:

1.25 x 0.62S. _ 1.25 x 0.62(71.0) -11.01 ksitIallowable = _________ __________

5 5
where:

S, =7 1.0 ksi ---------------------- ultimate strength for SA193 Grade B8, at 2007F

The factor of safety is:

FS = Tallowable - 11.01_ = 1.90
TS 5.80

Therefore, the threads in the bolts will not fail in shear.

Inadvertent Lift - Retaining Blocks

The retaining blocks must have sufficient strength to support the weight of the transfer cask

under an inadvertent lift condition. The three retaining blocks on the top-forging ring are spaced
O 1200 apart. For the evaluation of the retaining block configuration the temperature of the cask at

the top is assumed to be 300TF.
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Retainer Rod Evaluation

During an inadvertent lift of the transfer cask, the retainer rod is subjected to a tensile load, Fp,

due to the prying action of the retaining block. The top view and the side view of the retaining

block are shown in the following sketches.

4.25-

Retainer block,

Neck-down section

Top ring-

Retainer roc

-Edge of off-centered canister
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A conservative weight of 110,000 lb is used for this evaluation. This weight bounds the

maximum weight of the transfer cask. The dynamic load factor, DLF, is 1.1. The maximum

uplifting force applied by the TSC to the retainer block, Fc, is 110 kip (1.1)/3 = 40.3 kip. When

the TSC is off-center, the maximum distance between the TSC outer edge and the inner edge of

the transfer cask is one inch. The prying force applied to the retainer rod (Fp) is as follows.

Fp = 40.3x(1+3+4.26) =78.1 kip
4.26

Effective Stress Areas of Retainer Rod

Referring to the previous sketch, the cross-sectional areas for the retainer rod evaluation are as

follows.

7E 22
At= - D22= 3.976 inch2  - - - - - - - - - - - - - Tensile area (neck down area)

4
Aw, = T D1 Hw = 8.247 inch2 - - - - - - - - - - Weld shear area

Ash = 7c D 2 H1 = 7.069 inch2 ------------ Head shear area (through head thickness)

The bearing area in the retainer rod just above the neck-down area is the hatched area as shown

in the following sketch.

I L1=0.875 , Head of retainer rod

Ri

The total bearing area (Abrg) is as follows.

Abrg = 2(Al + A 2) =2(1.411 + 0.437) =3.696 inch2
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Retainer Rod Load Capacity:

The load capabilities of the retainer rod are calculated in the following.

Ftensile
Wws

Fbrg

F sh

where:

(At)(SM)= (3.976)(30.0) = 119.28 kip -------- Load capability at D2
(Aw,)(Ss) = (8.247)(18.0) = 148.4 kip -------- Shear capability of weld
(Abrg)(Sbrg) = (3.696)(22.4) = 82.79 kip ------- Bearing capability of rod head
(Ash)(Ss) = (7.069)(18.0) = 127.24 kip -------- Shear capability under rod head

SM
Ss

Sbrg

Sy

1.5 Sm = 1.5(20.0) 30.0 ksi
0.9 Sm = 0.9 (20.0) = 18.0 ksi
Sy = 22.4 ksi
22.4 ksi ---------------------- Yield strength, A276 Type 304 stainless

steel at 300°F
Sm = 20.0 ksi ---------------------- Design stress intensity, A276 Type 304

stainless steel at 300°F

The minimum factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = Fog = 82.79 = 1.06
Fp 78.1

Retainer Block Evaluation

The retainer block and the force-loading diagram are shown in the following sketch.
2.26 dia

1.5 +'-

Far edge of retainer blodc canister
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Point P is where the headed retainer rod is loaded under prying force Fp. The maximum bending

stress (ab) in the retainer block is as follows.

Mc
Gb = -- 74.9 ksiI

where:

M = F,(4) = 161.2 kip-inch
F, = 40.3 kip

I bh 1.614 inch4

12
C = 0.75 inch

The factor of safety (FS) is as follows.

FS = 2.25S 1.35

= -1b

where:

Sm= 45.0 ksi ---------------------- Design Stress Intensity, A564 Type 630 (17-
4PH) at 300'F
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Figure 3.4.3-2 Retaining Ring Section Cut

Retaining Ring

ID OD

Ring, Section
Bolt
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Table 3.4.3-3 Stress Intensity for MTC2 Trunnions and Top Ring

Pmb Pb b Pm+ Pb b Syield Sultimate

Location a Position a ksi ksi ksi Material Ksi ksi FSyield FSultimate

Trunnion-L1 x =43.9 inch 0.03 3.58 3.62 SA182 25.0 66.3 6.9 Large
Trunnion-L2 x = 45 inch 0.0007 1.95 1.95 F304 25.0 66.3 Large Large
TopRing-Al 0 = 0°, z > 0 1.19 2.95 4.14 SA182 25.0 66.3 6.04 Large
TopRing-A2 8 = 00, z < 0 0.06 2.67 2.74 F304 25.0 66.3 9.1 Large
TopRing-A10 8 = 100 0.07 1.24 1.30 or 25.0 66.3 Large Large
TopRing-A45 0 = 45° 0.13 0.61 0.74 SA336 25.0 66.3 Large Large
TopRing-A90 0 = 90 0.11 0.63 0.74 F304 25.0 66.3 Large Large

Table 3.4.3-4 Stress Intensity for MTC2 Shells and Bottom Ring

Pro+ Pb d Syield Sultimate

Location c Positionc ksi Material ksi ksi FSyield 2Sultimate
Inner Shell 8 = 0°, z=-5.625 inch 1.37 SA240 304 25.0 71.0 Large Large
Outer Shell 8 = 8.30, z=-5.625 inch 3.27 25.0 71.0 7.6 Large

Bottom
Ring

e = 90', z=-165.125 0.34
SA1 82 F304 or

SA336 F304
25.0 66.3 Large Large

a

b

C

d

The locations and positions are defined in Figure 3.4.3-1.
Pm = primary membrane stress intensity; Pb = primary bending stress intensity; Pm + Pb
primary membrane + bending stress intensity.
The locations and positions correspond to the axis detailed in Section 3.10.5.2.
Pm + Pb = primary membrane + bending stress intensity.
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Table 3.4.3-5 Stress Intensity for Transfer Cask Retaining Ring

Stress Intensity Allowable Stress Factor of
Stress ksi Material ksi Safety

Pm 9.4 SA182 30 3.19
Pm+Pb 37.2 F304 45 1.21
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Chapter 4

Thermal Evaluation
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AT -------------------------- temperature difference across the model (7F)

The temperature-dependent conductivity is determined by varying the temperature constraints at

one boundary of the model and solving for the temperature difference. The effective
conductivity for the parallel path (the Y direction in Figure 4.4-10) is calculated by the
following.

Ky Ki ti

L

where:

Ki --------------------------- thermal conductivity of each layer
(Btu/hr-in-°F)

ti ----------------------- thickness of each layer (in)
L ---------------------------- total length (thickness) of the model (in)

4.4.1.5 Two-Dimensional Transfer Cask and TSC Model for Operations
Involving 24-Hour Cooling

During the transfer condition, the TSC in the transfer cask is subjected to four separate
conditions.

• The water phase when the lid is being welded to the TSC.
* The drying phase during which helium is present while vacuum drying to remove

moisture from the TSC and the annulus circulating water cooling system is operating.
" The helium backfilled phase when the TSC closure is completed and the transfer cask

cooling water system is operating (24 hours of cooling).
* The operation of transferring the helium-backfilled TSC into the concrete cask with the

transfer cask annulus circulating water cooling system drained.

In this section, analyses are performed to support the use of 24-hour cooling after the drying
phase and prior to loading of the canister into the concrete cask. The use of the 24-hour cooling

permits the maximum time for the drying phase and the maximum time to transfer the canister
into the concrete cask. Section 4.4.1.6 describes the evaluation of an alternate system drying

operational cycle permitting the cool time to be minimized and the loading of the canister into
the concrete cask to be limited to eight hours.

The first step is considered to be steady-state conditions for all heat loads. For vacuum drying
operations, there is no time limit for the PWR basket with heat loads less than or equal to 25 kW,
and no time limit for the BWR basket with heat loads less than or equal to 29 kW. The time in
vacuum drying is administratively controlled for the PWR basket with heat loads greater than
25 kW, and for the BWR basket with heat loads greater than 29 kW, to ensure the maximum fuel
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cladding temperature is less than the allowable temperature. For high heat loads greater than
25 kW for the PWR basket and greater than 29 kW for the BWR basket, the 24-hour helium-
backfilled phase is needed for both systems. The maximum time allowed for loading the helium-
backfilled TSC into the concrete cask without operating the transfer cask annulus circulating
water cooling system is determined by transient analyses. During the operational sequence of
TSC loading, an Annulus Circulating Water cooling System (ACWS) may be used to flow water
through the annulus to cool and maintain a specified temperature for the TSC external shell.
Alternative cooling methods, such as reverse ACWS, or any other equivalent site-approved
annulus cooling system or by fully submerging the TSC with the lid removed or the transfer cask
annulus seals deflated, may also be used. The annulus cooling methods, when used, are designed
to accommodate design basis heat loads without additional heat rejection from the transfer cask
to the environment.

Note that the MAGNASTOR transfer cask is provided in two configurations, MTC I and MTC2.
The main difference between these two configurations is the material used for the cask shells and
shield door (carbon steel for MTCI and stainless steel for MTC2). The thermal models
described in the following sections consider carbon steel properties for the cask shells and shield
door. Since the radial conductance of the cask body is governed by the NS-4-FR material, and
the water or air in the annulus between the canister and the cask shells carries out the majority of
the heat, the cask shell material has an insignificant effect on the TSC and its contents.
Therefore, the thermal models are applicable to both the MTC1 and MTC2 configurations.

Evaluation of the Water Phase With Annulus Circulating Water Cooling System

The model that includes water in the TSC treats the entire cavity as though it is filled with water.
Since it is necessary to remove some water from the TSC during the closure lid welding
operation, the water level in the TSC may be below the top of the fuel basket. The fuel tubes are
designed with holes in the sides to permit the water to flow from the center of the TSC to the
downcomer region of the TSC. The two-dimensional axisymmetric transfer cask and TSC
models are used to evaluate the transfer operation for PWR fuels and BWR fuels. The
components comprising the transfer cask and TSC model are shown in Figure 4.4-13 for the
PWR configuration. The BWR model is identical to the PWR model except for a slight
difference in the dimensions. The TSC portion of the model is identical to the model employed
in Section 4.4.1.1, with the exception that one of the conditions in the transfer operations uses
water in the TSC instead of helium. The model for the TSC, described in Section 4.4.1.1, uses
effective properties for the fuel basket region. For the water condition, the methodology
described in Sections 4.4.1.2, 4.4.1.3, and 4.4.1.4 is used to determine the effective properties for
the fuel basket region. For the condition of water in the TSC, no contribution due to radiation
was considered; only conduction was taken into account for the effective properties. The porous
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media constants for the fuel basket region need not be recomputed since they are dependent on
the fuel assembly and fuel basket geometry only. However, during the analytical evaluation of
the water phase, the pressure drop in the fuel basket region due to the water requires the use of
the viscosity, which is input as a material property. Since the maximum water temperature in the
TSC is significantly below 212'F, the water is expected to remain in the liquid state, and the use
of properties for the liquid state is acceptable. The transfer cask and the water annulus between
the transfer cask and the TSC are also included in the model. The transfer cask is represented by
effective properties. The transfer cask wall is comprised of four different materials: 1) a carbon
steel inner shell; 2) a lead gamma shield layer; 3) an NS-4-FR neutron absorber layer; and 4) a
carbon steel outer shell. Effective thermal conductivity for the transfer cask in the radial
direction treats the four different cask wall materials as being in series. The effective thermal
conductivity for the transfer cask wall in the axial direction treats the four different cask wall
materials as being in parallel. The model also contains the shield doors of the transfer cask.
While the inlets to the transfer cask are tubes in the side walls of the transfer cask, they are
included in the model as straight sections parallel to the annulus. The following conditions are
applied to the model for the steady-state evaluation of the water phase with the annulus
circulating water cooling system.

* The outer surfaces of the transfer cask are considered to be adiabatic and without the
application of solar insolance.

" The inlet water temperature for the annulus between the TSC and the transfer cask is
specified to be 100°F.

" The driving force for the water flow in the annulus between the TSC and the transfer cask
is natural convection. Water is supplied to the annulus inlets by an annulus circulating
water cooling system.

* The heat generation internal to the TSC is modeled as 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35.5 kW for
PWR fuels. The heat loads in Regions A, B and C, as defined in Figure 4.1-1, are
factored based on the heat load for heat loads other than 35.5 kW. For the heat load of
35.5kW, the heat loads in Regions A, B and C are 0.922 kW, 1.20 kW and 0.80 kW,
respectively. The heat generation internal to the TSC is modeled as 15, 20, 25, 30 and 33
kW for BWR fuels with a uniform heat distribution.

* The flow in the TSC and in the annulus region is treated as being laminar for both the
water and helium conditions of the TSC.

* Radiation heat transfer is removed from the solution.
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Evaluation of the Drying Phase-Vacuum Drying System

A Vacuum Drying System (VDS) is used to evacuate and dry the TSC cavity by vaporization

and removal of the water vapor and other gases from the cavity through the vent and drain port

openings. During the vacuum drying phase, convection is not considered in the TSC cavity
region. Conduction helium properties are utilized during the low-pressure drying process [27].

The transfer cask model used for the thermal transient analysis is comprised of a three-

dimensional ANSYS model, as shown in Figure 4.4-16 and Figure 4.4-17 for PWR fuel and

Figure 4.4-18 and Figure 4.4-19 for BWR fuel. During the vacuum drying phase, the annulus

circulating water cooling system is a normal operating system that allows the heat from the TSC

to be rejected in the same manner as for the water phase. The transfer cask annulus circulating

water cooling system is an operational convenience and not a safety-related system, since the

transfer cask can be submerged in the spent fuel pool (with the annulus seals deflated) at any

point in time during the vacuum drying operation without resulting in thermal shock to the

transfer cask system. The temperature profile on the TSC outer diameter from the water phase

analysis is applied to the TSC surface for each heat load.
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Effective properties for the PWR and BWR fuel regions, the neutron absorber, and the helium

inside the TSC are employed, and they are described in Sections 4.4.1.3 and 4.4.1.4,

respectively. These two models are used to determine the allowable time in vacuum, depending

on the heat load, to ensure that the fuel cladding temperature limit of 752'F (400'C) is not
exceeded.

Transient analyses are performed to determine the maximum system temperature following the

backfill helium condition for heat loads greater than 25 kW for PWR fuel and greater than 29

kW for BWR fuel. Analyses are performed for the 35.5 kW PWR and the 33 kW BWR design

basis heat loads using the same two-dimensional FLUENT model used for analysis of the water

phase condition with modified material properties and boundary conditions. The initial

temperature field of the transient evaluation to simulate the helium backfill condition is obtained

from the analysis results at the end of the vacuum drying process (ANSYS results) for the

respective heat load.

The FLUENT model used to analyze the cooldown transient defines the locations at which initial

temperatures are required from the ANSYS results. For each node in the FLUENT model, there

are eight node points in the circumferential direction in the ANSYS 45-degree symmetry model

to compute the average temperature for the respective locations. The ANSYS model employs

linear temperature shape functions across each element, so that interpolation between nodes and

within an element provides temperatures that are consistent with the nodal temperature in the

ANSYS results. The peak temperatures, which occur at the center line of the model, are

transferred to the respective FLUENT node locations as initial temperatures in order to provide

an upper bounding initial condition, conserving system heat provided to the FLUENT model.

The design basis heat load provides bounding temperatures and minimum times for vacuum and

the longest time for helium cooling when needed. With the identification of the temperature

after the backfill condition, the time in vacuum for the potential cooling cycles can be
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determined, since the temperature time history will follow the same time dependency as for the

initial vacuum condition.

The system thermal transient history may be represented by an initial vacuum drying cycle

followed by a postulated system cooling cycle of 24 hours, followed by a second system vacuum

drying cycle that is followed by a second 24-hour cooling period preceding the TSC transfer to

the concrete cask. It is noted that the 24-hour cooling period returns the system to a steady-state

condition for the design basis heat load, providing a bounding operating cycle for all heat loads

less than the design basis. Similarly, cooling the system for a period of 24 hours provides

maximum TSC transfer time from the transfer cask to the concrete cask when the water is

drained from the annulus cooling system. Additional analyses defining system response to these

conditions are addressed in the following discussions.

Mesh Sensitivity Evaluation

The vacuum drying operation uses a three-dimensional ANSYS model to determine the thermal

response of the fuel, shown in Figure 4.4-16 and Figure 4.4-18 for PWR and BWR fuel,

respectively. Sensitivity of the mesh density is performed for the PWR design basis heat load of

35.5 kW. The finite element model uses an ANSYS element with a linear shape function for

calculating the temperature within each element and uses a minimum of six elements in the fuel

assembly cross-section plane. Temperature variation in the fuel region is expected to be

parabolic since the heat generation is constant within any specified axial cross-section. Using a

minimum of six elements permits development of an analytical parabolic distribution. To

confirm the adequacy of the mesh density for the axial divisions, the number of elements in the

basket region shown in Figure 4.4-16 was doubled, and the transient condition using design basis

heat was rerun. The maximum fuel clad temperature was determined to be I°F less than the

temperature for the solution with one-half the element density. The results from this mesh

sensitivity evaluation validate that the maximum fuel temperature is relatively insensitive to

mesh refinement in the fuel region.

Evaluation of the Helium Phase With Annulus Circulating Water Cooling System

Following the completion of vacuum drying and final cavity evacuation, the TSC is backfilled

and pressurized with a measured mass of helium per the Technical Specifications to establish the

cavity atmosphere for the normal condition of storage. The transfer cask and TSC remain in this

helium phase condition until the TSC is placed into the concrete cask. During the helium phase,

the transfer cask annulus cooling system will be used until the TSC preparations for transfer to

the concrete cask are completed. Steady-state analyses for heat loads of 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35.5

kW for PWR fuel, and with heat loads of 15, 20, 25, 30 and 33 kW for BWR fuel, are performed
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using the model for the helium phase. The evaluation of this condition is performed to determine
the initial condition for the operation in which the TSC is placed into the concrete cask with the
transfer cask annulus cooling system drained.

Evaluation of Moving the TSC into the Concrete Cask

The transfer cask is used to load the TSC into the concrete cask. During this phase, there is no

active auxiliary annulus cooling of the transfer cask, i.e. annulus cooling water system

disconnected from the transfer cask, seals deflated, and annulus water drained. The transfer cask

annulus is filled with ambient air, which is allowed to flow in through the reduced annulus inlet.

This operation is time-limited to control the fuel cladding temperature to less than 752°F

(400'C). The thermal performance of the transfer cask in this operation is evaluated for four

transient conditions. Two transient conditions are for the PWR fuels with heat loads of 25 kW

and 35.5kW, and two cases are for the BWR fuels with heat loads of 25 kW and 33 kW. The

initial conditions for the four transient analyses are obtained from the steady-state analyses with

water in the transfer cask annulus described previously in the section titled "Evaluation of the
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4.4.1.6 Two-Dimensional Transfer Cask and TSC Model for Operations
Involving Minimum Cooling Time and a Loading Time of Eight Hours

Operational experience can lead to enhancement in the draining, vacuum drying and welding
operations to minimize the need for maximum times for drying and loading operations or the
potential need for cycles in the vacuum drying phase. Operational experience will reduce
loading times and reduce staff radiation exposure. The following discussion presents the
operational controls to be implemented.

Even with the absence of additional cycles for vacuum drying or the use of the 24-hour cool
time, the TSC in the transfer cask is still subjected to four separate operational boundary
conditions.

* The water phase when the lid is being welded to the TSC.
* The drying phase during which helium is present while vacuum drying to remove

moisture from the TSC.
* The helium-backfilled phase is minimized to seven hours or less. It is during this time

that the TSC port covers are welded and the transfer cask annulus circulating water
cooling system (or equivalent) is operating, or the TSC is submerged in the spent fuel
pool (with the annulus seals deflated).

" The eight hours for the operation of transferring the helium-backfilled TSC into the
concrete cask with the transfer cask annulus circulating water cooling system drained.
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Regardless of the time in the vacuum drying or loading operation, the response of the TSC and
transfer cask in the water phase (inside the TSC) is not affected. With cooling water in the
annulus, the time to remain in this condition is not altered from the system analyses or results
reported in Section 4.4.1.5 for the water phase.

Without the additional cool time (of 24 hours), the initial temperatures of the TSC and fuel are
significantly increased upon entering the loading phase (where the water in the annulus is
drained and replaced by air). Reducing the time in the vacuum phase, as compared to the times

shown in Table 4.4-9 (PWR) and Table 4.4-10 (BWR), the temperatures at the start of the
condition leading to the transfer of the TSC to the concrete cask can be reduced to a level that
allows eight hours for the transfer loading time.

To determine the vacuum and cool time limits, the models and their results described in Section
4.4.1.5 are used. The temperature time histories computed for the heat loads identified in Table
4.4-9 (PWR) and Table 4.4-10 (BWR) are used to identify the maximum fuel clad temperatures
at the end of the reduced vacuum times for the individual heat loads. The transient analyses for
the condition of the helium backfill, in conjunction with water in the annulus as described in
Section 4.4.1.5, identify the temperature increase expected for the fuel clad for the range of heat
loads upon backfilling the TSC with helium. Analyses in Section 4.4.1.5 identify that the
maximum increase in the temperature of the fuel for the bounding PWR and BWR heat loads is
44°F and 34°F, respectively. The 44°F PWR increase and the 34°F BWR increase correspond to
the design basis heat load bound the temperature for all other heat loads of the PWR or BWR
fuel assemblies. The maximum temperature increase is conservatively added to the maximum
fuel clad temperature occurring at the end of the reduced time in vacuum. This temperature is
used to confirm that an additional eight hours for the TSC in the transfer cask with air in the
annulus is equal to, or less than, the maximum fuel clad temperatures determined in Section
4.4.1.5.

4.4.2 Test Model

MAGNASTOR is conservatively designed by analysis. Therefore, no physical model is
employed for thermal analysis. The benchmark provided in Section 4.8.1 provides confirmation
that the analysis methodology employed for tile MAGNASTOR design is conservative.
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4.4.3 Maximum Temperatures for PWR and BWR Fuel Configurations

Normal Conditions of Storage

The temperature distributions and maximum component temperatures for MAGNASTOR for
normal conditions of storage are provided in this section. System components of the CC1/CC2

concrete cask containing a PWR and BWR TSC and the CC3 concrete cask containing a PWR
TSC are addressed separately. The temperature distributions in the CC1/CC2 concrete cask

containing the BWR TSC are similar to those of the same system with the PWR TSC and are,
therefore, not presented.

The temperature distribution in the CC1/CC2 concrete cask and the TSC containing the PWR
design basis fuel (uniform heat load) for normal conditions of storage is shown in Figure 4.4-14.
The air velocity distribution in the annulus between the TSC and the concrete cask liner for the
normal conditions of storage for PWR fuel for the CC 1/CC2 configuration is shown in Figure
4.4-15. The maximum component temperatures for the normal conditions of storage are
summarized in Table 4.4-3. It is noted that these system thermal performance results are based
on an average annual ambient temperature of 760 F at sea level pressure and standard air density
properties. Site-specific conditions are to be evaluated to assure thermal margins are maintained

for steady-state storage conditions at the intended MAGNASTOR ISFSI site.

As shown in Figure 4.4-14, the peak fuel temperature for the normal storage condition occurs
near the top of the fuel basket and, based on the uniform spacing of the isotherms at the
centerline of the TSC, the temperature varies monotonically from the TSC bottom to the peak
near the top of the fuel basket. This is indicative that the dominant mode of heat rejection from
the fuel is by convection due to the helium flow circulating within the TSC.

The calculated temperatures at the TSC surface for the normal storage condition are higher than
the concrete liner or surface, indicating that radiation heat transfer occurs across the concrete

cask to TSC annulus.

To confirm that the concrete cask heat removal system is operable, one of the following two
surveillance options with a frequency of 24 hours is required: (1) Visually verify all concrete
cask air inlet and outlet screens are free of blockage; (2) Verify the difference between the
concrete cask air outlet average temperature and the ambient temperature is less than 11 9°F,
130 'F and 134 'F for the concrete cask configuration CC1/CC2-PWR, CC1/CC2-BWR and
CC3-PWR, respectively. The allowable temperature differences are determined based on the
maximum calculated temperature difference between air outlet and ambient and the calculated
minimum temperature margin for concrete and fuel temperatures for all normal and off-normal
conditions.
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Transfer Condition for 24-Hour Cooling and Multiple Vacuum Drying Cycles

The maximum component temperatures for MAGNASTOR during the transfer operation are

reported in this section for operational procedures using 24 hours of cooling. The transfer

operation is comprised of four separate phases: the water phase, the drying phase, the helium

phase, and the TSC transfer phase. The water phase and the helium phase are not time limited

due to the normal use of the transfer cask annulus cooling water system (ACWS), reverse

ACWS, or site-approved ACWS equivalent. The transfer cask annulus cooling system is an

operational convenience and not a safety-related system, since the transfer cask can be fully

submerged (with the annulus seals deflated) in the spent fuel pool at any point in time during the

transfer operation without resulting in thermal shock to the transfer cask system. The annulus

cooling system maintains the TSC shell at a temperature significantly lower than the temperature

corresponding to the normal conditions of storage. The maximum temperatures for the water

phase are listed in Table 4.4-5 and Table 4.4-6 for PWR fuel and BWR fuel, respectively. The

maximum temperatures for the helium phase are listed in Table 4.4-7 and Table 4.4-8 for PWR

fuel and BWR fuel, respectively. Using the reverse ACWS model described in Section 4.4.1.5,

method. Table 4.4-9 and Table 4.4-10 present times for the vacuum drying for heat loads greater

than 25 kW for PWR fuel and greater than 29 kW for BWR fuel that are administratively

controlled to maintain the fuel cladding temperature below the 752°F limit.

If additional vacuum drying is required for heat loads requiring administrative controls to meet

the specified cavity dryness criteria, additional drying cycles can be performed following 24

hours of cooling the TSC, either with the annulus cooling water system or by returning the

transfer cask and TSC to the spent fuel pool. Table 4.4-11 and Table 4.4-12 show the second

vacuum time and maximum fuel temperatures at the end of the duration for PWR fuel and BWR

fuel, respectively. Note that the PWR fuel cladding temperatures shown in Table 4.4-5, 4.4-7,

and 4.4-9 are bounded by the PWR fuel cladding temperatures for the normal storage steady-

state conditions in Table 4.4-3. Therefore, the normal condition design bases PWR heat load

fuel cladding and component temperatures, such as for the fuel basket and the TSC, bound the

maximum temperatures for any phase of the transfer condition for the fuel basket and TSC

components.

The time for TSC transfer to the concrete cask is administratively limited to ensure that the

maximum fuel cladding temperature is bounded by the design bases heat load normal condition

storage temperature. Table 4.4-13 and Table 4.4-14 show the duration and the maximum fuel
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temperature at the end of the TSC placement in the concrete cask for both PWR fuel and BWR

fuel, respectively. The time duration for the transfer operation is determined by modeling the

water material properties in the annulus as air, as described in Section 4.4.1.5.

The off-normal condition for use of the annulus cooling system corresponds to loss of cooling by

the ACWS, or equivalent site-approved annulus cooling system. This can occur during the water

phase or the drying phase of transfer operations.

The loading procedures in Chapter 9 provide normal operational loading sequences. The

MAGNASTOR System Operating Manual prepared in accordance with the FSAR analyses

provides cask loading and unloading sequence alternatives, including time limitations for all
pvnhintprl Inzq nfrnnlino 2nnd nf'f-nnrmnJ rnndctinn'z
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These operational sequences, time

limits and corrective actions will ensure that the fuel cladding and system component

temperatures do not exceed design allowable values.

Transfer Condition for Minimum Cooling Time and Eight Hours of Canister
Transfer

The maximum component temperatures for MAGNASTOR during the transfer operation are

reported in this section for operational procedures using the minimum cooling time and eight

hours of TSC transfer time (as determined by the evaluation in Section 4.4.1.6). The transfer

operation is comprised of four separate phases: the water phase, the drying phase (reduced time

as compared to the evaluations in Section 4.4.1.5), the helium phase (minimized cooling time),

and the TSC transfer phase (limited to eight hours). The water phase and the helium phase

permit indefinite time due to the normal use of the transfer cask annulus cooling system, or an

equivalent cooling system. The annulus cooling system maintains the TSC shell at a temperature

significantly lower than the temperature corresponding to the normal conditions of storage. The
maximum temperatures for the water phase are listed in Table 4.4-5 and Table 4.4-6 for PWR

fuel and BWR fuel, respectively.

Heat load-dependent vacuum drying times reported in Table 4.4-9 and Table 4.4-10 confirm that

for the same heat loads, the PWR fuel clad temperatures bound the BWR fuel clad temperatures.

The temperatures reported in Table 4.4-15 and Table 4.4-16 are for the maximum PWR and

BWR clad temperatures, respectively, at the end of the reduced vacuum time, the reduced cool
time, and the eight hours of transfer time. These results confirm that the maximum clad

temperatures have significant margin relative to the 752°F fuel clad temperature limit.

For system operations that are outside the sequence presented in Table 4.4-15 or Table 4.4-16, as

a result of equipment failure or some other event that extends drying and transfer operations,

additional vacuum drying, helium cooling, and/or transfer times will be implemented in

accordance with the actions described in the preceding section, "Transfer Condition for 24-Hour

Cooling and Multiple Vacuum Drying Cycles."
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4.4.4 Maximum Internal Pressures for PWR and BWR TSCs

The maximum TSC internal operating pressures for normal conditions of storage are calculated

in the following sections for the TSCs containing PWR and BWR design basis fuel assemblies.

Maximum Internal Pressure for the TSC Containing PWR Fuel

The internal pressure of a TSC containing PWR fuel assemblies is a function of fuel type,

burnup, initial enrichment, cool time, fuel condition (failure fraction), presence or absence of

nonfuel hardware, TSC length, and the backfill gases in the TSC. Gases included in the pressure

evaluation of a TSC containing PWR fuel include fuel rod fission, decay, backfill gases and

integral fuel burnable absorber (IFBA) generated gas, gas generated by the nonfuel hardware

components (assembly control components contain boron as the absorber material), and TSC

backfill gases. Each of the PWR fuel types is separately evaluated to determine a bounding

pressure for a TSC containing PWR fuel assemblies.

Fission gases include all fuel material generated gases, including helium generated by long-term

actinide decay. Based on detailed SAS2H calculations, the quantity of fission and decay gases

rises as burnup and cool time are increased and enrichment is decreased. The maximum gas

available for release is conservatively calculated based on 70,000 MWd/MTU burnup cases at an

enrichment of 1.9 wt % 235U and a cool time of 40 years for maximum fissile material assemblies

in each major PWR fuel class. For other PWR fuel assembly types, fission and decay gases are

determined by ratioing the fissile material mass to the maximum fissile material mass

assemblies.

Fuel rod backfill pressure varies significantly among the PWR fuel types. Based on a literature

review, a 500 psig backfill is assigned to Westinghouse and CE core fuel types. A maximum

backfill pressure of 435 psig is assigned to B&W core assemblies. Backfill gas quantities are

based on the fresh fuel free volume between the fuel pellet stack and the fuel rod cladding,

including the plenum volume, and a backfill temperature of 68°F.

Burnable poison rod assemblies (BPRAs) placed within the TSC may contribute additional gas

quantities due to n-alpha reaction of 10B during in-core operation. A portion of the neutron

poison population is formed by 10B. Other neutron poisons, such as gadolinium and erbium, do

not produce a significant amount of helium nuclides (alpha particles). The principal BPRAs in

use include the Westinghouse Pyrex (borosilicate glass) and WABA (wet annular burnable

absorber) configurations, as well as B&W BPRAs and shim rods used in CE cores. The CE shim

rods replace standard fuel rods to form a complete assembly array. The quantity of helium

available for release from the BPRAs is directly related to the initial boron content of the fuel
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rods and the release fraction of gas from the matrix material. The gas released from either of the
low-temperature, solid matrix BPRA materials is likely to be limited, but no release fractions
were available in open literature. Consequently, a 100% release fraction is applied. Initial boron
content in the Westinghouse and B&W BPRAs is based on a uniform absorber concentration of
0.0063 g/cm 1°B. The maximum number of poison rods is 16 for Westinghouse 14x14 fuel
assemblies, 20 for Westinghouse and B&W 15x15 fuel assemblies, and 24 for Westinghouse and
B&W 17x17 fuel assemblies. The length of the absorber rods is conservatively taken as the
active fuel length. CE core shim rods are modeled at 0.0126 g/cm 10B for 16, 12, and 12 rods
applied to CE-manufactured 14x 14, 15 x 15, and 16x 16 fuel assemblies, respectively.

Fuel rods may contain integral fuel burnable absorbers (IFBAs). The absorber is typically
zirconium diboride and, as such, will generate helium gas as part of the neutron capture process.
IFBA assemblies are generally used as an alternative or augmentation to BPRA use. The IFBA
loading employed in the pressure analysis is based on NUREG-6760 as 2.355 mg '0B/inch in 156
rods. To bound the presence of both BPRA and IFBA materials in a fuel assembly, when loaded,
the cask pressure calculations assume a design basis IFBA loading in the fuel assembly with a
design basis BPRA inserted into the assembly guide tubes prior to loading into the storage
system. Rather than accounting for the IFBA rods as an individual component, the pressure
calculations double the BPRA gases for non-CE fuel assembly types (bound the combined
inventory of IFBA and BPRA based on linear loading and number of rods affected).

Under normal operating conditions, the helium backfill for a TSC containing PWR fuel

assemblies is at a maximum average gas temperature of 465°F and a pressure of 103 psig.
Nominal helium densities for both PWR and BWR fuel types are shown in Table 4.4-4.
Maximum system backfill pressure at operating conditions is set by the use of the operating
procedures documented in Chapter 9. This approach ensures that an acceptable helium density is
established in the canister prior to sealing. Free volumes inside the two classes of TSCs
containing PWR fuel are 9,900 and 10,300 liters. The free volumes do not include PWR fuel
assembly and nonfuel hardware components, since these vary for each assembly type, but do
account for axial spacers. The free volume of the TSC is obtained by subtracting the assembly
volume (with nonfuel insert). For the Westinghouse BPRAs, the Pyrex volume is employed
since it displaces more volume than the WABA rods.

The TSC internal pressure is determined by summing the partial pressures of the TSC helium

backfill gas and the released gases from the fuel and the poison rods. The partial pressure due to
the fuel and neutron poison rod gases is determined by the ideal gas correlation (PV=nRT) and
the applicable rod release fractions and failure rates. For normal conditions, a 1% rod failure
fraction is applied. For failed fuel rods, the releasable molar quantity of the fission and actinide
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decay gas is 30%, with 100% of the rod backfill gas being released. The normal condition

average temperature of the gases released from the fuel rods and neutron poison inserts is

conservatively set to 485°F (525 K) in the partial pressure calculation.

The TSC is evaluated for normal condition pressure for each of the PWR fuel types, with insert.

The maximum normal condition pressure for a TSC containing PWR fuel assemblies is 104 psig.
At a I% rod failure fraction, the quantity of gas released from the fuel and neutron poison rods is
minimal, resulting in no significant effect on system pressure.

The calculated maximum pressure of 104 psig allows for a 6 psig tolerance on the TSC helium
backfill prior to reaching the 110 psig system pressure used in the Chapter 3 normal condition
structural evaluations. Significantly higher pressure margins exist in the off-normal and accident
pressures. Off-normal and accident pressures were calculated at 118 psig (10% fuel failure and

off-normal thermal conditions) and 221 psig (100% fuel failure, see Section 4.6.4), and these
calculated values are significantly lower than the established pressure limits of 130 psig for off-

normal and 250 psig for accident condition pressures that are used in the structural calculations.

Maximum Internal Pressure for the TSC Containinq BWR Fuel

Maximum internal pressures are determined for the BWR fuel in the same manner as those
documented for the TSC containing PWR fuel. Primary differences for the BWR evaluations,
versus those for the PWR, include a rod backfill gas pressure of 132 psig, a maximum burnup of
60,000 MWd/MTU used to generate fission gases, and the absence of neutron poison gases (no
nonfuel hardware in the BWR system). The 132 psig rod backfill pressure used in this analysis
is significantly higher than the 6 atmosphere (g) maximum pressure reported in open literature.
Free volumes, without fuel assemblies, in the TSC containing BWR fuel types are 9,900 and
10,300 liters.

A bounding normal condition average temperature of 525 K is used for the partial pressure
analysis of the fuel rod gases. The maximum normal condition pressure for a TSC containing
BWR fuel is 104 psig.

The calculated maximum pressure of 104 psig allows for a 6 psig tolerance on the TSC helium
backfill prior to reaching the 110 psig system pressure employed in the Chapter 3 normal
condition structural evaluations. Significantly higher pressure margins exist in the off-normal
and accident pressures. Off-normal and accident pressures were calculated at 112 psig (10% fuel
failure and off-normal thermal conditions) and 159 psig (100% fuel failure, see Section 4.6.4)
and are conservatively bounded by the 130 psig off-normal and 250 psig accident condition
pressures that were employed in the structural calculations.
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TSC Backfill Helium Tolerances

Due to measurement and instrument uncertainties in the canister backfill operation, a range of
allowed helium backfill density (g/liter) is determined in this section.

Any increase in backfill density is limited by the associated rise in pressure, which in turn is
limited to the structural analysis inputs (110 psig for the limiting normal condition). As
documented in the pressure evaluations, a 6 psi tolerance is acceptable prior to reaching system
pressures employed in the structural analysis. Assuming a constant temperature, which is
conservative as increased backfill density would enhance heat transfer and increase system
pressure, and applying the ideal gas law make backfill density directly proportional to pressure.
Relying on a 6 psi tolerance on a nominal pressure of 104 psig (119 psia) allows for a 5%
increase in backfill density.

A decrease in backfill density is limited by thermal constraints. Lower helium density reduces
convective heat capability of the system and, thereby, raises fuel clad temperature. Thermal
analysis in Section 4.4.1.1 states that a 10% decrease in backfill density is acceptable while
remaining below the maximum allowed clad temperature limit of 752°F.

Table 4.4-4 lists the pressure and temperature limited upper and lower bound helium backfill
densities.
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Figure 4.4-1 Two-Dimensional Model of Concrete Cask Loaded with PWR TSC
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Figure 4.4-2 Computational Mesh for the Two-Dimensional Axisymmetric CFD Model
of the Concrete Cask
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0Axial Power Distribution for the PWR Fuel AssemblyFigure 4.4-3
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Figure 4.4-4 Axial Power Distribution for the BWR Fuel Assembly
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Figure 4.4-5 PWR Peak Fuel Cladding Temperature versus TSC Internal Pressure
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Figure 4.4-6 Two-Dimensional Finite Element Model of the PWR Fuel Basket
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Figure 4.4-7 Two-Dimensional Finite Element Model of the BWR Fuel Basket
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0
Figure 4.4-8 14x14 PWR Fuel Assembly Two-Dimensional Model

Y

Temperature boundary condition applied along the edge of the model.

Note: X and Y correspond to the in-plane directions of the fuel assembly, while Z is out

of the plane and corresponds to the axial direction of the fuel assembly.
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Figure 4.4-9
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Figure 4.4-10 Neutron Absorber Model for PWR Fuel Tube

Heat Flux

Temperature Boundary
Conditions

Element Number Description
1 Stainless Steel Retainer Strip
2 Media - Helium or water
3 Neutron Absorber
4 Media - Helium

5,7 Radiation Links (between stainless steel and neutron absorber)
6,8 Radiation Links (between aluminum and nickel plated carbon steel)
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Figure 4.4-11 BWR Fuel Tube Configuration with Channel and Neutron Absorber

Heat Flux

X

Element Number Description
1 Zirconium-based alloy (BWR fuel channel)

2, 4, 6 Media - Helium or water
3 Stainless Steel Retainer Strip
5 Neutron Absorber

7,10 Radiation Links (between zirconium-based alloy and stainless steel)
8,11 Radiation Links (between stainless steel and aluminum)
9, 12 Radiation Links (between aluminum and nickel-plated carbon steel)
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Figure 4.4-12

Heat Flux

BWR Fuel Tube Configuration with Channel, but without the Neutron
Absorber

4

2 Temperature2 B.C.

x

Element Number Description
1 Zirconium-based alloy (BWR fuel channel)
2 Media ---- Helium or water

3, 4 Radiation Links (between zirconium-based alloy and nickel-plated carbon
steel)
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Figure 4.4-13 Two-Dimensional Model of Transfer Cask Loaded with a PWR TSC
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Figure 4.4-14 Temperature (°F) Distribution for the CC1/CC2 Concrete Cask and TSC
Containing a Design Basis PWR Heat Load
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Figure 4.4-15 Air Velocity (m/s) in the CC1/CC2 Concrete Cask Annulus for the Design
Basis PWR Heat Load
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Figure 4.4-16 Three-Dimensional ANSYS Model of the PWR Canister for Vacuum
Drying Condition
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Figure 4.4-17 Detailed View of the Three-Dimensional ANSYS Model of the PWR Canister

for Vacuum Drying Condition
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Figure 4.4-18 Three-Dimensional ANSYS Model of the BWR Canister for TFR
Vacuum Drying Analyses

144 in.
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Figure 4.4-19 Detailed View of the Three-Dimensional ANSYS Model of the BWR
Canister for TFR Vacuum Drying Analyses
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Figure 4.4-20 CC3 Concrete Cask Inlet Model Geometry

Note: The symmetry plane is the top surface (not shown).
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Figure 4.4-21 CC3 Concrete Cask Inlet Model Mesh (Bottom Surface)
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Table 4.4-1 Effective Thermal Conductivities for 14x14 PWR Fuel Assemblies for
Helium Backfill

For fuel assemblies in fuel tubes with the neutron absorber:

Conductivity a

(Btu/hr-in-°F)
Temperature (*F)

221 1 415 1 612 1 813
Kxx 0.019 0.026 0.036 0.048
Kyy 0.019 0.026 0.036 0.048
Kzz 0.124 0.115 0.111 0.112

For fuel assemblies in positions without the neutron absorber:

Conductivity a Temperature (OF)
(Btu/hr-in-°F) 222 417 615 816

Kxx
Kyy

Kzz

0.019
0.019
0.127

0.025
0.025
0.117

0.034 0.044
0.034 0.044
0.114 0.115

Table 4.4-2 Effective Thermal Conductivities for 10xl0 BWR Fuel Assemblies for
Helium Backfill

Conductivity a
(Btu/hr-in-°F)

Temperature (OF)
192 1 394 1 597 1 801

0.021
0.021
0.176

0.028
0.028
0.161

0.039 0.053
0.039 0.053
0.152 0.151

a Kxx and Kyy correspond to the in-plane directions and Kzz corresponds to the axial

direction in the basket.
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0Table 4.4-3 Maximum Component Temperatures for Normal Condition
Storage of Design Basis PWR and BWR Heat Loads

Maximum Temperatures (°F)
CC1/CC2 CC3 Allowable

Temperature ('F)Component PWR BWR PWR
Fuel Cladding 714 682 718 752
Fuel Basket a 714 682 718 800
TSC Shell 457 431 462 800

C271 (local) 243 (local) 256 300 local160 (bulk) 153 (bulk) 155 200 bulk

Table 4.4-4 Helium Mass Per Unit Volume for MAGNASTOR TSCs

Helium Density
(g/liter)

Fuel Type Nominal Lower Bound Upper Bound

PWR 0.763 0.694 0.802

BWR 0.774 0.704 0.814

a The maximum fuel cladding temperature is conservatively used.
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Table 4.4-5

HEAT LOAD (KW)

Maximum Fuel Temperature for Water Phase - PWR

TMAX OF FUEL (°F) TMAX OF CANISTER OD
(OF)

35.5 131 118
30 127 116
25 124 114
20 120 112
15 116 109

Table 4.4-6 Maximum Fuel Temperature for Water Phase - BWR

HEAT LOAD (KW) TMAX OF FUEL ('F) TMAX OF CANISTER OD
(OF)

33 126 113
30 124 112
25 120 110
20 117 108
15 113 106
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Table 4.4-7

HEAT LOAD (KW)

Maximum Fuel Temperature for Helium Phase - PWR

TMAX OF FUEL (°F) TMAX OF CANISTER OD
(OF)

35.5 424 124
30 388 122
25 350 119
20 311 116
15 273 113

Table 4.4-8

HEAT LOAD (KW)

Maximum Fuel Temperature for Helium Phase - BWR

I TMAX OF FUEL ('F) I TMAX OF CANISTER OD (*F)
33 410 117
30 387 116
25 351 114
20 314 111
15 275 109
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Table 4.4-9

Heat Load
(kW)

Durations and the Temperature at the End of the Duration for the First
Vacuum Stage (PWR)

Vacuum Duration
(hours)

TMAX at Steady State or at the End of the
Duration (OF)

Fuel Basket
15 No limit 509 483
20 No limit 627 599
25 No limit 739 709
30 1 32 643 614

35.5 24 640 612

Table 4.4-10 Durations and the Temperature at the End of the Duration for the First
Vacuum Stage (BWR)

Heat Load
(kW)

Vacuum Duration
(hours)

TMAx at Steady State or at the End of the
Duration (OF)

Fuel Basket
15 No limit 441 428
20 No limit 543 528
25 No limit 641 625
29 No limit 717 700
30 44 641 624
33 33 630 613
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Table 4.4-11 Durations and the Temperature at the End of the Duration for the
Second Vacuum Stage* (PWR)

Heat
Load
(kW)

Helium
Backfill
Duration
(hours)

TMAX of Fuel/Basket
at the End of the

Helium Backfill (°F)

Second
Vacuum
Duration
(hours)

TMAX of Fuel/Basket
at the End of the

Second Vacuum (°F)

35.5 24 460 11 640

* For the cases with heat load higher than 25 kW, the duration and temperatures at the end
of the duration shown in this table can be conservatively used.

Table 4.4-12 Durations and the Temperature at the End of the Duration for the
Second Vacuum Stage* (BWR)

Heat
Load
(kW)

Helium
Backfill

Duration
(hours)

TMAX of Fuel/Basket
at the End of the

Helium Backfill (OF)

Second
Vacuum
Duration
(hours)

TMAX of Fuel/Basket
at the End of the

Second Vacuum (OF)
- 4- - 4 - '4 4

33 24 432 16 630

* For the cases with heat load larger than 29 kW, the duration and temperatures at the end
of the duration shown in this table can be conservatively used.
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Table 4.4-13 TFR to Concrete Cask (PWR) Transfer Times and Temperatures

Table 4.4-14 TFR to Concrete Cask (BWR) Transfer Times and Temperatures

0
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Table 4.4-15 Durations Allowed and the Maximum PWR Fuel Clad Temperatures for
the Operation Using Reduced Vacuum Times, Reduced Cooling Time

and Eight Hours of Handling
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Table 4.4-16 Durations Allowed and the Maximum BWR Fuel Clad Temperatures for
the Operation Using Reduced Vacuum Times, Reduced Cooling Time

and Eight Hours of Handling
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4.5.2 Off-Normal Transfer Phase Events for PWR Fuel

Crane Failure Durinq Transfer Cask Movements

While maneuvering the transfer cask in preparation for transfer operations, a mechanical or

electrical malfunction could temporarily disable the crane and inhibit movement of the transfer
cask and TSC. Such an occurrence would eliminate the option of submerging the transfer cask

and TSC in the spent fuel pool for cooling and might make it difficult to establish an annulus
cooling system flow. If operability of the crane can be restored within the normal transfer time

limits, the transfer operation may be completed and no special actions are required. However, if

the crane cannot be repaired in a timely manner it may not be possible to complete or abort the

transfer operation within the normal limits. This condition is considered an off-normal event.

The two dimensional FLUENT model of the TSC and transfer cask with reduced annulus inlet,

described in the transfer phase evaluation in Section 4.4.1.5, is used to perform steady state

evaluations to determine the maximum heat load at which steady state fuel temperatures are
below the off-normal allowable temperature limits.

Crane/Hoist System Failure During TSC Transfer to VCC

With the transfer cask in place on top of the VCC, the TSC is lifted, the transfer cask doors are

opened, and the TSC is lowered into the VCC. A mechanical or electrical malfunction of the

crane could strand the TSC in the transfer cask/VCC cavity. Such an occurrence would

eliminate the option of submerging the transfer cask and TSC in the spent fuel pool for cooling,

and might make it difficult to establish an annulus cooling water flow. If operability of the crane

can be restored within the normal transfer time limits, transfer of the TSC into the VCC may be

completed, and no special actions are required. However, if the crane cannot be repaired in a

timely manner it may not be possible to complete or abort the transfer operation within the

normal limits. This condition is considered an off-normal event.
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Since the transfer cask doors are open, the air flow through the annulus region is greater than that

in the off-normal event discussed in the preceding section (if the doors cannot be opened then the

results of the preceding section apply). The two dimensional FLUENT model used in the

preceding evaluation, configured with the full annulus inlet, is used to perform steady state

evaluations to determine the maximum heat load at which steady state fuel tem eratures are
below the off-normal allowable temperature limis

Retrieving a TSC from a VCC for Unloading

If a TSC must be returned to the spent fuel pool for wet unloading, an off-normal event, it will be

lifted out of the VCC into the transfer cask. Considering the initial conditions to be the steady

state condition in the VCC, the transient results from the transfer phase evaluation in Section

4.4.1.5 for the design basis heat load are used to determine that the normal allowable temperature
limits for the TSC and its PWR contents are reached 3 hours after the TSC is removed from the

VCC and off-normal allowable temperature limits for the TSC and its PWR contents are reached

11 hours after the TSC is removed from the VCC. Annulus cooling flow, or an equivalent

cooling method, must be established within this time limit to maintain the TSC and its contents

below the off-normal allowable temperature limits.
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4.9.1 Water Phase Contingency Events for PWR Fuel

Water phase contingency events are applicable after closure lid installation through initiation of
draining operations. This includes operations such as TSC removal from the spent fuel pool,

TSC lid closure welding, and TSC hydrostatic testing. Time and temperature limitations are

based on full heat load PWR decay heat (maximum of 35.5 kW) and are bounding of lower

decay heat loads.

The following water phase contingency events have been analyzed:
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4.9.2 Draining and Vacuum Drying Phase Contingency Events for PWR
Fuel

Draining and vacuum drying phase contingency events are applicable from the start of TSC

cavity water draining operations through completion of the final helium backfill and completion

of Helium Backfill Time in accordance with Technical Specification LCO 3.1.1. Normal

operations include continuous ACWS or equivalent cooling, throughout the draining, vacuum

drying, and helium backfill phases to maintain TSC temperatures below normal

allowable/operational limits. Cooling is confirmed during ACWS by monitoring the transfer

cask (MTC) annulus outlet temperature and ensuring it is < 1 13'F. For reverse ACWS flow, the

inlet temperature and flow rate are monitored to ensure they are < 800 and > 59 GPM,

respectively.

The following draining and vacuum drying phase contingency events have been analyzed:

0
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4.9.3 TSC Transfer Phase Contingencies for PWR Fuel

The TSC Transfer Phase contingency events are applicable during the period from the

termination of ACWS cooling following completion of the required Minimum Helium Backfill

Time (i.e. cooling time) per LCO 3.1.1 through completion of TSC transfer from the MTC into

the VCC. The allowable TSC Transfer Times are as specified in Technical Specification LCO

3.1.1, as applicable to the decay heat load and Minimum Helium Backfill Time (i.e. cooling

time) utilized.
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8.8 Neutron Absorber Material

Neutron absorber materials containing the element boron, specifically the isotope l°B, are widely

used in the nuclear industry because of their high cross-section for absorbing thermal neutrons,

commonly to ensure subcriticality inside spent nuclear fuel storage and/or transport casks during

normal handling and off-normal/accident service conditions. Criticality safety is dependent upon

the neutron absorber material remaining fixed in position on the fuel tubes and containing the

required amount of boron uniformly distributed throughout the sheet. A neutron absorber

(criticality control) material can be a composite of fine particles in a metal matrix or an alloy of

boron compounds with aluminum. Fine particles of boron-carbide that are uniformly distributed

are required to obtain the best neutron absorption. The specified areal density of 013 in a neutron

absorber is determined based on fuel assembly type and reactivity. Three types of neutron

absorber materials are commonly used in spent fuel storage and transport cask fuel baskets -

borated aluminum alloy, borated metal matrix composites (MMC), and Boral (registered

trademark of Ceradyne).

Applicable terminology definitions for the neutron absorber materials:

acceptance -

areal density -

designer -

lot -

neutron absorber -

tests conducted to determine whether a specific production

lot meets selected specified material properties and

characteristics, or both, so that the lot can be accepted for

commercial use.

for sheets with flat parallel surfaces, the density of the

neutron absorber times the thickness of the material.

the organization responsible for the design or the license

holder for the dry cask storage system or transport

packaging. The designer is usually the purchaser of the

neutron absorber material, either directly or indirectly

(through a fabrication subcontractor).

a quantity of a product or material accumulated under

conditions that are considered uniform for sampling

purposes.

a nuclide that has a large thermal or epithermal neutron

absorption cross section, or both.

a compound, alloy, composite or other material that

contains a neutron absorber.

neutron absorber material -
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neutron transmission test -

neutron cross section -

packaging -

qualification -

a process in which a material is placed in a thermal neutron

beam, and the number of neutrons transmitted through the

material in a specified period of time is counted. The

observed neutron counting rate may be converted to areal

density by performing the same test on a series of

calibration standards. The transmission test uses a

collimated thermal neutron beam of up to 2.54 cm in

diameter, with a tolerance of 10 percent.

a measure of the probability that a neutron will interact

with a nucleus; a function of the neutron energy and the

structure of the interacting nucleus.

in transport of radioactive material, the assembly of

components necessary to enclose the radioactive contents

completely.

the process of evaluating, testing, or both, a material

produced by a specific manufacturing process to

demonstrate uniformity and durability for a specific

application.

The MAGNASTOR storage system utilizes sheets of neutron absorber material that are attached

to the sides of the spent fuel storage locations in the fuel baskets. The materials and dimensions

of the neutron absorber sheets are defined on NAC drawing numbers 71160-571 and 71160-572.

The material in the Bill of Materials is identified as a metallic composite (includes borated

aluminum alloy, borated metal matrix composites (MMC), and Boral), which is available under

various commercial trade names. Incorporating alternative neutron absorber materials in the

design provides fabrication flexibility for the use of the most economical and available neutron
absorber material that meets the characteristics necessary to assure criticality safety. The critical

design characteristics of the neutron absorber material are:

0 A minimum "effective" areal density of 0.027 g/cm 2 10B for the PWR basket and 0.020

g/cm 2 l0B for the BWR basket; and

* A uniform distribution of boron carbide; and

* A strength at least equivalent to that of 1100 series aluminum at 7007F, which is

sufficient to maintain its form; and

* An effective thermal conductivity greater than, or equal to, that used in the thermal

analyses (Chapter 4).
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The required minimum as-fabricated 1°B loading in a neutron absorber sheet is determined based

on the effectiveness of the material, i.e., 75% for Boral and 90% for borated aluminum alloys
and for borated metal matrix composites. Neutron transmission testing, as described in Section

10.1.6, will be used to verify the 1°B areal density for the neutron absorber materials. Table
8.8-1 presents a tabulation of the types of neutron absorber materials, the required minimum

effective areal density of 10B, and the required minimum as-fabricated areal density of 10B.

Since an oxide layer forms on the surfaces of the metallic composite neutron absorber material

shortly after fabrication, interaction with the stainless steel as well as the electroless nickel
coating is inhibited and the material is protected against degradation. Consequently, no potential

reactions associated with the aluminum-based criticality control materials are expected. The
positions and attachments of the neutron absorber sheets and the retainers to the fuel tubes are

shown on drawings NAC drawing numbers 71160-551 and 71160-591.

Standard industrial inspections will be performed on the neutron absorber products to verify the

acceptability of physical characteristics such as dimensions, flatness, straightness, thermal

conductivity, tensile properties (if structural considerations are applicable), other mechanical

properties as appropriate, surface quality and finish in accordance with the design drawings and

fabrication specifications. Specific acceptance criteria and the associated industry standard/code
are described in Section 10.1.6.

Qualification of the neutron absorber material will be specified to demonstrate that the material

will perform its design functions under the defined environmental conditions during the licensed

period. Material qualification and validation specifications are defined in Section 10.1.6 for a
range of environmental conditions, including short-term transfer operations, normal conditions,

and off-normal and accident events.

Acceptance testing of the neutron absorber material, as described in Section 10.1.6, will be

performed to validate that the production materials comply with the specified requirements,

including absorber content and uniformity of distribution, mechanical properties, thermal
conductivity, surface finish and dimensions.

All qualification and acceptance validation will be conducted in accordance with the NAC
International quality assurance program.
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Table 8.8-1 Neutron Absorber Material Minimum 1°B Loading

Required Minimum Effective Required Minimum Actual
Neutron

Absorber
Type

Areal Density
(10B g/cm 2)

% Credit Used in
Criticality
Analyses

Areal Density
(10B g/cm 2)

PWR Fuel BWR Fuel PWR Fuel BWR Fuel
0.036 0.027 0.04 0.03Aten 0.030 0.0225 90 0.334 0.025Aluminum Alloy 0.027 0.020 0.03 0.0223

0.036 0.027 0.04 0.03
Borated MMC 0.030 0.0225 90 0.334 0.025

0.027 0.020 1 0.03 0.0223
0.036 0.027 0.048 0.036

Boral 0.030 1 0.0225 75 0.04 [ 0.030
0.027 0.020 0.036 0.0267
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Operating Procedures
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9.1 Loading MAGNASTOR

MAGNASTOR is used to load, transfer, and store spent fuel. The three principal components of
the system are: the transportable storage canister (TSC), the transfer cask, and the concrete cask.
The transfer cask contains and supports the TSC during fuel loading, lid welding and closure
operations. The transfer cask, with the transfer adapter, is also used to move the TSC into
position for placement in the concrete cask.

These loading procedures are based on three initial conditions.

* the transfer cask is located in a facility's designated workstation for cask preparation
* an empty TSC (properly receipt inspected and accepted) is located in the transfer cask

cavity
* an accepted concrete cask is available to receive the TSC when loading and preparation

activities are complete

The TSC is filled with clean or pool water and the transfer cask containing the TSC is lowered

into the spent fuel pool for fuel assembly loading and verification. The user must identify and
select the fuel assemblies to be loaded and ensure that all loaded fuel assemblies comply with the
Approved Content provisions of the CoC.. ,Following fuel loading, the closure lid is installed and the transfer cask containing the loaded TSC
is lifted from the bottom of the spent fuel pool. The TSC is partially drained and the closure lid is
welded to the TSC shell. The closure lid-to-shell weld is visual and progressive dye penetrant

examined. The cavity is refilled and the TSC is subjected to a hydrostatic pressure test with no
loss in pressure or observable leakage allowed. Following hydrostatic pressure test acceptance,
the closure ring, which provides the redundant confinement closure barrier, is installed, welded
and inspected. The TSC cavity water is then drained and volumetrically measured. At the option
of the user, the closure ring welding sequence can be completed later in the cask loading

operational sequence following completion of vacuum drying and helium backfill.

The residual moisture in the TSC is then removed by vacuum drying techniques and the TSC
dryness is verified. The TSC is then evacuated to < 3 torr and backfilled with a known quantity of
pressurized high-purity helium to provide an inert atmosphere and to establish the convective heat
transfer flow for the safe long-term storage of the spent fuel contents. System connections to the
vent and drain openings are removed and the inner port covers are installed, welded, dye
penetrant examined and helium leakage rate tested. The outer port covers, which provide the
redundant sealing of the confinement boundary, are installed, welded and dye penetrant

examined. Installation and welding of the TSC closure lid, shell, closure ring and port covers
AN complete the assembly of the confinement boundary and redundant closure.
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The concrete cask is positioned for the transfer of the TSC and the transfer adapter is installed.

The transfer cask containing the loaded TSC is positioned on the transfer adapter on the top of the

concrete cask. The TSC is lowered into the concrete cask and the transfer cask and transfer

adapter are removed. The concrete lid assembly is installed and secured to complete the loading

process.

The loaded concrete cask is moved to the 1SFSI storage pad using the site-specific transporter and

placed in its long-term storage location. Final radiation surveys are completed and the

temperature monitoring system is installed, if used, which completes the MAGNASTOR loading

and transfer sequence.

9.1.1 Loadinq and Closincq the TSC

This section describes the sequence of operations to load and close the TSC in preparation for

transferring the TSC to the concrete cask. The empty TSC is assumed to be positioned inside the

transfer cask located at the designated workstation.

1. Visually inspect the TSC and basket internals for foreign materials or debris.

Note: When BWR enrichments require the use of the 82-assembly basket

configuration, verify the presence of the center cell weldment and upper

weldments with blocking strap to assure that assemblies cannot physically be

loaded in the five designated nonfuel locations.

2. Visually inspect the top of the TSC shell and closure lid weld preps.

3. Inflate the upper transfer cask annulus seal with air or nitrogen gas. Disconnect the gas

supply.

Note: Either the top or bottom upper annulus seal is used based on the length of the
TSC to be loaded.

Note: The sequence and use of upper and lower annulus seals are at the discretion of

the Licensee/User based on selected in-plant operational procedures and

approved site-specific TSC cooling methods to maintain TSC and fuel clad

temperatures within FSAR limits.
Note: Optional TSC annulus shims may be utilized at the discretion of the user to

assist in centering the TSC in the MTC annulus.
4. Verify the three TSC retaining blocks (MTCI/MTC2) are pinned in the retracted position or

the retaining ring (MTC2) is removed.

5. Verify that at least one lock pin is installed on each transfer cask shield door.

6. Fill the TSC with clean or pool water. For PWR spent fuel contents, the soluble boron

concentration in the TSC shall be verified and monitored in accordance with the LCO 3.2.1.
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7. Attach the lift yoke to a crane suitable for handling the loaded TSC, transfer cask and yoke.
Position the lift yoke over the transfer cask and engage it with the two transfer cask trunnions.
Note: The temperature of the transfer cask (surrounding ambient air temperature)

must be verified to be at or above the minimum operating temperature of 0°F,
per Section 4.3.1.f. of the Technical Specifications.

8. Lift the transfer cask containing the empty TSC and move it to the spent fuel pool following
the prescribed load path.
Note: A protective cover, attached to the bottom of the transfer cask, may be used to

prevent imbedding contaminated particles in the shield doors and door rails.
9. Connect the clean water lines to the lower annulus fill ports of the transfer cask. Ensure that

the unused ports are closed or capped to prevent pool water in-leakage.
10. Lower the transfer cask to the pool surface and turn on the clean water supply lines to the

lower annulus fill ports to fill the transfer cask/TSC annulus.
Note: Sequence on connection and filling/draining transfer cask/TSC annulus is at the

discretion of the user based on approved site-specific procedures.
11. Spray the transfer cask and lift yoke with clean water to wet the exposed surfaces.

Note: Wetting the components that enter the spent fuel pool and spraying the
components leaving the pool will reduce the effort required to decontaminate
the components.

12. Lower the transfer cask as the annulus fills with clean water until the upper annulus fill ports
are accessible. Hold this position and connect the clean water annulus fill lines to the upper
fill ports. Ensure the unused ports are closed or capped to prevent pool water in-leakage.

13. Lower the transfer cask to the bottom of the pool in the cask loading area.
14. Disengage the lift yoke and visually verify that the lift yoke is fully disengaged. Remove the

lift yoke from the spent fuel pool while spraying the yoke and crane cables with clean water.
15. Load the previously selected fuel assemblies into the TSC basket.

Note: The fuel assemblies shall be selected in compliance with the requirements of
the approved contents specified in Appendix B of the Technical Specifications
and the boron concentration limits of the Technical Specifications, including
limitations on fuel assembly positions within the basket. Assembly selection
and placement within the basket shall be independently verified.

16. Visually verify the fuel assembly identification to confirm the serial numbers match the
approved fuel-loading pattern.

17. Install three swivel hoist rings hand tight in the three closure lid lifting holes or in three of the
six TSC lift holes. Install a three-legged sling set to the hoist rings and connect the sling set to

the crane hook or the attachment point on the lift yoke.
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Note: At the discretion of the user, the closure lid can be attached to the lift yoke
and the lid installed during the lowering of the lift yoke.

18. Raise the closure lid. Adjust closure lid rigging to level the closure lid.
19. Move the closure lid over the spent fuel pool and align the lift yoke (if used) to the transfer

cask trunnions and align the closure lid to the match marks of the TSC.
20. Lower the closure lid until it enters the TSC and seats in the top of the TSC. Visually verify

closure lid alignment using the match marks (± Y2 inch).
21. Allow sling cables to go slack and move the lift yoke into position to engage the transfer cask

trunnions. Engage the lift yoke to the trunnions, apply a slight tension, and visually verify

engagement.
22. Raise the transfer cask until its top clears the pool surface. Visually verify that the closure lid

is properly seated. If necessary, lower the transfer cask and reinstall the closure lid. Rinse the
lift yoke and transfer cask with clean water as the equipment is removed from the pool.

23. Rinse and flush the top of the transfer cask and TSC with clean water as necessary to remove
any radioactive particles. Survey the top of the TSC closure lid and the top of the transfer
cask to check for radioactive particles.

24. As the transfer cask is removed from the spent fuel pool, terminate the annulus fill water

supply, remove the annulus fill system hoses, and allow annulus water to drain into the spent
fuel pool.

25. Following the prescribed load path, move the transfer cask to the designated workstation for
TSC closure operations.
Note: At the option of the user, the TSC closure operations may be performed with

the transfer cask partially submerged in the spent fuel pool, cask loading pit,
or an equivalent structure. This operational alternative provides additional
shielding for the cask operators.

26. Disengage the three-legged sling set from the closure lid and the lift yoke from the transfer
cask trunnions. Place lift yoke and sling set in storage/lay-down area.

27. Inflate the transfer cask lower annulus seal with air or nitrogen. Disconnect the gas supply

from the transfer cask.
Note: The installation, use, and operational sequence of the lower annulus seal is at the

discretion of the user based on approved site-specific procedures. At the option of the
user, the gas supply can be maintained continuously to the annulus seals.

28. At the option of the user, based on TSC decay heat load, install the Annulus Circulating Water
cooling System (ACWS) to the lower and upper annulus fill lines. Unused fill lines are to be
closed or capped.
Note: For TSCs prepared with the transfer cask partially submerged on an in-pool shelf,

partially drained cask loading pit or equivalent partial submerged condition, alternative
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ACWS operations (e.g., reverse flow ACWS) may be utilized to maintain TSC and
fuel clad temperatures within normal operational limits.

Note: ACWS operation allows the vacuum drying and TSC transfer times in LCO 3.1.1 to be
utilized.

29. Initiate clean water flow into the transfer cask lower fill lines with annulus water discharging
through the upper fill lines. Ensure water flow is maintained to keep the outlet water
temperature <I 1 130F.
Note: Alternative reverse flow ACWS operation is analyzed in Chapter 4 and specifies that

operational limits on inlet water temperature of < 80'F and inlet flow rate of 60 gpm
will assure that the fuel clad and TSC temperatures are bounded by standard ACWS
cooling operations.

Note: With the ACWS, or site-approved alternative ACWS, operating, there is no
time limit through completion of the draining of the TSC. However, if the
circulating water cooling system is not utilized, or becomes nonoperational,
measure the cavity water temperature every 2 hours. If TSC preparation
operations through draining are not completed prior to the cavity water
temperature reaching 200'F, a cooling water flow will be established through
the cavity to maintain the water temperature to < 200'F, or the TSC shall be
returned to the spent fuel pool within 2 hours and maintained with the TSC
submerged for a time period sufficient to lower the TSC cavity water
temperature to allow completion of pre-draining operations, or until the
ACWS operation is initiated.

30. Detorque and remove the lifting hoist rings from the closure lid.
31. Using a portable suction pump, remove any standing water from the closure lid weld groove,

and the vent and drain ports.
32. Decontaminate the top of the transfer cask and TSC closure lid to allow installation of the

welding equipment. Decontaminate external surfaces of the transfer cask and remove the
bottom protective cover, if installed.

33. Insert the drain line with a female quick-connector attached through the drain port opening
and into the basket drain port sleeve. Remove the female quick-disconnect and any
contaminated water displaced from the cavity.

34. Torque the drain tube connector to the drain opening to the value specified in Table 9.1-2.
Verify quick-disconnect is installed and properly torqued in the vent port opening.

35. Install a venting device to the vent port quick-disconnect to prevent combustible gas or
pressure buildup below the closure lid.

36. Verify that the top of the closure lid is level (flush) with, or slightly above, the top of the TSC
shell.
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37. At the discretion of the user, establish foreign material exclusion controls to prevent objects
from being dropped into the annulus or TSC.

38. Install the welding system, including supplemental shielding, to the top of the closure lid.
Note: At the discretion of the user, supplemental shielding may be installed around

the transfer cask to reduce operator dose. Use of supplemental shielding shall
be evaluated to ensure its use does not adversely affect the safety performance
of MAGNASTOR.

39. Connect a suction pump to the drain port quick-disconnect and verify venting through the vent
port quick-disconnect.

40. Operate the suction pump to remove approximately 70 gallons of water from the TSC.
Disconnect the suction pump.
Note: The radiation level will increase as water is removed from the TSC cavity, as

shielding material is being removed.
Note: Fuel rods shall not be exposed to air during the 70-gallon pump-down.

41. Attach a hydrogen detector to the vent line. Ensure that the vent line does not interfere with
the operation of the weld machine.

42. Sample the gas volume below the closure lid and observe hydrogen detector for H2

concentration prior to commencing closure lid welding operations. Monitor H2 concentration
in the TSC until the root pass of the closure lid-to-shell weld is completed.
Note: If H2 concentration exceeds 2.4% prior to or during root pass welding

operations, immediately stop welding operations. Evacuate the TSC gas
volume or purge the gas volume with helium. Verify H2 levels are <2.4%
prior to restarting welding operations.

Note: In place of continuous H2 monitoring, continuous gas purging of the volume
below the lid may be used in concert with initial (prior to start of welding) and
intermittent H2 monitoring (upon termination of gas purging and prior to re-
starting welding operations).

43. Install shims into the closure lid-to-TSC shell gap, as necessary, to establish a uniform gap for
welding. Tack weld the closure lid and shims, as required.

44. Operate the welding equipment to complete the closure lid-to-TSC shell root pass weld in
accordance with the approved weld procedure.

45. Remove the H2 detector from the vent line while ensuring the vent line remains installed.
46. Perform visual and liquid penetrant (PT) examinations of the root pass and record the results.
47. Operate the welding equipment to perform the closure lid-to-shell weld to the midplane

between the root and final weld surfaces. Perform visual and PT examinations for the
midplane weld pass, and record the results.
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48. Complete welding through the completion of the final pass of the closure lid weld, perform
final visual and PT examinations, and record the results.

49. Perform the hydrostatic test of the TSC as follows:
a. Connect a drain line to the vent port and a pressure test system to the drain port.
b. Refill the TSC with clean water until water is observed flowing from the vent port

drain line. Close the vent line isolation valve. Ensure continuing compliance with
the boron concentration requirements of LCO 3.2.1.

c. Pressurize the TSC to 150 (+10, -0) psig and isolate the TSC.

d. Maintain the TSC pressure for a minimum 10-minute hold period. At the end of
the 10-minute hold period, visually examine the closure lid-to-TSC shell weld for

leakage of water, while maintaining the test pressure. The test pressure shall be
maintained until the completion of the visual inspection of the closure lid-to-TSC
shell weld.

e. The hydrostatic test is acceptable if there is no visible water leakage from the
closure lid-to-TSC shell weld based on a visual examination of the weld after a

minimum 10-minute hold period, while maintaining the test pressure.
f. Vent the TSC cavity and remove the pressure test system from the drain port and

the drain line from the vent line. Reinstall a vent line to the vent port to prevent
pressurization of the TSC.

50. Install and tack the closure ring in position in the closure lid-to-TSC shell weld groove.
51. Weld the closure ring to the TSC shell and to the closure lid. Perform visual and PT

examinations of the final surfaces of the welds and record the results.
Note: At the option of the user and in order to facilitate the Maximum Transfer Time of

Technical Specification LCO 3.1.1 the installation, welding, and NDE of the closure
ring may be performed immediately after helium backfill (Step 61) or after completion
of the welding, testing, and NDE of the vent and drain inner or outer port covers (Step

63 or 67).
52. Remove the water from the TSC using one of the following methods: drain down using a

suction pump with a pressurized helium cover gas; or blow down using pressurized helium
gas. Ensure the totalizer in the drain line is reset to zero prior to the start of draining.
Note: Fuel rods shall not be exposed to air during canister draining operations.

53. Connect a drain line with or without suction pump to the drain port connector.
54. Connect a regulated helium gas supply to the vent port connector.
55. Open gas supply valve and start suction pump, if used, and drain water from the TSC until

water ceases to flow out of the drain line. Close gas supply valve and stop suction pump.

56. Record the time at the completion of the draining of the TSC. Record the volume of water
drained from the TSC (VTsc) as measured by the totalizer.
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57. At the option of the user, disconnect suction pump, close discharge line isolation valve, and

open helium gas supply line. Pressurize TSC to approximately 25 psig and open discharge

line isolation valve to blow down the TSC. Repeat blow down operations until no significant

water flows out of the drain line. Note that time used for system draining and blow down is

considered part of the vacuum drying time.

58. Disconnect the drain line and gas supply line from the drain and vent port quick-disconnects.

59. Dry the TSC cavity using vacuum drying methods as follows.

Note: Ensure heat load dependent vacuum drying time limits are not exceeded so

that fuel cladding temperatures are maintained below 752°F. Vacuum drying

cycle time limits in LCO 3.1.1 are based on utilizing the ACWS, reverse flow

ACWS or other site-approved alternative cooling system.

Note: At the option of the user, the drain and/or vent port quick-disconnects can be

removed and replaced temporarily with suitable straight-through fittings to

increase flow area cross-section and to reduce resistance to gas flow. The

quick-disconnect fittings must be reinstalled and torqued prior to final helium

backfill.

a. Connect the vacuum drying system to the vent and drain port openings.

b. Operate the vacuum pump until a vapor pressure of_< 10 torr is achieved in the

TSC. The time durations of the first vacuum drying cycle shall be in accordance

with the time limits of LCO 3.1.1.

c. Isolate the vacuum pump from the TSC and turn off the vacuum pump. Observe

the vacuum gauge connected to the TSC for an increase in pressure for a minimum

period of 10 minutes. If the TSC pressure is _< 10 torr at the end of 10 minutes, the

TSC is dry of free water in accordance with LCO 3.1 .1.

Note:

After the cooling period, subsequent drying cycle

operations can continue for the times indicated in LCO 3.1.1. Drying cycles

and cooling periods may be continued until the TSC cavity passes the dryness

verification of Step 59.c per LCO 3.1.1. For fuel burnup greater than 45

GWd/MTU, the total number of cooling cycles through placement of the TSC

in the concrete cask is limited to ten.
60. Upon satisfactory completion of the dryness verification, evacuate the TSC cavity to a

pressure of_< 3 torr. Isolate and turn off the vacuum pump, and backfill and pressurize the

TSC cavity with 99.995% (minimum) pure helium as follows:
a. Determine the free volume of the TSC (VTsc) per Step 56.
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b. Multiply the VTSC free volume by the helium loading value per unit volume

(Lhelium) to determine required helium mass (Mheium) to be backfilled into the

cavity.

c. Set the helium bottle regulator to 90 (+5,-0) psig.

d. Connect the helium backfill system to the vent port and reset the mass-flow meter

to zero.

e. Slowly open the helium supply valve and backfill the TSC with the required

helium mass (Mhelium) in accordance with LCO 3.1.1.
61. Disconnect the vacuum drying helium backfill system from the vent and drain openings. Note

the time the helium backfill is completed.

Note: At the option of the user, Steps 50 and 51 can alternatively be performed at this point

or immediately following Steps 63 or 67. The user to establish appropriate

radiological controls to maintain operator dose ALARA.

62. Install and weld the inner port cover on the drain port opening.

63. Install and weld the inner port cover on the vent port opening.

64. Perform visual and PT examinations of the final surface of the port cover welds and record the

results.

65. Perform helium leak test on each of the inner port cover welds to verify the absence of helium

leakage past the inner port cover welds.

66. Install and weld the outer port cover on the drain port opening. Perform visual and PT

examinations of the final weld surface and record the results.

67. Install and weld the outer port cover on the vent port opening. Perform visual and PT

examinations of the final weld surface and record the results.

68. Using an appropriate crane, remove the weld machine and supplemental shield.

69. If the ACWS, reverse flow ACWS or site-approved cooling system is utilized and the helium

backfill time is satisfied (see LCO 3.1.1), drain the TSC/transfer cask annulus by stopping

ACWS flow to the annulus and connecting one or more drain lines to the lower annulus fill

ports. Once the annulus is drained, deflate the top and bottom annulus seals. Note the time

the MTC/TSC annulus cooling flow is terminated.

Note: The time duration of the sequence of operations from stopping the MTC/TSC
annulus cooling, or completing the helium backfill if the annulus circulating

water cooling system is not used, through completion of TSC transfer into the

concrete cask shall not exceed the transfer time limits in LCO 3.1.1. If the

TSC transfer to the concrete cask cannot be completed in the defined time

period, the transfer operation will be suspended and the TSC shall be cooled

by the ACWS, reverse flow ACWS or site-approved alternative cooling

system for a minimum of 30 hours after steaming ceases prior to restarting
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TSC transfer operations. The second, and subsequent, TSC transfer evolution
times are limited to LCO 3.1.1 heat load specific maximum transfer times.

70. If using MTC I or MTC2 with retaining blocks, remove the lock pins and move the transfer
cask retaining blocks inward into their functional position, and reinstall the lock pins. If using
MTC2 with retaining ring, install the transfer cask retaining ring.

71. Install the six swivel hoist rings into the six threaded holes in the closure lid if TSC transfer is
to be performed by two sets of redundant slings. Torque the hoist rings to the manufacturer's
recommended value.
Note: Alternative site-specific TSC lifting systems and equipment may be used for

lowering and lifting the TSC in the transfer cask. The lifting system design
must comply with the user's heavy load program and the applicable
requirements of ANSI N 14.6, NUREG-0612, and/or ASME/ANSI B30.1, as
appropriate.

72. Complete final decontamination of the transfer cask exterior surfaces. Final TSC

contamination surveys may be performed after TSC transfer following Step 21 in Section
9.1.2 when TSC surfaces are more accessible.

73. Proceed to Section 9.1.2.
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9.1.2 Transferring the TSC to the Concrete Cask

This section describes the sequence of operations required to complete the transfer of a loaded

TSC from the transfer cask into a concrete cask, and preparation of the concrete cask for

movement to the ISFSI pad.

1. Position an empty concrete cask with the lid assembly removed in the designated TSC transfer

location.

Note: The concrete cask can be positioned on the ground, or on a deenergized air

pad set, roller skid, heavy-haul trailer, rail car, or transfer cart. The transfer

location can be in a truck/rail bay inside the loading facility or an external area
accessed by the facility cask handling crane.

Note: The minimum ambient air temperature (either in the facility or external air

temperature, as applicable for the handling sequence) must be > 0°F for the

use of the concrete cask, per Section 4.3.1.g. of the Technical Specifications.

2. Inspect all concrete cask openings for foreign objects and remove if present; install

supplemental shielding in four outlets.

3. Install a four-legged sling set to the lifting points on the transfer adapter.

4. Using the crane, lift the transfer adapter and place it on top of the concrete cask ensuring that

the guide ring sits inside the concrete cask lid flange. Remove the sling set from the crane and

move the slings out of the operational area.

5. Connect a hydraulic supply system to the hydraulic cylinders of the transfer adapter.

6. Verify the movement of the connectors and move the connector tees to the fully extended

position.

7. Connect the lift yoke to the crane and engage the lift yoke to the transfer cask trunnions.

Ensure all lines, temporary shielding and work platforms are removed to allow for the vertical

lift of the transfer cask.

Note: The minimum ambient air temperature (either in the facility or external air

temperature, as applicable for the handling sequence) must be > 0°F for the

use of the transfer cask, per Section 4.3. l.f. of the Technical Specifications.

8. Raise the transfer cask and move it into position over the empty concrete cask.

9. Slowly lower the transfer cask into the engagement position on top of the transfer adapter to

align with the door rails and engage the connector tees.

10. Following set down, remove the lock pins from the shield door lock tabs.

11. Install a stabilization system for the transfer cask, if required by the facility heavy load

handling or seismic analysis programs.
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12. Disengage the lift yoke from the transfer cask trunnions and move the lift yoke from the area.

13. As appropriate to the TSC lifting system being used, move the lifting system to a position

above the transfer cask. If redundant sling sets are being used, connect the sling sets to the

crane hook.

14. Using the TSC lifting system, lift the TSC slightly (approximately ½-1 inch) to remove the

TSC weight from the shield doors.

Note: The lifting system operator must take care to ensure that the TSC is not lifted

such that the retaining blocks (MTCI/MTC2) or the retaining ring (MTC2) is
engaged by the top of the TSC.

15. Open the transfer cask shield doors with the hydraulic system to provide access to the

concrete cask cavity.

16. Using the cask handling crane in slow speed (or other approved site-specific handling

system), slowly lower the TSC into the concrete cask cavity until the TSC is seated on the

pedestal.

Note: The transfer adapter and the standoffs in the concrete cask will ensure the TSC

is appropriately centered on the pedestal within the concrete cask.
Note: The completion of the transfer of the TSC to the concrete cask (i.e., the top of

the TSC is in the concrete cask cavity) completes the TSC transfer evolution

time from Step 69 in Section 9.1.1.
17. When the TSC is seated, disconnect the slings (or other handling system) from the lifting

system, and lower the sling sets through the transfer cask until they rest on top of the TSC.

18. Retrieve the lift yoke and engage the lift yoke to the transfer cask trunnions.

19. Remove the seismic/heavy load restraints from the transfer cask, if installed.
20. Close the shield doors using the hydraulic system and reinstall the lock pins into the shield

door lock tabs.

21. Lift the transfer cask from the top of the concrete cask and return it to the cask preparation

area for next fuel loading sequence or to its designated storage location.

22. Disconnect hydraulic supply system from the transfer adapter hydraulic cylinders.

23. Remove redundant sling sets, swivel hoist rings, or other lifting system components from the

top of the TSC, if installed.

24. Verify all equipment and tools have been removed from the top of the TSC and transfer adapter.

25. Connect the transfer adapter four-legged sling set to the crane hook and lift the transfer

adapter off the concrete cask. Place the transfer adapter in its designated storage location and

remove the slings from the crane hook. Remove supplemental shielding from outlets.

Note: If the optional low profile concrete cask is used, proceed to Step 26. If the

standard concrete cask is provided, proceed to Step 38.
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26. Install three swivel hoist rings and the three-legged sling set on the concrete cask shield ring.
27. Using the crane, lift the shield ring and place it into position inside of the concrete cask top

flange.
28. Remove the three-legged sling and swivel hoist rings.
29. Using the designated transport equipment, move the loaded concrete cask out of the low

clearance work area or truck/rail bay.
30. Install the three swivel hoist rings into the three threaded holes and attach the three-legged

sling set to the shield ring.
3 1. Using an external or mobile crane, lift and remove the shield ring. Place the shield ring in

position for the next loading sequence or return it to its designated storage location.
32. Install four swivel hoist rings in the threaded holes of the concrete cask extension using the

manufacturer-specified torque.
33. Install the four-legged sling set and attach to the crane hook.

Note: A mobile crane of sufficient capacity may be required for concrete cask
extension and lid installations performed outside the building.

34. Perform visual inspection of the top of the concrete cask and verify all equipment and tools
have been removed.
Note: Take care to minimize personnel access to the top of the unshielded loaded

concrete cask due to shine from the TSC.
35. Lift the concrete cask extension and move it into position over the concrete cask, ensuring

alignment of the two anchor cavities with their mating lift anchor embedment.
36. Lower the concrete cask extension into position and remove the sling set from the crane hook.
37. Remove the four swivel hoist rings and cables from the concrete cask extension.

Note: If concrete cask transport is to be performed by a vertical cask transporter,
proceed to Step 38. If transport is to be performed using air pads in
conjunction with a flat-bed transporter, proceed to Step 40.

38. Install the lift lugs into the anchor cavities of the concrete cask extension, or directly on top of
the lifting embedment for the standard concrete cask, if applicable to the concrete cask design
utilized.

39. Install the lift lug bolts through each lift lug and into the threaded holes in the embedment
base. Torque each of the lug bolts to the value specified in Table 9.1-2.

40. Install three swivel hoist rings into the concrete cask lid and attach the three-legged sling set.
Attach the lifting sling set to the crane hook.

41. At the option of the user, install the weather seal on the concrete cask lid flange. Lift the
concrete cask lid and place it in position on the top of the flange.
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42. Remove the sling set and swivel hoist rings and install the concrete cask lid bolts. Torque to

the value specified in Table 9.1-2.

43. Move the loaded concrete cask into position for access to the site-specific transport

equipment.

44. Proceed to Section 9.1.3.

9.1.3 Transporting and Placing the Loaded Concrete Cask

The section describes the general procedures for moving a loaded concrete cask to the ISFSI pad

using either a vertical cask transporter (Step I through Step 9) or a flat-bed transport vehicle

(Steps 10 through 17). Steps following Step 17 are performed for all concrete casks.

Vertical Cask Transporter
I. Using the vertical cask transporter lift fixture or device, engage the two concrete cask lifting

lugs.

2. Lift the loaded concrete cask and move it to the ISFSI pad following the approved onsite

transport route.

Note: Ensure vertical cask transporter lifts the concrete cask evenly using the two

lifting lugs.

Note: Do not exceed the maximum lift height for a loaded concrete cask of 24

inches, per Section 4.3. I.h. of the Technical Specifications.

3. Move the concrete cask into position over its intended ISFSI pad storage location. Ensure the

surface under the concrete cask is free of foreign objects and debris.

Note: The spacing between adjacent loaded concrete casks must be at least 15 feet.

4. Using the vertical transporter, slowly lower the concrete cask into position.

5. Disengage the vertical transporter lift connections from the two concrete cask lifting lugs.

Move the cask transporter from the area.

6. Detorque and remove the lift lug bolts from each lifting lug, if the lugs are to be reused.

Note: At the option of the user, the lift lugs may be left installed during storage

operations.
7. Lift out and remove the concrete cask lift lugs. Store the lift lugs for the next concrete cask

movement.

8. Install the lug bolts through the extension base (or through the cover plate for the standard

concrete cask) and into the threaded holes. Torque each bolt to the value specified in Table

9.1-2.

9. For the casks with extensions containing anchor cavities, install the weather seal and cover

plates. Install the bolts and washers and torque to the value specified in Table 9.1-2.
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Flat-bed Transport Vehicle Loaded with the Closed Concrete Cask
10. Move the transport vehicle with the closed concrete cask to a position adjacent to the ISFSI

pad.
11. If required, install a bridging plate to cover the gap between the vehicle and the ISFSI pad.
12. If not already installed, insert four deflated air pads into the four inlets.
13. Attach a restraining device around the concrete cask and connect to a tow vehicle suitable for

pushing or pulling the concrete cask off of the transport vehicle.
14. Using an air supply and an air pad controller, inflate the air pads.
15. Verify the ISFSI pad surface in the storage location is free of foreign objects and debris.
16. Using the tow vehicle, move the concrete cask into its position on the storage pad.

Note: The center-to-center spacing of loaded concrete casks shall be a minimum of
15 feet.

17. Lower the concrete cask into position by deflating and removing the four air pads.

All Concrete Casks
18. If optional temperature monitoring is implemented, install the temperature monitoring devices

in each of the four outlets of the concrete cask and connect to the site's temperature
monitoring system.

19. Install inlet and outlet screens to prevent access by debris and small animals.
Note: Screens may be installed on the concrete cask prior to TSC loading to

minimize operations personnel exposure.
20. Scribe and/or stamp the concrete cask nameplate to indicate the loading date. If not already

done, scribe or stamp any other required information.
21. Perform a radiological survey of the concrete cask within the ISFSI array to confirm dose

rates comply with ISFSI administrative boundary and site boundary dose limits.
22. Initiate a daily temperature monitoring program or daily inspection program of the inlet and

outlet screens to verify continuing effectiveness of the heat removal system.
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Table 9.1-1 Major Auxiliary Equipment

Item Description
Air Pad Rig Set A device consisting of four air pads, a controller, and an air supply

source that lifts the concrete cask using air supplied at a high
volume.

Annulus Fill System System that supplies clean/filtered spent fuel pool water through
the transfer cask/TSC annulus using the lower and upper transfer
cask fill lines. The system maintains a positive clean water flow to
minimize the exposure of the TSC external surfaces to
contaminated spent fuel pool water.

Annulus Circulating Water The system provides a circulating water flow through the annulus
Cooling System to maintain the TSC shell temperature during TSC preparation and

drying evolutions. The system includes appropriate circulating
pump, pressure gauges, and inlet and outlet water thermometer.

Annulus Seals Inflatable seals provided at the top and bottom of the transfer
cask/TSC annulus for use with the annulus fill and annulus
circulating water cooling systems.

Bottom Protective Cover Optional plate temporarily attached to the base of the transfer cask
to prevent particulate contamination of the transfer cask shield
doors and rails.

Canister Upender Lifting device used to upright a TSC from the horizontal position to
a vertical orientation to allow vertical handling.

Cask Transporter A heavy-haul trailer, a rail car, a vertical cask transporter, or other
specially designed equipment used onsite to move the concrete
cask. The loaded concrete cask is transported vertically resting on
its base (requiring a flat-bed transporter) or it is transported
vertically suspended from its lifting lugs (requiring a vertical cask
transporter).

Closure Lid Lifting Sling Sling system used to install the closure lid into the TSC in the
System spent fuel pool. At the user's option, the sling system can be

suspended from the lift yoke and used to install the lid and engage
the yoke with one crane sequence.

Cooldown System (CDS) Introduces nitrogen, helium, and cooling water to the TSC cavity to
cooldown the TSC internals and stored spent fuel to allow the
return of the TSC to the spent fuel pool for the unloading of the
fuel assemblies. This system would only be required in the highly
unlikely event that a loaded TSC had to be unloaded.
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Table 9.1-1 Major Auxiliary Equipment (continued)

Drain and Blow Down System used to pump out and/or blow down the water from the
System (DBS) TSC cavity prior to the start of drying operations, and to refill the

cavity and hydrostatic test the closure lid weld. The system
includes the appropriate suction pump, piping/hoses, flow
meter/totalizer, helium cover gas supply, pressure gauges, and
valves to connect to the TSC vent and drain port connections to
complete the draining and hydrostatic testing of the cavity.

Hydrogen Detection System that detects increased concentration of H2 in the cavity
System resulting from material reactions during closure lid root pass

welding operations and for closure lid weld removal operations.
Helium Mass Spectrometer A system utilized to perform the helium leakage testing of the inner
Leak Detector (MSLD) vent and drain port cover welds.
Lid Retention System An optional component installed on top of the TSC closure lid to

secure the lid during cask handling operations between the spent
fuel pool and the workstation used to close the TSC.

Lift Yoke (with Crane Hook Device for lifting and moving MAGNASTOR transfer cask by
Extension, if required) engaging the lifting trunnions.
Loaded TSC Sling System Redundant sling system (two 3-legged slings) used to transfer a

TSC into a concrete cask or a transfer cask and meeting the
requirements of ANSI N14.6 and the facility crane. Alternative
TSC handling systems that meet site-specific or client
requirements and comply with the facility's heavy lift program
developed per NUREG-0612 may be utilized.

Remote/Robotic Welding System that completes the closure lid and port cover welds with
System minimal operator assistance. The system may include video

cameras and a recording device to remotely observe the welding
activities and to videotape the results of the closure lid PT
examinations.

Supplemental Weld Shield Optional steel plate installed on the closure lid to provide additional
shielding to the cask operators during TSC welding, preparation,
and test activities. The supplemental weld shield may be installed
separately or as the base plate for the welding system.

Vacuum Drying and Helium The system used to vaporize and remove residual water, water
Backfill System vapor, and oxidizing gases from the TSC cavity prior to backfilling

with helium. The system includes the appropriate vacuum
pump(s), vacuum and pressure gauges, helium supply
connections and valves, and hoses to connect the system to the
vent and drain connections.
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Table 9.1-1 Major Auxiliary Equipment (continued)

Weld Removal System and
Port Cover Drill Fixture

Semiautomatic mechanical weld and/or TSC shell cutting system
used to remove the closure lid and port cover welds in the unlikely
event that a TSC needs to be unloaded. The Port Cover Drill
Fixture is used to access the outer and inner vent port covers prior
to TSC cavity gas sampling and venting in order to prevent an
uncontrolled release of pressurized gas during the vent port cover
removal orocess.

Gas Sampling and
Pressure Measurement
System

A system connected to the Port Cover Drill Fixture that allows the
TSC cavity gas to be sampled and its pressure determined prior to
venting of the TSC cavity gas without exposing operations
personnel to any high pressure and temperature gas releases.
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Table 9.1-2 Threaded Component Torque Values

Threaded Component Torque Value (ft-lb)
Concrete Cask Lid Bolts Snug + 1 wrench flat
Concrete Cask Body Extension Snug + 1 wrench flat
Closure Lid Lifting Hoist Rings

* Lid Handling Only Hand Tight
* Loaded TSC Handling Per hoist ring manufacturer's

recommendation
Drain Tube Connector

" Viton, EDPM, or Elastomer Seal Per seal manufacturer's specs
" Metallic Seal Per seal manufacturer's specs

Vent Port Connector
* Viton, EDPM, or Elastomer Seal Per seal manufacturer's specs
* Metallic Seal Per seal manufacturer's specs

Cover Plate Bolts Snug + 1 wrench flat
Concrete Cask Lift Lug Bolts 115 ± 10 ft-lb
Concrete Cask Lid Lifting Hoist Rings Hand Tight
Retaining Ring Bolts (MTC2 only) 30 (+0, -10) ft-lb
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9.2 Removing the Loaded TSC from a Concrete Cask

This procedure assumes the loaded concrete cask is returned to the reactor loading facility for
unloading. However, transfer of the TSC to another concrete cask can be performed at the ISFSI
without the need to return to the loading facility, provided a cask transfer facility that meets the

requirements specified in the Technical Specifications is available.

As the steps to move a loaded concrete cask are essentially the reverse of the procedures in

Section 9.1.2 and Section 9.1.3, the procedural steps are only summarized here.

1. Remove inlet and outlet screens and temperature measuring equipment (if installed).
Note: The minimum ambient air temperature (either in the facility or external air

temperature, as applicable for the handling sequence) must be> 0?F for the
use of the concrete cask, per Section 4.3.1.g. of the Technical Specifications.

2. For concrete casks to be transported by a vertical cask transporter, remove anchor cavity

cover plates, remove the lid assembly bolts, and install the lift lugs. Torque the lift lug bolts
for each lift lug to the value specified in Table 9.1-2. Attach the concrete cask to the vertical

cask transporter.

3. For concrete casks to be transported on a flat-bed vehicle, install an air pad rig set in the

inlets. Inflate the air pads and move concrete cask onto the vehicle deck.

4. Move the loaded concrete cask to the facility.

5. Remove the concrete cask lid. Install concrete cask shield ring, if required.

6. Install the six hoist rings into the canister closure lid threaded holes. Remove shield ring, if
installed.

7. Install transfer adapter on top of the concrete cask.

8. Place transfer cask onto the transfer adapter and engage the shield door connectors.
Note: The minimum ambient air temperature (either in the facility or external air

temperature, as applicable for the handling sequence) must be > 0°F for the
use of the transfer cask, per Section 4.3.1 .f. of the Technical Specifications.

9. Open the shield doors, retrieve the lifting slings, and install the slings on the lifting system.

10. Slowly withdraw the TSC from the concrete cask. The chamfer on the underside of the
transfer adapter assists in the alignment into the transfer cask.

11. Bring the TSC up to just below the retaining blocks (MTCI/MTC2) or the retaining ring
(MTC2). Close the transfer cask shield doors and install the shield door lock pins.
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12. Lift transfer cask off the concrete cask and move to the designated workstation.

After the transfer cask with the loaded TSC is in, or adjacent to, the facility, the operational
sequence to load another concrete cask is performed in accordance with the procedures in
Section 9.1.2. Note that the amount of time that a loaded TSC can remain in the transfer cask
without cooling will be administratively controlled and is based on the heat load of the TSC.

Cooling of the TSC may be required as described in Section 9.1.1.
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9.3 Wet Unloading a TSC

This section provides the basic operational sequence to prepare, open, and unload a TSC in a

spent fuel pool. Due to the rugged design and fabrication of the TSC, users are not expected to

perform this operational sequence. However, in accordance with the Technical Specifications,

each user shall have the procedures and required equipment available, and perform a dry run of

the unloading process.

The procedure that follows assumes that the TSC is in a transfer cask in the appropriate

workstation.

1. If using MTC 1 or MTC2 with retaining blocks, pull the lock pins and retract the retaining

blocks in the transfer cask, and reinstall the lock pins. If using MTC2 with retaining ring,

detach and remove the retaining ring.

2. Survey the TSC and transfer cask to establish radiation areas.

3. Install and secure by welding the Port Cover Drill Fixture to the outer vent port cover.

4. Install the Gas Sampling and Pressure Measurement System to the Port Cover Drill Fixture

access port.

5. Operate the Port Cover Drill Fixture to remotely drill through the outer and inner vent port

covers.

6. Measure cavity gas pressure utilizing the Gas Sampling and Pressure Measurement System.

7. Obtain a cavity gas sample from the Port Cover Drill Fixture connection.

8. Determine total gaseous inventory and connect a venting system to the Gas Sampling and
Pressure Measurement System and route to the HEPA filters or to the off-gas system.

9. Vent the TSC cavity gas and reduce TSC pressure to atmospheric.

10. Remove the Port Cover Drill Fixture from the outer vent port cover.

11. Install the weld removal system on the closure lid and bolt the system to the closure lid

threaded holes.

12. Establish appropriate airborne radiation controls.

13. Using the weld removal system, remove the outer and inner port covers from the vent and

drain ports.

14. Remove the weld removal system.

15. Using appropriate radiological controls, remove the vent and drain quick-disconnects and

seals.

16. Replace the quick-connects and seals with approved spares, and torque them to the value

specified in Table 9.1-2.

17. Attach the cooldown system to the vent and drain connections.
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18. Initiate nitrogen gas flow through the TSC to flush out residual radioactive gases. Continue
nitrogen flow for a minimum of 10 minutes.

19. Initiate the controlled filling (5 +3/-0 gpm) of the TSC with clean water through the drain

connector under controlled temperature (minimum 70'F) and pressure conditions (25 +10/-0
psig). Borated water shall be used as required for the PWR fuel contents in accordance with

LCO 3.2.1.
20. Monitor steam/water temperature of the discharge from the vent connection.

21. Continue cooldown operations until the discharge water temperature is below 180°F.
22. Terminate cooling water flow and disconnect the cooldown system from the drain and vent

ports. Install a vent line to the vent port.
Note: Cooling of the TSC using the annulus circulating water system may be

required to ensure cavity water boiling will not occur during closure lid weld
removal operations per Section 9.1 .1.

23. Connect a suction pump to the drain connector. Operate the pump and remove approximately
70 gallons of water from the cavity. Disconnect and remove the pump.

24. Remove the drain line from the closure lid.
25. Install the hydrogen detector to the vent line and verify hydrogen gas concentration in the gas

volume in the cavity. If the concentration reaches 2.4%, stop all cutting activities and remove
cavity gas using a vacuum pump.

26. Install the weld removal system on the closure lid. Operate the weld removal system to

remove the closure ring-to-TSC shell and closure ring-to-closure lid welds. Remove the
closure ring from the lid area.

27. Operate the weld removal system to remove the closure lid-to-shell weld.
28. Remove shims, if installed, to provide a suitable gap to be able to extract the closure lid under

water.
29. Remove the weld removal system. Terminate annulus circulating water flow, if used.

30. Install three swivel hoist rings into the closure lid threaded holes. Attach three-legged sling
set to the hoist rings and the lifting system (or, alternately, the transfer cask lifting yoke).

31. Engage the lift yoke to the transfer cask trunnions and bring the transfer cask over the spent
fuel pool.

32. Install lower annulus fill lines and fill the annulus with clean water while lowering the transfer
cask.

33. When the trunnions are near the pool surface, install upper annulus fill lines and start clean
water flow.

34. Lower the transfer cask to the bottom of the pool. Disengage the lift yoke.
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35. Slowly remove the closure lid and move the lid to an appropriate storage area.
Note: The closure lid may be contaminated and slightly activated.

36. Following fuel unloading, reengage the lift yoke to the transfer cask trunnions and remove the
transfer cask from the pool.

37. While the transfer cask is over the pool, stop the flow of water to the annulus, disconnect the
upper and lower fill lines, and allow the water in the annulus to drain back into the pool.

38. Place transfer cask and empty TSC in the cask decontamination area or other workstation.
39. Using a suction pump, remove the water from the TSC and pump to radwaste drains or return

the water to the spent fuel pool.
40. Remove and store the contaminated TSC until a determination is made regarding reuse or

disposition of the closure lid and TSC.
41. As appropriate, the user may proceed with the loading of the removed fuel assemblies in a

new TSC in accordance with the procedures in Section 9. 1.
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Table 10.2-1 MAGNASTOR Maintenance Program Schedule

Task Frequency
Visual inspection and repair or recoating of
concrete cask concrete and accessible coated Annually during storage operations
carbon steel surfaces
Visual inspection of concrete cask identification Annually
markings
Load testing and/or visual and dimensional Annually while transfer cask is in operation, or
inspection of the transfer cask prior to returning to service
Visual inspection and repair or recoating of
MTC1 transfer cask exposed carbon steel Annually while transfer cask is in operation, or
surfaces, except on sliding surfaces (does not prior to returning the transfer cask to service
apply to MTC2)
Visual inspection of MTC1 transfer cask
exposed carbon steel surfaces and temporary Quarterly
repair of coating surfaces using site-approved
materials (does not apply to MTC2)
Functional check of transfer cask sliding parts to Each use
verify adequate lubrication
Functional check of transfer cask inflatable Each use
seals to confirm operability
Visual inspection of the concrete cask lift lug Prior to each installation
bolts - if applicable
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